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A Complete System!
includes all four standard general accounting programs:

GENERAL LEDGER is completely integrated to automatically post
end-of-month transactions from A/R, AlP and Payroll. It prints 13 detailed
reports for the entire company, and optional Income Statements for up
to 99 departments. It produces up-to-the-minute comparative financial
statements with current, year-to-date, budget, and last year (month and
YTD ), showing both dollar amounts and percentages, and presents
everything you. your bookkeeper, and your accountant need to know about
the company. G/L automatically reconciles all accounts, and main
tains extensive, detailed audit trails showing the source of each G/L entry
for quick, easy, tracing. Trial Balance includes all transactions. Flex
ible Chart of Accounts. True double-entry bookkeeping. Master File
capacity: 400 Accounts • Monthly Transactions capacity: 1,000 with 200K
diskette; 3.500 with 500K diskette; 7.000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides instant, on-line customer
account information (both current and aged), with complete, timely
invoicing, including open-item (or balance forward) and statement
capabilities. It makes the entire billing process fast. easy, and efficient.
It quickly identifies your overdue accounts, helps speed collections, helps
control your cash flow, and assists you in making better financial deci
sions. Both detailed and summary customer activity and aging reports
are instantly available • Preprinted forms available for invoices and
statements • Op~ional service type invoice • Automatic finance
charge calculation. Detailed audit trail. Maintains comprehensive
customer data files 0 Produces 8 reports and documents 0 Includes
automatic periodic customer/client billing option which is ideal for service
businesses. Itemized monthly statements. Master File capacity: 400
Customers • Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette;
3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE maintains complete vendor/voucher
history and includes check-writing capabilities. Current and aged
payable reports are available upon command. It prepares an extremely
useful cash flow/cash requirements report that greatly improves
management control of your most valuable resource-cash! It prints
checks (on commercially available forms on which your company name,
address and logo can be imprinted) with comprehensive check stubs
that your vendors will appreciate. Produces 11 reports and documents
• Automatic pay selection program allows payment by due date or by
discount date. Manual and automatic checkwriting • Check register
• Detailed audit trail • Itemized monthly transactions. Master File
capacity: 400 Vendors. Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K
diskette; 3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

PAYROLL is a complete, easy-to-use professional-quality payroll
system. Be the office hero each week when the checks come out on time!
This program calculates payroll for every type of employee (hourly,
salaried, and commissioned) and prints payroll checks (with popular,
comprehensive check stubs) with an absolute minimum of input. Your
company name and logo can appear on these, too.• Stores and reports
comprehensive employee and payroll information.• Maintains monthly,
quarterly, and yearly totals for reporting purposes in multiple states(!)
• Offers user-maintainable Federal, State, and local tax tables(!). 0
W-2 printing. 941 Reporting. Produces 10 reports and documents
• Master File capacity: 400 employees. An outstanding Payroll package!
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NOW
NEARLY

10,000
USERS

Complete
Package of

Software.
Training Aids.
Manuals, and

Users' Newsletter

ONLY

$395

-. Read what Users say ...

a FREE calendar year subscription to our
user's newsletter "Debits and Credits" plus
access to our optional telephone" Hot Line"
support service and our growing network of
Experienced User Consultants™. No other
Accounting System at this price offers you
so many features, benefits, and valuable
extra services. You can pay more but you
can't buy more! Call for free literature or
order now with complete confidence.

"Two hours after receiving the Desktop Accountant I was
up and running live data, and generated an entire month's
work and financial statements the following day."

-J.e. Bartels, President
(accounting firm) Gonzales. Texas

, 'To get anything better we would have had to spend
multiple thousands 01 dollars. I think it's a dynamite
package for the money."

-Bob Cox, V.P. General Mgr.
(manufacturing company) San Antonio, Texas

Desktop Inventory Manager™
Comprehensive stand-alone Inventory Management
System for retail and wholesale businesses • Multi
location/multi-department applications • Quantity
capacity to 999,999,999.999 • Fractional units • In
quiry function uses partial item keys • Many reports
printed by department, location, or vendor and can
include entire data file or any subset • Produces 11
management reports • Tracks sales, receipts, returns
and reserves • Optional history records • Part Num
bers can be any printable character • Complete audit
trail • PRICE: $295 • Not available in every format.

, , ... for several years the defacto standard for
microcomputer software, and still a good example

of some of the better thought·out
software on the market. " -Interface Age

For Lawyers, CPAs, other professionals...

for Portable, Personal and Desktop Computers
Available for popular B-bit and 16·bit microcomputer formats:

Desktop Time &Billing simplifies the billing process,
prompts professionals to bill on time, reduces unbilled
work-in-process, measures and analyzes non-charge
able time, minimizes unreported time. provides objec
tive criteria to analyze staff performance, and reduces
manual and clerical effort. Integrates with Desktop
G/L. User defined billing format. Only $495. Not
available in every format.

Desktop Time & Billing™
Professional Time Billing & Management System

Optional Te/ephone
Support $100

DesktOll Accountant™
FULL-FEA TURE, FULLY-INTEGRA TED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

Everything you need to keep the books ... at a price you can afford!
Your Bookkeeper, Accountant, and Banker will love you for installing this fine system!

This time-tested,
interactive software
was originally
developed in 1975
for small-to-medium
sized businesses.
Since then it has
successfully proven
itself in well over
10,000 companies
in all 50 states and
in 13 foreign
countries. It is used
by hundreds of
bookkeepers,
accountants and
CPAs.
Order yours today.

This remarkably-valued Accounting System
will manage your company's business
records and automate your entire book
keeping process-from the posting of indi
vidual transactions to producing up-to-the
minute Income Statements, Balance Shsets,
and other important management reports.
Desktop AccountanFM gives you a "Big
Company," professional image with pre
printed invoices, statements, and checks.
It is user-friendly, completely menu-driven,
offers system-prompted data entry, and is
compatible with both floppy and hard disks.
Feature-for-feature, and dollar-for-dollar it is
the best software value on the market! But
don't let the low price fool you. Desktop
AccountanFM is not a "cheap" accounting
system, only inexpensive. That's because
original development costs were recovered
years ago allowing us to sell an excellent
product in high volume at low prices and still
earn a fair profit. Included with your system
are complete source code in MBASIC and

General Ledger 1. Chart of Accounts 2. Chart of Accounts with summary dollar
amounts 3. Chart of Accounts with prior year comparisons 4. Daily Transactions Report
5. Itemized Monthly Transactions 6. Balance Sheet 7. Balance Sheet with prior year
comparison 8. Income Statement 9. Income Statement with prior year comparison
10. Departmental Income Statement(s) 11. Departmental Income Statement(s) with prior
year comparison 12. Detail report for individual accounts 13. Trial Balance Statement

Accounts Receivable 1. Daily Transactions Report 2. Invoices (with or without
preprinted forms) 3. Statements (with or without pre-printed forms) 4. Summary Aging
Report 5. Detailed Aging Report 6. Itemized Monthly Transactions 7. Detailed Customer
Activity Report 8. Summary Customer Account Report 9. Customer Mailing Labels

Accounts Payable 1. Daily Voucher Report 2. Daily Credit Report 3. Checks
with Detailed stubs 4. Check Register 5. General Ledger Transfer Report 6. Cash
Requirements Report 7. Transaction Register 8. Open Voucher Report 9. Aged Payables
Report 10. Detailed Vendor Activity Report 11. Summary Vendor Account Report
12. Vendor Mailing Labels

Payroll 1. Federal Tax Tables 2. State Tax Tables 3. Payroll checks with stubs
4. Payroll Check Register 5. Monthly Payroll Summary 6. Quarterly Payroll Summary
7. General Ledger Transfer Report 8. Detailed Employee File Listing 9. Produces 941
Worksheet 10. Prints annual W-2 Forms 11. Employee Mailing Labels

System Requirements: CP/M" with 64K RAM or PC-DOS (MS-DOS)
with 128K • Microsoft BASIC. Two disk drives or hard disk. 132 column
wide carriage printer, or an 8112 "x11 " printer with compressed print mode
(an Epson MX-80 or similar printer).
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ICompany I
Call for FREE LITERATURE, including sample reports • Available from your local dealer I Address I

or directly from us • Order today by Mail or Phone • Phone Orders Filled Promptly ICity State __ Zip I
It • •• '. •• ••• • , , • I Phone I

I Computer System I
~.l·.. ~ [VISA] U 1·800·832·2244 Please mention ~~ ~ ROCKY MOUNTAIN I

- In California call 1·800·732·2311 Ad #1330 o7;i SOFTWARE SYSTEMS I
Send Orders To: 1280-C Newell Avenue, Suite 1330, Walnut Creek, CalifornIa 94596 I Specialists In Accounting Software I
• When ordenng please mention or Include the Ad number appearing near our telephone number. Orders shipped within 48 hours via UPS. Add 55.00 for
faster 2-day Rush Air Service· California residents add 6VaO/o Sales Tax· Payment by VISA/MasterCard/COO/MO/Cashier's Check· All Brand Names are manufac· L . . J
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EDITORIAL
Morrow's Woes

Will It Last?

Five days of intense negotiations resulted in
renewed agreements with Zenith and a "patched up"
relationship with the bank. Morrow was ready to go
back to business again and called its furloughed
employees back to work. Most but not all of them
retumed.

What was there in it for Zenith? They didn't have
the capability to produce an IB Mcompatible laptop from
scratch themselves in a short enough time to make it
worthwhile. But Morrow did. During Spring and Summer
of 1985 things did not look too bad for Morrow. They
were able to reduce their debt from $7.2 million to
$2.8 million which made the bank relax a little. The
crunch came in early September when Zenith, according
to one source, decided that the terms of the agreement
with Morrow were too lenient and needed to be tightened
up. That upset the bank a lot, causing them to
consider pulling the plug. On September 6 Morrow
announced that it was "in a contractual conflict with a
major supplier" and that it had just furloughed about
40 employees until the conflict could be resolved. The
rumors about Morrow filing Chapter 11 in the end proved
to be inaccurate. But it was a close call.

Apart from the cooperation with Zenith, Morrow is
also a secondary participant in a bid by Spen:y for
15,000 laptops for the IRS. In addition, Morrow has
some respectable orders of its own. The General
Accounting Office is awaiting delivery on a $300,000
order of PIVOTs. General Electric has the PIVOT II as
the sole approved laptop on its acquisition lists and
Morrow has already delivered to them.

At the same time, they struck a deal with Zenith
Data Systems, whereby Morrow would produce the
PIVOT II for Zenith, sold by Zenith in a slightly
modified form as the Z-171. In addition Zenith could
manufacture the Z-171 under licence from Morrow
whenever ready to do so. In turn, Zenith would support
part of Morrow's engineering efforts, help reduce the
awesome bank debt, and assist in the financing of
Morrow's PIVOT production.

After Big Blue stomped on center stage and many
small computer companies bit the dust, Morrow was still
able to hang in there. But then, in January 1985 the
sales in the whole personal computer industry took a
frightful nose dive. Morrow had incurred a sizeable
debt at their bank and decided to layoff about half
its people during those winter months. With a crew of
about 60, they frantically tried to develop the PIVOT
into a more marketable machine as the PIV 0 T II.

Most ofU$ have not seen much evidence that Morrow
is still around. They hardly appear at trade shows.
Nobody has seen any Morrow ads lately. Xerox has
cancelled the maintenance agreement. Dealers keep
complaining about Morrow's lack of response. All this
must have made you wonder what is going on with
Morrow.

CLASSIFIED ADS are available
for both private parties and com
mercial enterprises. Private party
ads cost $2 per line; commercial
ads run $6 per line. All ads which
sell something for profit are con
sidered commercial. Guidelines
for both types of ads are: maxi
mum 50 characters per line; max
imum of 6 lines per ad. Be sure to
include name, address and phone
number. Indicate which informa
tion should not be printed. Send
an SASE if you want a copy of
your ad.

For information on DISPLAY
ADS and MAILING LISTS RENT
ALS, write and ask for rate sched
ule and information sheets.

the expiration month noted in
the upper right of your mailing
label. The number preceding that
date is your Subscription Num
ber. Use it in all correspondence.
Please allow 2 months for a Change
of Address to take effect.

P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705
MCI Mail: MREVIEW (ID 217-1566)

(415) 644-2638
Subscription Coordinator
Margo DeMello
Advertising and Layout
Dana Gaskin
Art Direction
Augusta Lucas-Andreae
Shoshana Tembeck

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Subscriptions
cost $18 per year, $32 for two years.
Add $10 per year for Canada and
Mexico. For all other countries,
add $10/year for Surface Mail and
$28/year for Airmail. MOR is de
livered by bulk mail in the USA;
if you want the reliability and
efficiency of first class mail, add
$10 per year. MOR cannot be re
sponsible for non-delivery of cop
ies by bulk rate. Ifyou have prob
lems with getting MOR delivered
to your home or office by bulk
mail, please notify MOR, ATTN:
SUbscription Coordinator. Back
Issues cost $3 each, postage paid
in the U.S., Canada and Mexico.

MOR is published every other
month, starting with February.
We must receive your SUbscrip
tion application before the 15th of
the preceding month in order to
begin your subscription with the
next published issue. To ensure
continuity of your subscription,
Renew at least one month prior to

Editor and Publisher
Sypko Andreae
Managing Editor
Shoshana Tembeck
Administrative Assistant
Dana Gaskin
Graphics
Augusta Lucas-Andreae
Editorial Council
Andy Adler, Stan Ahalt, Michael Conroy, Tim Evans,
Bruce Gowens, Clarence Heier, Brian Leyton, Ted Silveira,
Lenore Weiss, Erik Westgard, Marilyn Umehara, Art Zemon

WRITERS' GUIDELINES: Submit all contributions of more than 30
words in a WordStar file; 'OR = 55; 'OJ OFF; period followed by two
spaces; one blank line between paragraphs; indent paragraphs 5
spaces; NO hard carriage returns in main text except at paragraph
ends; NO hyphenation and NO .dot commands. Include your name,
address & phone number at the top ofthe file and whether we can print
these or give to callers. Include a short biographical note of 1-3
sentences. In your text, note which machine and which ROM (Rev.)
you are referring to. REVIEWERS: Include all information for the
review box (see previous reviews). Preferred file transfer: Upload to
BAMDUA SBBS-RCP1M (415) 654-3882, call or write for instructions
and password. You may also use MCI Mail: MREVIEW (ID 217-1566) or
mail a 5114" Morrow SS or DS format floppy with a printed (double
spaced) hardcopy of your prose. If you enclose sufficient first-class
postage, your floppy will be returned. Published manuscripts of at
least a 1000 words entitle the author to a single, non-cumulative
one-year's subscription to MOR for each year.

MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW is published bi-monthly for $18 per
year by M.O.R., P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705. Application to mail
at second-class postage rates is pending at Berkeley, CA. POSTMAS
TER: Send address changes to MORROW OWNER'S REVIEW, P.O.
Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705.

Copyright © 1985, Morrow Owners' Review. All rights reserved. The
opinions expressed by authors are not necessarily condoned by MOR,
nor does MOR vouch for the technical accuracy of the articles. While
MOR makes an effort to screen advertisers, MOR cannot be responsi
ble for quality or delivery of merchandise advertised; nor does MOR
verify the accuracy of claims made in ads. Investigate before buying.
Ifproblems arise, write to the advertiser explaining your complaint
and send MOR a copy of your letter.
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COLUMNS

This stanceis most familiar. But one wonders how
dealers are going to warm to PIVOTs with such scanty
support in a market that simply demands it.. Perhaps
the only viable way for Morrow to stay in business is
to manufacture their PIVOTs for bigger companies like
zenith and Sperry who do have the resources to support
their customers. But what if zenith and Sperry finally
get ready to do the manufacturing themselves? Except.
for the licensing agreement, they wouldn't need Morrow
anymore. Could Morrow smvive on that arrangement?

What About Us Morrow Users?

I talked to a few dealers with repairshops. One
said they would keep repairing MD2's and MD3's no
matter what hapPenS to Morrow, because most parts are
readily available anywhere. Another expressed
confidence that in about half a year they themselves
would know enough to be able to repair the much
trickier MD11 circuit boards. Two dealers said they
would accept. repairs for computers through the mail
from anyone. At the same time, we've received letters
from readers telling us they feel deserted by their
dealers bailing out. That is why it is imperative that
we as users develop our own resources. Already Morrow
has agreed to pass schematics and technical manuals on
to MOR and two volunteers have come forward to
inventory and distribute the information among
subscribers who need it. We need to find out where the
dealers are who are willing to do repairs and print
thatinformationin these pages. There is much more we
can do for ourselves. Let's get to work on it. now.

According to Morrow, their main problem is that
they can't produce the machines fast enough to satisfy
their big customers. They are turning out about 1000 a
month, butcould do much better if adequately financed,
which is not the case. Last year Morrow considered
"going public" by offering shares on the stock market in
order to raise much needed cash: but Wall Street's
flirtation with personal computers ended, making the
scheme impractical. When asked if he thought that a
stock offering could have saved the comPanY from close
calls like the recent one, George Morrow said: "I am
very happythat the public issue never came about. The
comPanY would not have been better off today: all that
money would have been sPent unwisely and would all be
gone. And who would have paid for our spending? The
public, the little guys, just like they did for Apple
(stock issued around 60, today at 15) and Kaypro
(issued at 12 and now at 2). A bank note has to be
paid back, but no comPanY has to pay the public back."
And so it. turns out that-by the grace of accident
Morrow was saved from this moral blight.

Surviving in a Market that Demands Support

When asked about Morrow's capability to provide
technical support to its dealers, George Morrow made it.
clear that his comPanY's first priority is to
concentrate on being able to manufacture. There is
some technical support now, but Morrow does not feel
the comPanY can spend much of it.s resources on that
right now and won't for a while.
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A DEALER SPEAKS

Dear Editor:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

with the memory of burning the midnight oil in splendid
and sometimes agonizing isolation, slugging away at
putting my Morrow to work for me.

This is in response to the two letters in your
August edition about unhappy Morrow customers. They
were complaining about the service, or should I say
non-service, they were receiving from their Morrow
dealers. We have been Morrow dealers for almost three
years now, and have always serviced our customers with
parts, service, and software support.

The people who write to you and complain about
their Morrow dealers did not mention the fact that they
were either buying mail order or at a discount rate.
What they fail to remember is that you get what you pay
for. We do not sell at discount rates, but we do
support, train and service their Morrows. We have
customers that boughtfrom us over two years ago and we
still answer any questions that need to be answered.

My company is a super service center for Morrow in
the state of Georgia. We will reparr Morrow computers
for anyone if they ship them or carry them in to our
location. Most of the time we have a 48 hour turn
around, unless it is a very difficult problem. Our
service department keeps plenty of fans, power
supplies, and hard disks in stock.

What some of your readers fail to realize is that
dealers can say anything about Morrow to get
the responsibility off their backs. We have always
had excellent support from Morrow's technical support
people. Tony and Shirley in Morrow's tech. support
dept. are always helpful and accurate. Your readers
cannot expect Morrow to take on the training and
support of the end users; this is the dealers job. But
when dealers discount, then they will not give support.
Thus the end users get a great discount on machines
they cannot use. So who gets blamed? Morrow, of
course-and the dealers.

tinda German, Southern Computer Associates, Inc.
2799 Dalk Rd., Marietta, GA 30067, (404) 952-0412

THOSE PEARLY GAITS

Dear Editor:

I have most satisfactorily utilized all my bundled
software, particularly Personal Pearl which I
customized to cover the entire spectrum of my
accounting practice. I even got it to generate a couple
of simple payroll applications for which it was never
intended. In short, I am delighted with the home
generated usefulness of my Morrow in pursuit of my
daily bread ••• with no thanks due to outsiders and

I would be most happy to join (or start) an
informal Morrow users group in this general area on
Vancouver Island, B.C.

Don N. Sibley, 1645 Bay St., Nanaimo, B.C.,
Canada V9T 2Z8, (604) 758-5973

IT'S GREAT-BUT WHAT IS IT?

Dear Editor:

Appreciate the magazine greatly. Am particularly
delighted with the August/September issue. Think the
"Floppy of the Bi-Month" is a wonderful idea, a great
way for those of us without access to Users Groups to
discoverthe wonderful world of public domain software.
Please keep up the important work you are doing. What
is a "pd library program"?

GT Buckley, Eureka, CA

[Oops, forgot to explain that last time. A public
domain library program allows you to gather a heap
of related files and put them all in one (.LBR) file to
save space and keep track of them. For example,
NULU11.LBR contains NULU11.DOC, NULU11.COM,
NULU11.HLP, NULUTERM.ASM. For a complete expla
nation of .LBR files, see NULU11.DOC on the Floppy of
the Bi-Month for October 1985, page 48. -Ed.]

CP/M 2.2 PROGRAMS ON CP/M+

Dear Editor:

I would like to make a couple of suggestions for
future articles. Recently I ended up swapping my MD3
for an MD11 with a co-processor board and a 16-meg hard
disk. (Don't know if this really makes it an MD16 or
not.) With my upgrade, I was introduced to the world
of CP/M + and got a few surprises. One of the problems
I ran into immediately was that several of my programs
would not work with CP/M+. Most of the villains belong
in the Public Domain area and, in some cases, I was
able to obtain more recent versions that do work.

In view of my experience, I would suggest that all
software reviews include a comment as to CP/M+
compatibility. Also, if someone has the experience to
put together a list of the more popular PO software
known to be compatible (or not compatible as the case
may be), that would probably be of interest to many of
your readers.

Robert Hobbs, San Jose, CA
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[Good point. Luckily, most software from CP/M 2.2 will
run without trouble on CP/M 3.0, but there are
exceptions. We need a good article about this. Anyone
want to write about this compatibility problem for the
February issue on the theme of PD software? By the
way, Robert, I think you have an MD27 (11 + 16,
right?). -Ed]

A PAIN-SAVING DEVICE

Dear Editor:

Writing letters is a pain. But this letter is a
negligible price to pay for the pain I'm being saved by
M0 R. Your publication has already passed my wildest
expectations, and I find myself reading it cover to
cover before touching any of the other many
publications I receive.

As a noncomputing, writer-type-using my Morrow
MD2 out of vocational rather than advocational
commitments-I don't belong to a users' group (What? In
Oregon?), frequent RBBS's, or spend any more time at
the keyboard than necessary. Therefore, I'm thankful
for the resource you are providing. I learn a lot from
those 60 pages.

Your reviews are a blessing. I'm glad to see more
of them this issue, particularly when there's so little
to be read about CP/M in current PC literature. And
your "Floppy of the Bi-Month" is a estimable idea:
Enclosed are my two formatted diskettes and donation to
the Morrow-users' cause. Hang in there.

J.E. Bottom, Salem, OR

THE BIG CO MEBACK

Dear Editor:

Interestingly, I see more new software of late for
CP/M than I had for a year or so-maybe Adam Trent
[KAMASOFT] discovered something.

Donald Jenner, New York, NY

RIBBONS REFILLS

Dear Editor:

I want to take the time to thank Barry Bruch for
writing the article about "Morrow printer Ribbons"
(MaR, June 1985, Vol. 2, #3, p. 21) and giving the name
and address of American Ink Products.

Barry also mentioned refills; and when American
Ink told me the cost is $3.25, that sounded even
better. I went on to tell them that I rewound my
ribbons, sometimes getting as much as four rewinds out
of one ribbon. They suggested the.ir pancake inserts for

$2.00 each, plus tax and shipping charges. I really
jumped at this great savings.

My order was mailed late Thursday evening, and
Monday morning I received my 12 pancake refills. This
is good service. The best part is that I will be able
to have new ribbons more often.

Dorthy L. Williams, Sacramento, CA

HOT BREATH OF THE MOll

Dear Editor:

I had an overheating problem wfrh my MD11 which is
less than a year old. (I am not sure when Morrow
replaced the fan with one capable of doing the job.
Wouldn't it be nice if Morrow would offer replacements
to MD11 owners?)

On the advice of my very supportive dealer (Source
Associates, Laurel, MD) I simply removed the cover of
the computer and turned the fan around to blowout
rather than in. That did it, and it only took about 10
minutes and a small screw driver.

Carl A. Eklund, Silver Spring, MD

[I really doubt that this is a wise thing to do. It
may cool a little better, but now you're going to
collect a lot of dust inside the MD11 frame, because
your fan filter is rendered useless. Better to replace
your feeble fan with one that is up to snuff. Ken
Grymala sells a kit to this end. See Classified Ad in
MaR, Vol. 2, # 4, August 1985, p. 56. -Ed]

NERVOUS NOVICE

Dear Editor:

Here's my subscription check. Based on what
I've seen to date, I will be renewing in 1986.

I ask only that you continue to remember those of
us who have figured out WordStar and/or NewWord and
<ire just trying to get the nerve to use Personal Pearl
and others of the furnished programs.

Gale E. Irwin, Rolling Hills Estates, CA

HOLY JUPITERl

Dear Editor:

By jove, you guys just might entice me back into
using my MD2 again. Keep up what appears to be a great
start.

Bruce Hansen, Corvallis, OR
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RUNNING A SMALL BUSINESS WITH A MORROW
by Richard Spingarn

If you run a small business, your Morrow can go a
long way toward keeping you ahead of both your
paperwork and your competition. I have found that my
MD3 can make short and accurate work of some formerly
grueling tasks, such as balancing the books, taking
inventory, and printing invoices. The result is speed
and efficiency-and the feeling that I am getting the
most out of my Morrow.

For bookkeeping, I depend on the Quest software
thatcame bundled with my system. And for keeping tabs
on our small payroll, LogiCalc works fine. But I have
other records to keep, specific to my envelope printing
business. For those applications, dBASE II, a sophis
ticated relational database system, has become the
mainstay of my computer operations. It can do the same
for you because it is adaptable to almost any
business.

dBASE II runs remarkably well on the Morrow,
having been written originally for 8-bit CP/M machines.
It is no longer state-of-the-art (since the advent of
programs like dBASE III for MS-DOS). But it gives me
the speed and flexibility I need to customize programs,
store information, and quickly retrieve it in whole or
in part, in almost any form.

However, before you can use dBASE II you must
learn to speak its language. You have to write
programs using the syntax and com mands the software
recognizes. This is not all that hard since dBASE II
is a higher-level programming language than, say,
BASIC. It requires fewer com mands to do a given task,
and is full of features speci.fi.cally designed for
database management. The syntax is also easier to
learn than BASIC, not to mention assembly
language.

I knew nothing about computers or programming
little more than a year ago, and even flunked high
school algebra. But after a couple of months of
perseverance at the likes of memory variables and "do
while" loops, I can now hold my own.

My dBASE II system is set up in essentially two
parts, or databases. The first holds the vital
statistics for all my customers, ranging from name,
address, and phone numberto whether or not the firm is
exemptfrom state sales tax. The second database holds
complete records of every order we fill. By using
these two databases either separately or in

Richard Spingarn is the owner of Eagle Envelope
Company near Ithaca, New York, a business that can
conveniently be called on as an excuse for his many
hours of staring at green phosphorous.

combination, there is almost no limit to how I can
manipulate data.

For example, in my business, customers frequently
want to know how many of anyone item they ordered,
say, one year ago and how much they paid for it. I, on
the other hand, want to know what I paid for the paper
stock I used to fill that order.

Before dBASE II, this kind of inquiry would mean
rummaging through the file drawer to find both the bill
to the customer and the bill from the paper company.
Now, every order gets its own record in the database,
complete with every detail about the sale. I just
com mand dBASE II to find that record, and in seconds,
using the orders database alone, I can impress my
customer with the correct information. What is more, I
know what I have to know to be consistent both in the
client's price and in my profit.

Agood example of how I share information between
the two databases is our invoicing system. I
combine data from my order records with customer
information from my other database to print out neat,
error-free bills.

My first step in developing this system was to
write a program that searches the customer database for
the firm that I am sending the invoice to and prints
the name and address in the correct form. This was a
little complicated because some of my customers have
three lines in their address, some have four. Some
addresses have an additional "ATTN:" line.

I thought it would look more professional if I
could print my addresses without any trailing blank
spaces after short names and without any of the blank
Jines that would normally result from trying to print a
three-line address in a space that could have as many
as five lines.

This is where dBASE II's flexibility comes into
play. By using the program's TRIM function, you can
chop extra spaces off the end of any word. For
instance, if you define the database field that
contains your customer's city as having fifteen spaces,
but the city you want to print has only six letters,
you could have a long space between the end of the city
name and the state name. If you tell dBASE II to TRIM
the city name, it will print only as many letters as
there are in the city name and then print the state.

Also, with dBASE II's DO CASE command, I am able
to tell the computer to look at a whole address in my
customer database, count the number of lines, and print
them exactly where I want them. With DO CASE I simply
tell dBASE II in one case, such as three-line
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addresses, do one thing, and in the case of four lines,
do something else. In case of a five-line address, do
something again entirely different. Of course, these
same techniques can be used just as effectively for
printing mailing labels.

The possibilities for com mands like DO CASE are
almost endless. dBASE II also responds to IF...ELSE
statements. These com mands are perfectly suited to
telling the computer things like: "IF the names in my
mailing list start with the letter A through M, type a
label. Or ELSE skip over the names beginning with
anYthing else and do nothing."

By the time the name and address have been printed
on the invoice, dBASE II has searched my other database
for all the details about the order, including the date
and invoice number, which I have already entered. If I
tell the computer I want to send a bill to XYZ Hardware
on invoice number 2001, dBASE II looks first to see if
a firm matching that exact name exists in my customer
database. If so, it searches the orders file for
invoice number 2001. If there is no invoice 2001
entered for XYZ Hardware, the name and number are
rejected and the information has to be entered again.
This kind of error checking assures that your data are
accurate, and it is simple to design into your
programs.

Get the Proportional Printing Program which

REALLY WORKS!

PropStar gives type-set quality true propor
tional spaced printing from unmodified NewWord and
WordStar document files. Prints on daisy-wheel prin
ters with ps type-wheels, including Diablo, Qume,
NEC, Brother, C-Itoh, Juki, Silver-Reed & others.

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not a patch
to your W.S. program, gives higher quality print than
modified WordStar. PropStar follows the rules for
typesetting, maintains correct spacing between let
ters, never crowds text in short lines or lines with
many caps, offers continuous underline, and increases
letter spacing in "bold" text to avoid run-together
letters. PropStar doesn't move text from one line
to another, so you get what you see on your w.p.
screen, supports most W.S. and N. W. print features.

Available on more than 40 CP/M 8" & 5" formats
inclUding MD-2/3/l1. MS-DOS version comes on 5" PC
media. Only $ 79.95, Visa & M/C accepted, or send
check with order and we pay postage. Comes fUlly pre
installed so specify computer and printer models.

CIVIL
COMPUTING
CORPORATION

After the invoice number and date are printed,
things really start to get fancy. dBASE II reads the
order quantity, description, and price per unit (in my
case, it's price per thousand envelopes) from the
record and prints it out. It then multiplies the
quantity by the unit price, divides the product by
1000, and prints the rounded-off extension amount in
the next column.

The number of items on anyone of my invoices can
vary-sometimes there is only one, sometimes there are
fifteen. Manyless-sophisticated database programs are
too rigid to allow multiple entries without printing
zeros in places with no data.

I have programmed dBASE lIto continue looking for
all records in my order's database assigned a given
invoice number, in our example, 2001. As long as it
finds records with that invoice number it will continue
printing the quantity, description, unit price, and
extension for each, on multiple pages if necessary.
There are no unwanted blank spaces or zeros. This is
an example of a DO WHILE loop. I com mand dBASE II to
look for invoice 2001, DO the above steps, and skip to
the next record. WHILE the successive records
continue to show 2001 as the invoice number, all steps
will be repeated.

Having completed that, dBASE II then adds up the
extension column and prints the sum on the subtotal
line. Now it is time for the program to return to the
customer database, where itcan find whether or not XYZ
Hardware has to pay state sales tax. If so, the
subtotal is multiplied by seven percent (New York is a
high-tax state). The tax is added to the subtotal and
the answer is printed on the total line. If the
customer database says XYZ is tax-exempt, the subtotal
is simply repeated as the total. The program will also
add in shipping costs and subtract discounts, if need
be.

In addition to invoicing, I have written programs
using my two databases to adjust the inventory from
data on my invoices, total how much sales tax I have
collected, and even look up a phone number in seconds.
I have added menus to make everything easy to use.
Perhaps my next project will be to transfer my
bookkeeping and payroll to dBASE II, creating a
completely integrated system.

Once you have established your databases and
learned the language, you always seem to get more ideas
about how to save yourself time and effort with
dBASE II. Writing your own programs is challenging,
but once your creations are running, your feeling of
self-satisfaction soars. n

[Several of Richard Spingarn's dBASE II programs are
available on the Floppy of the Bi-Month for October,
1985. They are the .CMD files listed. -Ed.]
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REFLECTIONS ON dBASE II
-Comparing Gold to Pearl-

by Bill Lamp'.

For obvious reasons the first thing that impressed
me about dBASE II was the single disk on which the
program resides-all that is needed to get down to
business is there. No separate design disk, sort disk,
report disk, etc.

Well, a couple of months ago, I decided to
purchase dBASE II rather than bumble on with the
bundled Pearl. What 1'm able to report so far are just
first impressions; however, I feel that even the
initial differences are so striking that you should
have an opportunity to hear about them (especially if
you have traveled down the road with Personal Pear]).

aptitude for getting into trouble eve:ry time I fired up
Personal Pearl. Whenever I attempted to modify my
input form, I was plagued with messages proclaiming
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR followed by a reference
number which did not correspond to any in the manual.
Even my attempt to look up the code was a hassle; once
the elusive indexes were found, there were no
references to Error Codes; I eventually found them
listed under Messages.

/

I /\

The message FILE MAINTENANCE REQUIRED
also seemed to become my constant companion. I nearly
wore out the file maintenance disk trying, to no avail,
to satisfy some unknown progra mdemand; months later a
sympathetic friend advised metoreinstalleach REPORT
corresponding to the form I had revised, even though no
physical changes had been necessa:ry to the report.
This one tip ended weeks of frustration; Perhaps it can
help someone reading this. As is so often the case in
computing, the answer to my problem was in fact buried
somewhere in the manual, but for me it was particularly
stubborn at resisting detection.

The disk-swapping required by Personal Pearl is
indeed formidable, and appears to be one reason why
Morrow no longer bundles the program with it.s single
sided drive computers. First of all, a disk is
required for designing the input form on which data
will be entered; the actual entering or editing of data
is handled by a second disk. At this point you can
view your data records one at a time, but in order to
organize or manipulate the data in a meaningful way
and present them in a useful report, you must first
design the output format for the report on a third
disk; to produce the report on paPer or as a disk file
requires yet another. If the report you desire
requires more than one level of sorting, there is a
fifth disk for this purpose which interrupts the
production of the report and adds two more disk swaps
to the process. A seventh disk is needed to perform a
number of file maintenance functions, while the
remaining disks contain a starter libra:ry of canned
programs. In case you don't yet have diskPan hands,
remember that you will still need data disks in
addition to all the above.

When I purchased my MD2 system nearly two years
ago I was brim ming with the excitementand fear we have
all experienced at the beginning of our computer
careers. Thanks to the printed word (not necessarily
the ones that came from the facto:ry), some friendly
advice, and dizzying determination I managed to stumble
forward.....-first through word processing and then
spreadsheets.

Then came Personal Pearl. I didn't have any news
worthy need for a database manager at the time, but the
idea of being able to organize and manipulate data in a
variety of ways seemed nifty, so I sat down to learn
the world according to Pearl.

I remember groaning when I thumbed through the
manual and found it. was one of those four-books-in-one
arrangements, each with it.s own table of contents and
index. Does anyone realize how hard it. is to look up
something in one of those? (It's true that dBASE II's
manual also consists of a multi-section notebook, but
at least the company provides divider tabs!) I also
remember swallowing hard when the installation program
told me to label the eleven disks I would need to make
my working copy of Personal Pearl. And don't forget
those backup copies!

I have always thought of myself as reasonably
intelligent, yet in that first year I had an uncanny

Bill Lamp'l is a school psychologist outside Atlanta,
Georgia, and uses his MD2 to write reports and
transmit test scores, as well as keep the family
books.

Creating a data file with dBASE II is suspiciously
uncomplicated. Youissue the CREATE command, and you
are asked for a file name. You then are asked to name
each field (one Per line), indicating the field type
(character, numeric, or logicaJ.), the width required,
and number of decimal places, if required. Thus a
typical line you might enter would be ZIPCODE,C,5. (The
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zip code is treated as a character field here, as we
won't be performing any arithmetic on iL) Once you
have entered all the necessary fields, dBASE II is
ready im mediately to receive data, and in fact will ask
you "Input Data Now?" (No form installation, no disk
swap!) Unlike Pearl, dBASE doesn't care which drive
you save your data on, although most of us prefer to
save our data on a drive other than that holding the
database command program. Nevertheless, I think it
illustrates the flexibility which is evident in so many
facets of dBASE II.

The thing that has impressed me most so far,
though, is the ease with which I can sit down at the
keyboard and ask dBASE II to show me my data in
whatever configuration I dream up. Personal Pearl's
output is governed by the predetermined report. format
you designed and installed when you first created the
database-probably before you had a clear idea of what
information was really useful in a report.. If your .
needs later changed or i£ you thought of several other
report. formats that might be needed from time to time,
you had to design and install a seParate report. for
each need. dBASE II shines in its ability to accept
your ad hoc instructions (which, incidentally, bear an
uncom mon resemblance to an ordinary English sentence)
and produce the data combinations you ask for
immediately.

To illustrate, allow me to use a Personal example.
I have a video tape movie collection, and the database
I created contains fields such as Title, Volume number,
Runtime (in minutes), Rating (G, PG, R, etc.), Category
(feature film, documentary, TV show, etc.), and a few
too obscure to mention. Suppose I need to find a movie
to entertain the kids while the adults play bridge.
I'll need something (pref~ably a movie) about 90
minutes in length, and rated G or maybe PG. To find
the candidates in my collection which fill the bill,
I'll type approximately the following:

DISPLAY TITLE
VOLUME FOR CATEGORY = MOVIE .AND.
(RATING ="G" .OR. RATING ="PG") .AND.
(RUNTIME >80 .AND. RUNTIME <100).

I think you can follow the basic instruction being
issued: display the title and volume number of any
movie :rated P or PG with a runtime between 80 and 100
minutes. If you want a printed copy of the results,
simply issue the command SET PRINT ON before
typing the DISPLAY command.

Besides the "ad hoc" reports, both dBASE II and
Pearl allow for the more formal, conventional reports
complete with headings and page numbering. Whenever
you construct such a specific form layout, dBASE II
saves the details in a .FRM file. In the future you
can generate this same layout by requesting a REPORT
using the .FRM file of your choice.

Personal Pearl does allow you to produce a report.
that includes only a subset of records by specifying

"high" and ''low'' ranges to the values in various data
fields; in my opinion this is a tedious procedure with
some inherent limitations which I will mention shortly.
In addition, Personal Pearl retains these range values
on disk, so you'd better remember to change them back
when no longer needed, or your report. will contain some
unwelcome surprises.

A great deal of dBASE II's flexibility lies in its
ability to respond to several conditions using key
words such as AND, OR, and NOT; dBASE II refers to
these as Boolean operators. Thus in our example we
were able to find movies that were G or PG AND meeting
several other criteria as well. To invent a few other
applications, a salesman might need to list all his
customers who live in California OR New York, or a
hospital may need to find all its blood donors with
Type A 0 R Type 0 blood, etc. Personal Pearl is able to
handle AND situations well enough by utilizing the
range table, but it cannot handle 0 R conditions in a
single pass. Thus you would have to generate one
report. listing your Californians, then produce a
seParate report. listing your New Yorkers. One might
conceivably generate a report. sorted by state; your two
targetgroups would be grouped together as desired, but
you would have to sit and wait while the other 48
states were sorted (and printed out) as well-one
cannot isolate just the target group in this 0 R
situation.

Often when working with Personal Pearl, I
encountered times when it would have been useful to
take a subsection of the data and put it into a
seParate database. Alas, there was no way to 'do this
short. of making a duplicate copy of the entire file and
then manually reviewing each record one at a time,
deleting those which didn't belong. I once collected a
data file so large I realized it wouldn't all fit on
one disk. A tenuous solution might have been to split
the data onto two disks: A-M, N-Z or so; again,
however, this would have required manually inspecting
and deleting hundreds of individual records. With
dBASE II, on the other hand, it is a simple task to
single out the records for transfer and have them
copied onto another database of similar structure which
dBASE II creates automatically.

If you have ever printed mailing labels with
Personal Pearl and desired the surnames to be in
alphabetical order, you may have encountered another
quirk. Both Personal Pearl and dBASE II require that
you specify the width of each field; unless your list
is fixed and unchanging, you must allow enough room for
the expected (and unexpected!) entries you'll add in
the future. Al and Ed may not need much field space,
but Christopher is another matter. When Pearl prints
out a label (actually a type of report), it gives each
field its full width; i£ there aren't enough typed
characters to fill the width, blanks are displayed.
Now in order to sort. the list alphabetically by
surname, the surname will have to be the first item in
some field, since sorts are based on the left-most
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character in the field. If you chose to print your
labels "Capone, AI" and "Columbus, Christopher," the
entire name could go in one fairly wide field and be
sorted without difficulty. However, if you prefer to
print your labels in the format "AI Capone" and
"Christopher Columbus," you run into a problem. True,
you could put first name and surname in two separate
fields (e.g., FNAME, SURNAME) and sort on the field
SURNAME; however, the field FNAME must. be at least 11
spaces wide in Pearl to accommodate both first names.
As a result the label for Christopher Columbus will
look fine, but the other will appear as:

Al Capone
sporting a very unsightly gap as Pearl fills the FNAME
field with spaces. dBASE II, on the other hand, with
its TRIM com mand, easily kills these unnecessary spaces
and eliminates this whole problem.

dBASE II also gives you the capability of sorting
your database on any given field; however, when you
append the database with new information, it. is tacked
on at the end of the file, thus spoiling the sort. Of
course you could always re sort; however, this is time
consuming if you have a large database or if you append
it frequently. Another approach is to give the command
to INDEX one of the fields, such as SURNAME, and call
up this index file each time you load the database.
The index does not physically change the order of data
on the disk, but controls dBASE II's internal "pointer"
which determines the order in which records are
processed. Thus any listing of the indexed area will
appear as though it were sorted. When you are working
with an indexed file you are able to FIND a sPeCific
record in only a couple of seconds.

Editing records with dBASE II utilizes
straightforward com mands (as with most functions). In
addition to altering individual records there is a
BROWSE command which will fill the screen with
individual records, one to a line and laid out in the
exact widths you specified when you created the file.
Horizontal scrolling allows you to see fields which
might extend· off the screen, and cursor control
com mands allow you to "browse" through the list, making
changes or corrections at will before exiting the
mode.

Both dBASE II and Pearl allow these on-screen
edits of sPeCific records, but because dBASE II
responds to command lines it is possible to edit
records in other ways as well. For example, with the
REPLACE com mand it is possible to alter the data in a
given field across the entire data base with a single
instruction. The data can be specific information or
it can be an oPeration. Suppose, for example, that you
need to reduce the dollar AMOUNT throughout a large
data base so that it no longer reflects a 4% sales tax;
the format would be REPLACE all AMOUNT with
AMOUNT/1.04, a command which accomplishes the
desired change across the entire data base.

dBASE II allows you to go as far and get as
complex as your courage will allow through the use of

COMMAND FILES, which are in effect programming files.
Once these are set up, you can command dBASE II to DO
anyone of them, and sit back and observe the software
perform anything fro. 1 setting initial operating
parameters to running an entire accounting system-an
example of which is included with dBASE II.

As I've said before, I'm still a dBASE II novice
and have just begun to explore all the possibilities
just mentioned. Having used both dBASE II and Pearl,
though, I have found that dBASE II has been better
suited to my needs and more satisfying to learn and
use.

It is true that Personal Pearl sells a utility
program, Pearl File Load, which will perform some of
the functions lacking in the regular release, but I
felt the $100 for the program could be better spent
removing my frustrations rather than compounding
them.

Of course, dBASE II must be purchased, as it is
not bundled with any Morrow computer; the cost averages
about $300, although I found mine for $165. Thus it is
understandable that a great many PeOple who acquired
Personal Pearl with their systems will learn to live
with it. I, however, count myself among the dBASE II
advocates, and haven't enjoyed learning anything as
much since I discovered the Morrow computer itself.a

Protect Your
Investment

.v

THE~TECTORTM
• Eliminates damage due to dust,

smoke, liquids, and static.
• Prevents data loss
• Professional

appearance
• Easy to use

The ProtectorTIl is waterproof, yet it breathes. There
is no moisture condensation problem.

The Protector is durable. It will never become brittle,
crack, or tear.

Custom tailored for the Morrow, The Protector is the
best cover you can buy. Fine cotton fabric and expert
tailoring make the Protector the only cover appropriate
for professional office or elegant home.

Morrow Protector $39.95. Printer Protector $19.95.

Credit card orders receive a $5.00 discount.
To order call 1-800-232-1211. We guarantee satisfaction.
Dealers inquire on your letterhead.
The Protector Corporation, 375 S. 41st Street, Boulder, CO 80303
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dBASE II HINTS FOR MORROW USERS
by Ralph W. Mathisen

During my extensive use of dBASE II with large
files, I have made some discoveries which I would like
to pass on here. 1) There are several potential bugs
in the program that can be ironed out if one knows how;
and 2) There are some useful things which can be done
which the manuals either say cannot be done or else
omit altogether. I came up with the following hints and
suggestions using version 2.4 of dBASE II on a Morrow
MD2, running CP/M version 2.2, revision 2.1, with a
Morrow ROM revision 2.3A. Most, if not all, of these
hints should also work on other CP/M and ROM
versions/revisions as well.

Hint it1: To avoid what is perhaps the mostirritating
problem: when you swap disks (usually in the B drive)
you must inform CP/M (via the dBASE RESET command)
that this has been done. If you don't, an attempt to
write on the swapped disk will (usually, but curiously
not always) generate the ubiquitous CP/M "Disk Error'
message, and the dBASE job will ABEND back to CP/M.
This can be especially distressing if you've just
entered a large amount of data. Nor is there any
obvious way to reenter dBASE without the loss of all
the data just entered.

However, there is a way to salvage the run-and
this will work with any program which generates the
CP/M error message. You simply run a zero-length .COM
file. The easiest way to generate such a file is to
enter:

SAVE 0 FILENAME.COM

What happens when you run this file is that CP/M loads
the zero-length file beginning at the point in memory
where execution modules are loaded, and then executes
it. But because nothing has in fact been loaded, CP/M
executes whatever was left over from before, Le., the
dBASE II program with all the ''lost'' data intact.

Hint 12: In my version of dBASE II (2.4), CTRL/R does
not "force" a save to disk. One command which will
force a save is CLEAR.

Hint f 3: dBASE II is very inefficient in making
copies (because it copies a record at a time). Whenever
possible, use the CP/M PIP routine to copy dBASE files.
You also might avoid copying (in dBASE) to the same
disk, in order to save wear-and-tear on the disk heads
from the excessive jumping around.

Ralph Mathisen worked as a computer program mer and
systems analyst from 1969-80. He is now an Associate
Professor of ancient history at the University of South
Carolina.

As data is added to a dBASE II file, it. is not
necessarily put in contiguous tracks/sectors but is
scattered all over the disk. This also causes a lot of
unnecessary movementof the disk heads. So it's a good
idea periodically to reorganize those dBASE files which
have undergone a lot of editing/appending. The best
way to do this is to copy the files onto a newly
formatted disk, starting with the particular file you
want in contiguous sectors. This way the file is not
only written contiguously, but is also written in the
sectors closest to the directory, thus minimizing the
head movement required to access and update the
file.

Hint 14: On my Morrow at least, dBASE II has problems
with the virtual drives (e.g., drive C), especially
with records being appended/copied to large files. It
is not uncom mon 'to get a few garbage records. This
problem can be avoided when working with files smaller
than 120K, since they can fit on one disk along with
DBASE.COM and DBASEOVR.COM. (I have a "scratch"
disk with only these two .C 0 M files on it. for this
purpose).

Hint 15: The manuals I have seen do not go into great
detail as to the ways in which commands can be
combined so as to copy only selected parts of a
database. If you want to copy only selected parts of
200 records from the middle of one data base into
another, for example, you could type:

APPEND NEXT 200 Field1, Field2, ...
or even:

COpy NEXT 200 Field1, Field2 ... SDF

(This may seem obvious to the experienced user, but for
the novice it often is necessary to go through several
steps to accomplish the same end.)

Hint :J 6: An intermittent problem I have encountered is
thatdBASE II does not always insert the correct number
of records in the file into the header record (stored
in the second through fourth bYtes). If dBASE inserts
here a number less than the total number of records in
the file (as it sometimes does), the excess number will
be inaccessible to EDIT mode (although they can be
listed with the NEXT command; they cannot be accessed
with the GO command). Moreover, any APPENDS will
begin where dBASE II believes the file ends, with
disastrous results. These records will remain ''lost''
if you don't in some way physically alter the number of
records in the file. There are two ways to do this,
one of which will be covered here, and the other in
Hint #7 below.

The most straightforward way of changing the
number of records in the header record of the file is
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to use of a utility which allows you to read/write a
disk by track/sector, such as the readily available
program DU. [See Footnote.] After the correct disk is
logged (LB), the = com mand can be used to locate the
header record (e.g., = followed by name of first
field). The 2nd, 3rd and 4th bytes of the header
record then must be altered to reflect the correct
number of records in the file. These bytes contain HEX
numbers which are added to give the total number of
records in the file.

First, let's do the exercise of determining what
total number of records is contained in those three
bytes. If that number is less than 256, only the
second byte will contain a number (0-255) and the other
two bytes will be zero. If the number of records is
higher than 255 the other bytes come into playas welL.
The general rule for calculating the complete number of
records in a file from the contents of the three bytes
is to· multiply the fourth byte by 65536 (that is
256 X 256), multiply the third byte by 256 and add
those two results to the value of the second byte of
the header record.

Now for the other way around: You have a desired
number of records in mind and you want to get that
number in those three bytes somehow, so that the
header record will contain the correct number of
records for the file. Let's assume that that number is
30,000. That is less than 256 X 256 and so the fourth
byte is zero. Divide 30,000 by 256. That is 117 plus
a little bit, which is called the remainder. Put the
HEX equivalent of 117--that is 75H-in the third byte
(use the DU command CH2,75). Now find out what the
remainder is: 30,000 (117 X 256) = 48. Lastly put the
HEX equivalent of 48--that is 30H-in the second byte
using the DUcommand CH1,30 and you are all done.

Hint 17: WARNING: This section to be used only:

1) EXPERIMENTALLY or

2) IN AN EMERGENCY.

It is possible to fool dBASE II, as in Hint #6
above, or possibly as described below. If, for
example, the disk in drive B is swapped, dBASE II does
not know it has been swapped, even if the RESET
com mand is issued. Therefore, dBASE II can be tricked
into updating one file when it thinks it is updating
another file. Usually, of course, one only does this
accidentally, but there are occasions when one might
wish to do this on purpose.

For example, dBASE II's method of modifying file
structure is very cumbersome. Merely changing the name

[Footnote: DU is a public domain program that allows
you to inspect the contents of files and directories on
the disk and to make changes to this data all the way
down to the byte level. It is a powerful and dangerous
tool. See DU-V86.DOC on the Floppy of the Bi-Month for
October 1985. -Ed.]

of a record requires that the original file be COPIED/
APPENDED at least twice. Likewise, other operations
which do not alter the length of the individual dBASE
II records (such as the combination of several records
into one, or the breaking up of one into several)
require the same cumbersome procedure. Now, for small
files this may be only an irritation, but for large
files it can waste a lot of time. Instead, try the
following:

a) Copy the structure of the old file onto another
disk (not onto the same disk).

b) Mount this disk in drive B and RESET.

c) Modify the file structure and APPEND a few
records from the original file. (NOTE: The record
length in both files must be absolutely the same).

d) Now mount the original disk into drive B and
RESET~ do not CLEAR and do not USE the new file.
dBASE II now thinks that the modified disk is still
in drive B.

e) Make a dum my EDIT in, for example, the first
record. (dBASE II also thinks the file only has as
many records as were appended to the dum my file.)

f) Finally, enter CLEAR. This will save the old
file with the new data structure.

g) Now, however, the number of records will be that
of the old file. Alter it as in Hint #6 above to
reflect the number of records in the new file.

This process may sound both cumbersome and
potentially dangerous. It is both. Before trying it,
be sure you have a copy of your original file. A
mistake can cause an End Of File mark to be written at
the very beginning of the old file when it is saved
with the new structure. This process also can be very
useful when dealing with large files (files which take
up an entire disk), as it will save both time and wear
on the disk drives.

nnn

NEWWORD
WORD PROCESSING TRAINING
• Individualized Tutoring
• Group Instruction
II Custom Applications Training
• Application Development
• Office Procedures Design

CTE ASSOCIATES
Specialists in Computer Education and Training

108 ALTURA VISTA LOS GATOS. CA 95030
(408) 370-7976
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3.00

$

Sub Total

o Money Order enclosed

CA Resident 6% Tax

No minimums - No limits

Save Money.
Save Worry.

CENTRAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
330 Central Avenue, Dept. MR3

Fillmore, California 93015
(805) 524-4189

Box of 10 DS-DD MD 2 diskettes: $18.
Box of 10 DS-DD MD 3, 5, & 11 disks: $23.
3M Head Cleaning Kits for MDs: $21.
3M DeskTop 24"x 26" Anti-Static Mats: $44.

3M diskettes.
Certified
100% error-free.
Guaranteed for life.
Tested 327 ways.
They work like a charm on Morrows.

Factory sealed. Best data diskette made.
3M - One less thing to worry about.

o American Express Card # _

o Visa/Mastercard # _

o Phone: (
o Check enclosed

Name _

Exp. Date Sig. _

Address _

FIRM
~8~~~K Postage & Handling
ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE Total

Morrow Model _

City State__ Zip _

Credit Card phone orders accepted. Call toll free••
To order by mail use coupon, leiter, or photo copy. Thank you. ::

© 1985 Central Computer Products•..•

Text Filing Machine
Writers, doctors, researchers, lawyers,

librarians, and students are among those who
need a text filing machine. SuperFile Is a
powerful textual matter database manager
unlike any other. It allows you to easily store
and retrieve notes, .letters , random thoughts,
contracts, depositions, invoices, new product
Information, sales reports, reference articles,
scripts, abstracts, bibliographies, customer
profiles, photo or slide locations, and much
more. SuperFile accepts as many as 65,000
entries per database; 512,000 keystrokes per
record; allows 250 keywords per entry; and
indexes information you've stored over as
many as 255 diskettes per database. Powerful.

Input for a SuperFile database comes from
your word processing program, so you can
easily Include information you already have
into a database without having to re-key it. No
fancy fields to define. This Is a completely
free-form database system. No programming
language to learn. There's nothing difficult
here. You can be up and running within
minutes. SuperFile uses logical searching
procedures to find your Information fast. Tell
SuperFile what Information you want, and It
searches from 60 to 400 entries per second.
Save yourself the time and effort of filing and
cross-filing information by' hand or In overly
structured data fields. The list price of
SuperFile Is $195. Central's current low price
is $145. Get SuperFile fast. Order today.

Do You Wish Writing Were Easier?
If you need to write, or want to write clearly, your Morrow and the software program

Punctuation and Style can help you get there faster. It improves, clarifies, and enriches your
writing by identifying sentences with misused, redundant, faulty, cliched, or erron~ous phrases,
and shows you how to Improve them. It helps you rewrite and check your work by quickly
marking and annotating your files for easy correction. In addition to computer-fast identification
of awkward, muddy, pompous, and wordy sentence structure, it also finds missing or improper
punctuation, unbalanced quotes, wrong abbreviations, faulty capitalizations, and much more.
Punctuation and Style actually improves your writing by mercilessly pointing out grammatical
errors. After a few weeks with Oasis System's Punctuation and Style your writing is bound to
become more dynamic, expressive, and honest. In time, you'll stop worrying about grammar and
work on projecting ideas instead. After all, that's what writing is about.

Punctuation and Style makes writing and rewriting much easier .. The list price of Punctuation and
Style Is $125. Central's price is $95. Experience the power of this valuable "Punctuation

Checkin and Writin Img~~~~:;g,,~,g$<~'~'~~~~~~;:;':¥~~~~~!!ir;~~~~rpt~~,~~~~,,~~!!~!~gl~~~~~:;g.fast.
o~file~'~r~ai~d ~Iih w~~dst~~,'N~~ 'Wo~d a~d' oih~r'~~rd proc~' "" ,. '" '. ,., .
attractive binder. Join thousands who now write with more confl

~ Dear Central,

S rtK II PI C b ~ Please send me the Items listed below. I want fast,rna ey us om 0= friendly service. Remember to Include my free Morrow
- Includes SmartPrint II Plus and Screen Smarts book. I understand there Is no charge for this book if I buy

Get ready for real computing power! 2 or more Items shown on these pages. Please Include
SmartKey II Plus saves you thousands of phone number If ordering software. My check, money
keystrokes. This powerful utility was chosen by order, or card ~~r:ertll=nendosed. Thanks.
Morrow to be bundled with Its computers. p PrIce
Why? Simple. It's the best product of Its kind.
It doesn't Interfere with the regular function of
your keyboard. Once you've tried It,
computing will never be the same. Lets you
save complex command codes, boilerplate
paragraphs, Inventory numbers, or whatever,
and inject any of them Into your work with
one keystroke. In a review of SmartKey II,
Stan Ahalt, MaR critic states, "This Is
probably the most useful software I have ever
seen." Tens of thousands agree.

Central's super low priced $49 pak Includes
a free copy of SmartPrint, a program that
enhances the operation of dot matrix printers,
and a free copy of Paul Golding's $15.95
book, Screen Smarts, The Computer Tamer's
Guide. This book tells how you can use
Smartkey II Plus to turn your computer Into a
supercharged mean machine. Please don't
delay, this offer may not be repeated. Save
time and money. Order today to get this hard
hitting software & book combination for $49.

$ 34 OO~
$ 34:001
$ 52.0m
$ 52.00j

$295.00il
$155.00;'1

$ 27.00
$ 37.00
$ 9.95

$399.00

$279.00

$235.00

$ 29.95
$ 27.00

$149.00

$ 99.00
$ 99.00

$ 49.95~
L;

$ 49.95 11

$399.00

;,"i

y~

$ 99.001;
~_:~

$105.00ri

10/box
10/box

$ 15.95

$315.00

$180.00

$169.00
$169.00

$150.00

$150.00

$395.00
$195.00

$ 50.00

$295.00

Central Computer Products••
rices, specifications, and offers subject to change without notice.

li:!MYCROFT LABS
liMite Communications

t:OASIS SYSTEMS
fiThe Word Plus

t.QUIC-N-EASY PROD.
i;Q-Pro-4 $595.00 $395.00
;1 Database manager with multlkey file Indexing

;!SAN FRANCISCO COMP
);Power!
fIDocuPower!
L;SOFTCRAFT
iFancy Font
i';SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS
iMyChess $ 34.95
iWord Wiggle $ 29.95
;i;- Call for prices on all other Toolworks

llsORCIM
!'SuperCalc 2

I: Hardware
I;CONSOUNK CORP
iiMlcroSpooler 64k P-P Buffer

,;PANAMAX
jPowerMax, 250 Watt UPS $459.00
;:lswp MICROCOMPUTER PROD
!256k Co-Power-88 Plus $495.00
" Expand to 1 meg. Ram disk.

Supplies
ysan SSDD MD2 disks

Dysan DSDD MD3, 5, 11 disks
Screen Smarts, Tamer's Guide

§::JFYI, INC. 1;
t;FYI 3000 $395.00 $295.00;;
~iSuperFlle with Sort & Merge $195.00 $145.00~
;1 - Free form textual matter data base managers "I

I11NFOCOM
bZork I $ 39.95
!iZork II, & III each $ 44.95
('Deadline $ 49.95
t:Wltness $ 39.95
1:: - Call for prices on all other Infocom games
,;MENDOCINO SOFTWARE
!Eureka, Disk Cataloger

I1MICROSOFT
ViMBaslc Compiler
;,'MultiPlan

...,MICROSOLUTIONS
r:Unlform MD2 $ 69.95
'i Reads and writes 31 + machine formats

!Unlform MD3, 5, 11 $ 69.95
;; Reads and writes 75 + machine formats

iii Product Description

:: Morrow Software
w';
lilATI TRAINING DISKS
l1CP/M $ 39.95
!MBaslc Training Software. $ 39.95
!;SuperCalc Speedalearnlng. $ 75.00
:;'Wordstar Gives faat results. $ 75.00
'j - Call for other ATI Morrow training disks

:;iBORLAND INTERNATIONAL 'Ii
fJTurbo Pascal 3.0 $ 69.95 $ 58.00;1
liTurbo Toolbox, Software Tools $ 49.95 $ 44.00~

11Turbo Tutor, Step by Step $ 34.95 $ 29.00~

llcDE SOFTWARE ~
1';Checks & Balances $ 74.95 $ 64.00~
,CHUCK ATKINSON PROGRAMS ~

ilQulck Check + AR $195.00 $155.00,11
I!Retaillnvcntory + Q Register $395.00 $299.00~

!lDIGITAL MARKETING ft
fiBlbliography $ 99.00 $ 89.oo~

iWootnote and Pair· $ 99.00 $ 79.00~
iiGrammatik • $ 75.00 $ 69.00'j
iHyper Typer, Typing Tutor $ 39.95 $ 32.00i

iilndex • $ 99.00 $ 87.001
1:

IjMilestone, Project Planner $ 99.00 $ 89.001
ilWrlter's Pak - $250.00 $199.00W

I Includes all • programs and RH spelling checker U
!;EAGLE ENTERPRISES 11

IiCitation $185.00 $155.00;
;iGeneral Ledger $185.00 $135.00&
l,'; - Easiest to use full-featured GL available
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ok bright. FontStar works wtth any word
t FontStar-type printing fast.

Lockable
Diskette
Defender
Handsome,
sturdy,
smoke-tinted
acrylic tray
holds 70
MD-size
diskettes. Flip-up lid keeps out
dust, debris, and moisture, and
locks securely to guard your
important work. Comes with 7
dividers with index tabs for easy
filing and to keep floppies upright
to prevent bending, warping, and
scratching. Tough and secure metal
lock never comes in contact with
diskettes because it.ls enclosed in a
special plastic housing. Super value
at $22.95 for one, or $20.95 each
if you buy 2 or more. Keep prying
eyes and sticky fingers away from
your data. Order today.

Price ~Protection ~,
Policy •
Central Computer Products
will meet or beat any price
listed in this magazine on
products also advertised in our
ads. If you see a lower price,
please tell us. We'll beat that
price and pay shipping too.
Try us for dependable lightning
fast service today. Thank you.

Sample of some of FontStar's 16 Fonts.
Make Up Your Own Alphabet or Characters too.

Bodoni
Bodoni Ita'tic
Light:. Italic
Helvltlca Bold
Microgrl:'m~ Extended

"tll" Mold
I3r€>adW8Y
@{b enSlU.\1b

o ware evew
MTBaslc. Basic compiler. Write and compile in basic that
allows you to program windows. Do multi-processing. All this
on your CP/M Morrow. Rave reviews. Low Price. $47.
Decision Analyst. Helps you make decisions where from 2
to 12 alternatives exist. Can save a business or build one.
Professional printed reports. Powerful helper. Use it to make
difficult career decisions too. Decision Analyst makes complex
decision making easier. Consultants charge hefty fees for
doing what this program does automatically. Comes with
complete manual and tutorial. $139.
DateStamper. Date and time stamp all your files. You'll
know exactly when you last worked a file. Keeps the
confusion down. Helps to organize your record keeping.
DateStamper can help you prove to the IRS that you use your
computer in business. $42.
Reading Professor. Speed reading teacher. Teaches you to
chop through text. Read at a glance and retain more too.
Tested & proven effective. Great teacher. $57.
Word Finder. Puts 90,000 synonyms at your fingertips.
Works from within WordStar. So, easy and helpful it's
amazing. Imagine writing feverishly. Place your cursor on a
word in your letter that you want a synonym for. Hit the
escape key twice. A list of synonyms instantly appears along
top of screen. Place the cursor on the word you want to see
in your file. Hit the return key. The word in top of the screen
automatically replaces the word in your file automatically.
Right before your eyes. Incredible. Priced right too. $69.
FlIeBase. Easy to use database manager. Keeps records or
makes mailings a snap. Sort and do all kinds of things to
mailmerge records. Makes WordStar and Mailmerge a
pleasure to use. $99.
SmartBraln. The easy to use CP/M outliner and idea

rocessor. Super tool for all writers. .. $69.

Money Management is the Price You Pay for Success
Computers crunch numbers. It's that simple. If you're not using your computer to manage your

money, you're missing a chance to put pencil-sharp accounting skills at your fingertips. Chuck
Atkinson's QuJck Check Money Manager software program is a home and small business money
manager so easy to use that if you can push a key it will help you computerize your checkbook.

QUick Check tells you exactly where your hard-earned money goes. Quick Check lets you set up
your own expense and income codes, or use built-in codes, so you can start entering checks and
deposits immediately. You don't have to know about accounting to use QUick Check Money
Manager. This common sense ptogram gives you instant fingertip access to a wide range of
information about your income and expenses. Single keystroke commands help you pay bills, keep
track of deductible and non-deductible Items, correct mistakes, change dates, and reconcile your
checkbook. This program even prints checks and addresses them automatically. Quick Check is
written in CB80 native code. It is fast, accurate, and forgiving. No endless sorting.

Peter McWilliams, author of numerous computer books tells readers that Quick Check's author,
Chuck Atkinson, is a dangerous man because he makes computing easy. It's true, home and small
business accounting can't get any easier than this. Please don't spend another moment thinking about
computerizing your checkbook. Get that checkbook into shape now. The list price of Quick Check is
$95..Central',~,~~~~~~p~~~i~~fj~ .. g~~~~ t~~~~;
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Prints Bright Pages
Wow! You'll be amazed at the compliments you'll get from

using this program. No wonder. FontStar makes you look
good. All you do is put a few FontStar commands in your
letter, bulletin, invitation, or manuscript, and print. It's easy.

Don't let FontStar's low price fool you. It's a powerful
program. Although it's not as versatile as Fancy Font, it really
brightens up plain jane dot matrix printing and for much less
too. Works with Epson FX, RX, MX, and LQ1500 printers.
Also works with Gemini printers, and some other Epson
compatibles too. The result is the same. Impressive. Good
looking reports, letters, invitations, announcements, etc.

FontStar comes with 16 preprogrammed fonts, but It also
lets you design your own fonts or character sets. FontStar
doesn't require complex commands, or any tricks to operate. It makes typeset quality justificatiqn a
snap, so everything you print looks super professional. Use as many fonts as you like in your
documents. By the way, each font also comes with a complete set of foreign language characters, so
printing in Spanish, French, or other European languages is a snap. No matter what you print out,
FontStar will make it look better. FontStar is only $49. Order FontStar today. Get more from your dot
matrix Epson or compatible than you every thought possible. Comes with complete manual.

800-533-8049 USA Central Computer Products 800-624-5628 CA•••

Full Power Computing
On Your Morrow

T/Maker Integrated is a highly acclaimed
powerhouse program that can turn your CP/M
Morrow into a computing workhorse. At last,
you can enjoy productive computing like never
before. Imagine doing full-featured word
processing, relational database management,
spreadsheet analysis, horizontal bar chart
graphics, and checking your spelling all within
the same program. No more switching back and
forth between barely compatible programs to
accomplish these simple tasks. T/Maker
Integrated is universally acknowledged as a
unique integrated software system that is just
plain easy to learn. There is an alternative to .
doing things the hard way. T/Maker can put the
hidden and largely untapped power of your
Morrow at your command. T/Maker Integrated
is regularly $450. Central is proud to offer this
outstanding multi-function package for the low,
low introductory price of $179. Yes, this
includes the entire feature-packed T/Maker
package, so please treat yourself to this excellent
super productive software today. Experience the
power of true software integration on your
Morrow. Order T/Maker today. Get it fast.



as perused by
Stanley Ahalt

FROM THE
MAILBOX

This is the open forum column for all Morrow
users. If you have a question or an observation, or
just a spicy tidbit of information-pass it along! If
we can't answer the question, there is bound to be
someone who can. For reasons I will be explaining
later, I will no longer be writing this column. Your
questions and com ments will now come "From the Mailbox"
of Bill Steele of Ithaca, New York. Bill has a lot of
technical know-how and personal affability to superbly
carry on this column. write to him at: Box 782,
Ithaca, NY 14851. (607) 273-2132. MCI Mail: WSteele,
ID#: 254-5833. Thanks, Bill!

From Beat Streckeisen, Switzerland Beat
writes that he finds the COR RECT-IT program that came
bundled with his Morrow is very useful. But it. would
be even more useful if it could be used for languages
other t.han English. If it could include ASCII
characters 60, 62, 91 to 94, and 123 to 127 then it
could be used for French and German. Does anyone know
how to effect. a patch? Since the manufacturer of
CORRECT-IT, Aspen Software, recently sold outtea New
Mexico company it might be difficult to get the
information through them. ##

From Kathyrn Grijalva, Cupertino, CA - It seems
that her busmess oriented MD3, hooked to a MP200
printer behaves rather erratically. Occasionally, in
the middle of a lengthy, or wide, document the printer
prints garbage. Subsequent pages seem to print 0 K.
Has anyone else had these same problems and found a
solution?

The first thing I advise is to isolate the
problem. Try another printer, and if it never messes
up, the printer is the problem. But if the problem
does occur with another printer, then it could possibly
be the computer, the cable, or the software which is
driving the printer. Isolate (via replacement) each
potential culprit. My bet is that the problem is with

the software, rather than the hardware. This "red
flag" statement is based on years of experience both
with hardware and software. About 90 % of problems are
software based. (Now the screaming begins!) # #

From Bhagavan Buritz, Captain Cook, Hawaii
Bhagavan is having problems running the Open Systems
accounting software on his MD11 using CP/M 3.0 rev 2.0.
The problem is very basic (no pun intended). The first
thing that one needs to do to run the program is to
configure the program to work with your specific
terminal. However, running the TCONFIG.COM program
simply bounces him back to the CP/M A) prompt.. The
program also fails to work on an MD3 but fails slightly
differently. The folks at Open Systems are working on
the problem but seemed to be unable to solve the
problem. Anyone out there using this software? Or is
there a known difference between the Morrow Bios and
"standard" Bios that would explain the problem? ##

From Joe Day, Greenville, TX - Joe has two
questions: First, why does his copy of NewWord insist
on printing a "P" at the top of every page that is
output? (No kidding, his letter to me has a bold P at
the top! - Stan) Second question: Is anyone else
using a Morrow to do genealogical research? Joe would
very much like to get in t.ouch with others who might be
able to give him some assistance. # #

From Alfred Butler, Allston, MA - Alfred was kind
enough to send me the IasttwolSsues of the Boston MUG
Newsletter. Since he has had some additional
interaction with NewStar Software, the makers of
NewWord he passes on these valuable com ments to us:

"Recently I had someone from the local CP/M Group
modify my BIOS. I gave him a copy of the source file
CBIOS.MAC and a copy of the "system image." He noted
that the source code was rev. 2.2 and the system sign
on was rev. 2.3. He modi:Ei..ed the source code but did
not thoroughly check the listing. When installing the
new BIOS on my MD3, the cursor positioning sequence was
reversed. At first we thought the MDT-60 manual was
wrong. He set up the cursor sequence: column, then row.
Later when I tried to run other programs, the cursor
positioning was reversed. These programs ran correctly
with the old BIOS. I then examined CBIOS.MAC rev. 2.2.
I found the label ORDER, DB operation with a 1 operand.
The com ment is as follows:

BIT 0 = 0 -) row then column
1 -) column then row

"I changed the operand to 0 and everything came
out correctly. I also checked various terminals to see
what cursor sequences they used. The MDT-20 uses
column, then row; the MDT-60 uses row, then column. My
conclusion is that rev. 2.2 is for the MDT-20 terminal
and rev.2.3 is for the MDT-60 terminal. I have been
running with the new BIOS for about two months and have
noticed no other problems.

"My questions are: Is my conclusion correct? Were
there any other changes from rev. 2.2 to rev. 2.3?

"I had the CP-88 co-processor installed on my
computer several months ago. I have had no problems
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with it. I use it mainly for SuperCalc 2. I have not
tried any other MS-DOS programs on it. I also use the
ramdisk quite a lot. Right now I am using ver. 2.16 of
NewWord (I justreceived the upgrade) with the ramdisk.
I load the NW files on cold boot to the ramdisk and
then operate from there. I have a program that
automatically does this on cold boot.

"The previous version of NW I had was 1.19. Here
are some of the added features.

1) Column Block Mode
This semms to be same as the WS function.

2) Better printer support
The FX-80 recognizes the dot command .ULon
to enable continuous underlining, ]j'E'Qff
turns it off.....py turns italics on/off. The
driver allows different character widths by
using the dot command .CWn, etc, etc. The
supplementary manuallis"ES many printers and
what options will work with each.

3) Onscreen Display
Depending on the terminal, printer
enhancements (bold, underline, strikeout)
appear onscreen just like they appear on the
printout.

4) New Dot Com mands
Conditional merge-print dot com mands. Custom
print control dot commands. The custom
printcontrols: ....PQ, ....PW, ....PE and ....PR can now
be done using dot com mands or the old way
with NWINSTAL.

"This upgraded NW is a great improvement from my
old version. It was well worth the $38."

(Many thanks, Alfred - Stan) ##

# # #

Well, I would like to include a lot more in this
issue's column, but I need to wrap this up. As I
mentioned at the beginning of the column, I won't be
writing this column for a while. The reason is very
simple-I have a dissertation to write, and if I don't
knuckle down and concentrate I will never get it done.
Having to say goodbye, even if it is for a short while,
is very painful. My Morrow was my first computer (yes,
I have another, and both have their uses) and the
amount that I learned, and continue to learn, from the
Morrow is astounding. I still use my super-modified
MD2 a great deal, mainly because it gets the job done
in a no--fuss fashion.

What I will really miss is you folks. To all of
you who have written, called, or sent disks, and of
course to all the fantastic folks at MOR-I will be
'thinking of you. Morrow buyers seem to be a unique
breed among computer users. I have yet to meet anyone
who hasn't been extremely helpful and giving.
Sometimes I have experiencec;l "technical snobbery" when
interacting with the users of other computers, but
never with a Morrow owner. Maybe this is because we
all share the "We're in this thing together" feeling.
Whatever the cause, I will sorely miss you all.

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING YOU HATE,
WE HAVE SOMETHING YOU CAN LOYE.

Have the complexities of ordinary telecommunication
software made you hate the public-domain programs?
Or CROSSTALK, MITE, or MEX?

ReachOut Isn't like them. ReachOut installs
in minutes, is a snap to learn, and has power and
sophistication that most people don't expect.

ReachOut works with any modem, most computers,
and allows you to change your eqUipment without
changing your software. ReachOut lets you dial
from adirectory, log-in and naVigate automatically, save
to disk and/or print what you see on the screen, transfer
files with almost any system, receive files and messages
when you're not there, and much, much, more. The manual
leaves nothing to intuition or luck, but if you do have a
question, you can call and talk to someone who knows the
answer, and who won't tell you to talk to your dealer first.

Making the switch is easy. Buy ReachOut. Use it for
thirty days. If you don't think that it is better than what you
were using, send it back, with anote telling us what you
don't like, and we'll refund your money. It's as simple as
that. If you decide to keep ReachOut, you can send
us your old software with areceipt showing what you paid
for it, and we'll send you a check for half the purchase
price, up to $50.00. We'll add it to our rapidly-growing
collection of Vintage software.

Four years and a lot of love have made ReachOut
what it is. And kept out things that people hate.
ReachOut. Aprogram worthy of your affection.

ReachOut for MD computers costs $125.00.
Aversion for the MM-300 Is $65.00.
Freight is Included. Californians add 6% tax.
Available direct or from your dealer,

Applied Computer Techniques
21 Cottonwood Drive San Rafael, CA 94901

(415) 459-3212
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Micro Cornucopia
The Micro Technical Journal

..
I

Micro Cornucopia is drawing rave
reviews as the technical journal with
style, but Micro C, as we like to call it, is
more than just a magazine.
Micro C is also a central exchange of
software that people have written or
modified for their systems and from
these contributions we have put
together the following Morrow disks
(186K format).

Morrow Users Disks
51200 each

The following are full disks of software assembled specifically for the Morrow.
________Each program has a .DOC(documentation) file and many come with source. _

Morrow Disk MI
Modem software

This disk is absolutely priceless if you will be using a
modem to communicate with bulletin boards, other
micros or mainframes. •
MMODEM: Morrow version of MODEM 795. You
can change your baud rate inside the program.
Includes source and library so you can customize it if
you wish.
SMODEM: This is MODEM 7 setup for SMART
MODEM compatible modems. Handles autodial and
autoanswer. "
SQ/USQ: Programs to squeeze and unsqueeze files
for faster transfer.

Morrow Disk M2
Utilities

Really oodles of spiffy little (and big) programs to help
you get full use of your Morrow,
ZZSOURCE.COM: A true Zilog format disassembler
for 8080 and Z80 object (.COM) files, Now you can
turn ,COM files into ,MAC files,
UNERA.COM: Simply enter 'UNERA" followed by
the name of the file you just erased and presto. the
erased file is back' A lifesaver.
FINDBD54.COM: Checks an entire disk. reports
bad sectors. and then creates a special file containing
those sectors. You save a bundle on disks,
CAT2: This is a group of programs which create and
maintain a single directory of all the programs you have
on all your disks. Even keeps track of which programs
are backed up and which aren'!.
DUMPX, DU·77, COMPARE, FORMFEED,DIR·
DUMP, '" and all have documentation on disk.

Morrow Disk M3
Games

PACMAN.COM: Despite the Morrow's lack of
graphics, this one looks and plays amazingly like the
real thing! Keep it hidden.
ZCHESS.COM: Chess with a 1,6 level look ahead.
OTHELLO.COM: You learn it in minutes, master it
in years.
BIO,COM: Generates custom graphic biorhythm,
MM.COM: Master Mind.
WUMPUS.COM: This is the famous 550 point super
version of Adventure, There isn't room on one disk for
this program and all the data files (the cave is huge) so
the data files are on Disk M4.

Morrow Disk M4
Adventure Data & Aliens

ADVT,DAT: This disk contains the data files for the
550 point Adventure (the latest, greatest, most cussed
version ever devised by half-mortals). You must have
both M3 and M4 to play Adventure.
ALIENS: This is the game that made arcades famous.
Keep this one hidden from the younger set or you
won't get to play Adventure,

Morrow Disk M5
MX-80 Graphics

A complete Epson MX·80 graphics printer package
including example files. Same as M6 except for MX·80
(or compatible) printers.

Morrow Disk M6
Prowriter Graphics

This is a complete Prowriter printer graphics package
written by the same Micro C subscriber who wrote the
MX-80 graphics package. Plot points, lines, circles,
boxes, and more. Examples, documentation, and
more.

Morrow Disk M7
Small·C Version 2 Compiler

This is a greatly extended version of Ron Cain's Small
C compiler. Version 2 has more expressions and larger
library, true subset of Unix C. Disk contains compiler,
documentation, and library - everything you need.

Morrow Disk M8
Small C Version 2 Source

This disk contains the source (written in Small C) of
the Small C version 2 compiler. Get M8 if you want to
try extending the compiler. (You must have M7.)

Morrow Disk M9
ZCPR

ZCPR: The big news on this disk is the self·installing
version ZCPR available only from Micro C. Once you
have ZCPR in your CP/M, you'll never go back to
straight CP/M! For instance, ZCPR searches drive A
for any program not found on drive B, so, even an
empty disk in drive B appears to contain every
program on A. It's great for text editors, compilers, etc.
Plus many more new features to make CP/M easier to
live with. In fact, Digital Research incorporated many
features of ZCPR into CP/M 3.0
EX14: a super replacement for SUBMIT.

Morrow Disk MIO
Assemblers

We've received a lot of requests for a Z80 assembler.
So Dana put in some long hours getting the Crowe zao
assembler to run on the Morrow (and every other Z80
machine).
CROWECPM: This is a first class Z80assembler. We
use this assembler daily (and we included its source).
Takes standard Zilog mnemonies.
LASM: This is a more powerful version of the ASM
assembler you received with the Morrow. This will link
multiple programs together at assembly time.
PRINTPRN: This program makes it easy to print the
listing files generated by the Crowe assembler.

Morrow Disk Mll
Library & Checkbook Programs

CHECKS: This has been a very popular group of
programs. Categorizes checks so you can keep track
which are tax deductible and which get charged to
which projects. Includes source and excellent example
check files. Very powerful.
LlBR: This is a complete set of library routines which
let you group files into a single file called a library. Then
CP/M sees them as a single program, but with the
library routines, you can list them out separately, run
them separately, or divide them up again. Almost like a
unix environment.

Morrow Disk M12
Pascal Compiler

This is a real Pascal compiler. It supports only a subset
of the language (no records, pointers. Booleans, reals
or complex) but it generates a real ,COM file.
Everything is on this disk: the compiler, its source,
example programs and documentations.

Morrow Disk MI3
Z80 Tools

This is for those of you who are into Z80 assembly
language.
XlATE.COM: A very good 8080 to Z80 translation
routine.
DASM.COM: An easier to use version of ZZSOURCE
(the Z80 disassembler), This full disk includes source
and documentation for both routines.

Morrow DiskMI4
Z80 Macro Assembler

This is a real 280 macro assembler! Syntax, closely
follows RMACK and MAC, Also includes pseudo-ops
to support conditional assembly, etc. No phase or
relocatable code. .tJ

Morrow Disk MI5 -\.~Y"
Turbo Pascal Games I \'

We've combined eleven games on this disk using
Turbo Pascal's "chain" procedure. Play BACCARAT,
BLACKJACK, HORSERACE, KENO, and more
without losing a penny. Source is included for all
games.....\

-\.~Y" Morrow Disk MI6
\' Turbo Pascal Games II

A variation of Yahtzee, a planetary lancer game, a
Wumpus hurt, a version of Life, and much more to
keep you glued to your keyboard. Like MIS, this disk
uses the "chain" procedure of Turbo Pascal to
combine the twelve games. All programs include
source.

Morrow Disk MI7 -\.~~
Turbo Pascal Games III \'

If you·like Turbo as much as we do and want to see
more involved program examples, this is the disk for
you.
CRIBBAGE: the time honored card game.
DBLlCK·V: a great version of Breakout, even without
graphics.
ELIZA: converse with your computer. Everything you
need to create it's own perverse personality.
GERMS: two types of germs battle it out in this
version of Life.

MICRO
CORNUCOPIA

P.o. Box 223
Bend, OR 97709

fiiV1SA ) (503) 382-5060.•
~ 9-5 PST



DISK SPACE: 24K

VERSION TESTED: 3.2

MANUFACTURER: Common Sense Systems
Associates (CSSA)

P.O. Box 563
Winchester, MA 01890
(617) 861-7333

2) If you get the "Abort, Retry or Ignore"
message while using SPRINT, you must first answer
"Abort". When the message repeats, answer "Ignore" and
then upon the next repeat of the message, answer
"Abort" again if you wish to abort. This is due to the
way that Morrow implements error trapping, and there
is really no way that CSSA can, handle it without a
complete re-write of the Morrow BIOS.

your own needs. For example, if you want the keyboard
to be more important than the printer, you C9!1
establish that priority by adjusting several different
parameters to affect this.

Another nice feature is that you can execute
SPRINT command functions even while running other
programs, simply by typing - (CTRL-Underscore). This
means, for instance, that ifyou are running Correct-It
from NewWord while NewWord is printing a file, you can
alsoissue SPRINT commands, such as, abort printing the
present document, change the print queue, or change the
sequence of the print queue. Although most of the time
SPRINT is transparentto the user, there are times when
you want direct control, and you don't want to have to
go to the CP/M level to do it.

There are several things the SPRINT user should
be aware of:

1) SPRINT replaces the Console Command
Processor of CP/M (CCP) while installed. This gives
you several extra features that the standard CP/M CCP
doesn't have. For example, the user area is included
in the prompt B3> for drive B, user 3. If you don't
find a progra m on the logged drive and area, you can do
an automatic search to a "default" area (set to AO when
distributed but easily changed)." And you have an
honest-to-goodness working resident XSUB function.
Your original CCP (even ZCPRx) is re-installed when you
exitfrom SPRINT.

by Mike Allen

$50

ShadowPrint (SPRINT)
(available for CP/M 2.x only)

PRICE:

For those of you who missed my previous review,
ShadowPrint is a software print buffer. It allows you
to use your computer at the same time that something is
being printed. If you do a lot of printing, and/or
have a slow printer, it is nice not to have your Morrow
tied up talking to the printer.

It isn't often that a reviewer gets the chance to
eat his words, but that pleasant experience was
recently mine. The last issue of MOR (Vol.2, #4,
August, 1985) published my not quite favorable review
of SPRINT version 3.1. In fact, ShadowPrint (SPRINT)
version 3.2 corrects most of the objections I expressed
in that review.

To give you the bottom line first: it works, it is
easy to use, it is flexible enough to satisfy both the
novice and expert user, and it is reasonably priced.

CSSA was faced with a difficult problem: How to
make SPRINT easy enough for the novice to install on
the MD2/3 Is-retaining the menu system (in all its
different versions)-while allowing the advanced user
to make use of all the features and customization
options. Their solution is to provide two different
methods of installation. The first is fairly
automated-it looks at your menu, modifies it as
necessary and then installs SPRINT on your NewWord
disk. If you only use SPRINT for word processing, this
is all you need. If you want to make fuller use of the
program, CSSA supplies a comprehensive tutorial so that
you can integrate SPRINT into your menu, tailored to

Mike Allen fieldtests airborne Electro-Optical systems
as an Engineer at Westinghouse. Involved with personal
computers since 1977, he boughtan MD3 about a year and
a half ago, believing it was the most machine for the
money. He still thinks he was right.

1) SPRINT replaces the Console Command Processor
of CP/M (CCP) while installed. This gives you several
extra features that the standard CP/M CCP doesn't have.
For example, the user area is included in the prompt
B3> for drive B, user 3. If you don't find a program
on the logged drive and area, you can do an automatic
search to a "default" area (set to AO when distributed
but easily changed)." And you have an honest-to
goodness working resident XSUB function. Your original
CCP (even ZCPRx) is re-installed when you exit from
SPRINT.

One of the most impressive things to me was the
response I got from CSSA on my objections to version
3.1 of SPRINT. Rather than try to convince me that the
problems really didn't exist, they listened, asked
relevant questions and then fixed what they could. I
was given honest, comprehensive explanations about
whatthey had fixed and why they couldn't take care of
Morrow's error handling or TurboPascal's unfortunate
compilation scheme. (With reference to the latter, the
easy solution is just re-compile your TurboPascal
programs while SPRINT is installed.) CSSA seems to
really be concerned about producing a useful, quality
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.................................................................
$Stop the great risk of Cancer, Heart Attack,
€1lnd Stroke and control your weight. Healthtrac, a
non-profit medical research information company,
has developed a Health Management System called
Sove Your Llfe®

product. I received the version 3.2 update two days
after having talked to CSSA about the problems that I
had with version 3.1. Unfortunately this was too late
to catch the MOR deadline and my revised review didn't
get printed.

The powerful menu-driven Save Yoar Llfe® soft
ware includes a risk factor analysis, a complete nutri
tional analysis with an overview of 33 nutrients and a
database with more than 600 foods and room to add
more. It also keeps track of calories burned by 20 dif
ferent aerobic exercises.

There are more features available with SPRINT than
I can do justice to in this short space. The novice
will not even notice that the program is installed
except for being able to use NewWord while the printer
is busy-and advanced users will discover increasing
applications the more they use SPRINT. Like the
computer itself, SPRINT is only limited by the user's
imagination. My advice is take that fifty bucks out. of
the hardware buffer fund and install SPRINT. n

Call or write today for complete information. We
have versions that run on most CP1M and MS-DOS
computers. $69.99 includes shipping.

Healthtrac
724 Fickle Hill Road
Arcata CA 95521

(707) 822-5716 or
(415) 54-HEALTH

NEW MD3 with 300 Bd modem (Signalman
Mk VII) and all bundled software + MDM730
modem software and instructions: $580.
Used MDT60 terminal: $115. MP200 PIir'ter
with bi-directional tractor $455. Sypko
Andreae, (415) 658-0152, leave message.

...................................................................

Add a MORE-CLOCK

Central Software
1323 Broad River Rd.

Columbia, South Carolina 29210

-~--:--~
VIS4" --$99.95

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

RETAIL $129.95 I----------"INTRODUCTORY PRICE !!

...©

~

~O~I=======.~-_CL0CK!
....0 //r~1111.l~1~ ''. for the MORROW MD-5 ,11,16 ,34
~~=~.:.:.:.:<~ * Day/Week/Month/Year

I M-F (9:f(}~5:f(}f(}) EST

803·772·4804
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AN OVERVIEW OF PERSONAL PEARL
by Bruce M. Gowens

Otherwise, the documentation is step-by-step
through the tutorials, which are good in terms of
process.

The Morrow MD2 requires a lot of disk swapping as
well. Since all of Pearl won't fit in 186K, room has
to be left on the Sort disk for a temporary file, and
186K is small for large collections of data.

Then Morrow also made things hard for Pearl users
by providing a pilot installation program that just
didn't work. And the manual confused the Tutorial and
the Reference, and nobody could find anYt.hing!

Most other complaints arise from unclear
instructions. Pearl's documentation needs improvement.
In order to explain their concepts to non-computer
people, PearlSoft tried to choose descriptive terms
that would be relevant to the non-computer world
thereby inventing their own jargon.

It still is a first
Pearl is second

base program for micro-computers.
generation program. Personal
generation.

For example, their word "form" replaces the
computer-word ''record.'' But is there anyone in the
business world that has trouble with the concept of a
record? To compound the problem, they use the word
"form" to mean not only the record that is saved, but
also the layout that one fills in on the screen. Then,
perhaps realizing that they were unclear, they made
"Layout" a special word.

Take the word "program" (noun/adjective). When
told to put your "program" disk on drive B, which disk
would you choose? Most people would understand that to
mean personal Pearl. PearlSoft means the disk with
your installed forms and reports, generally your data
disk. Unless they mean Personal Pearl, or a design
disk separate from the production disk. Unless •••

Pearl does have a poor reputation. Much of this
comes from its poor treatment at the hands of computer
manufacturers. Osborne duplicated the first set of
Pearl disks without "serializing" them. Unfortunately,
that means they won't work on any machine. Also, the
help files were put on the wrong disk. Result: a lot of
dissatisfied Pearl users. Moreover, the Osborne 1 was
nota good match for Pearl. SS/SD disks meant too much
disk swapping.

Where dBASE II has a ''language,'' Personal Pearl
asks you to lay out a form on the screen. Where
Personal Pearl can access up to five forms (databases)
at the same time, dBASE II can only access two. To
make dBASE II as flexible would require real
programming skills and lots of file opening and closing
time during operation. .

Of course, dBASE II has some features that Pearl
does not.

Some might criticize that a better program was
available. "Better" depends entirely on what you wish
to do. The main competitor for the same flexibility
was dBASE II, but dBASE II has limitations that Pearl
easily surpasses.

The program is, of course, Personal Pearl.

Considering the options, Morrow did best with
Pearl. You and I are, in fact, either making Pearl do
the job, buying a simpler or more complex program,
having a custom program written, or ''throwing up our
hands."

Morrow chose a program with lots of power for the
real database users (such as businesses) with a simple
start up library for the home user. It takes a bit of
setting up (Design Forms, Design Reports, etc.) for the
heavy user, but it isn't going to be so dumb that all
it can do is keep your checkbook or recipes.

So when Morrow, Inc. looked for a database program
to bundle with the MD computers, there was a choice of
a very simple filing program or a complex and
intimidating program ming language. Since Morrows are
basically business machines, Morrow couldn't settle on
the simple and limited. And since businessmen have
more importantthings to do than computer programming,
it had to be as easy as possible to set up, get
running, and change as needs are discovered.

Today's database programs are still at a primitive
level. You can get a program that does most of the
work for you, or you can get the programs and languages
to write your own. In the latter case, you end up with
a nice functional database for one purpose that can't
do anYt.hing else without a lot of pain or re-writing.
And general purpose database programs are large and
complicated, since they have to find, sort, relate, and
select any mixture of data and data types.

When dBASE II first came out it was a startling
and amazing thing that there could actually be a data

Bruce Gowens is a member of the MaR Editorial Council
and is writing a book on Personal Pearl.

But the worst problem with Pearl is that everybody
expects differing and often contradictory things from
the program. New computer users usually expect less
learning time and more ease in doing all those
wonderful things that they have been told a computer
will do. Experienced users often want to do more than
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Turn on Your
MDT-20 Arrow Keys

investment, rate of sale, shrinkage, and the rest of
the things you need to know to run your business well.
If you've stal::ted with a simple filing program, you'll
run into its limits.

The choice between using Personal Pearl to
generate your own system and purchasing a com mercially
available "vertical market" system will depend on hm'l

The current CP/M version of Personal Pearl is
1.10 (version 2.11 for MS-DOS). Version 1.05
came with my MD2. Most differences between 1.05
and 1.10 are not readily apparent. There are a
few new messages, one telling you when you've
selected out all data when printing a report.
Unlike 1.05, dates on 1.10 are displayed with
leading zeros, which is more awkward if you are
changing a lot of dates in edit mode, but
otherwise unimportant.

The two most obvious changes are some new
paragraphs in the manual and the addition of
Function 7, File Recovery.

The 1.10 manual has had no major re-write.
The packaging from PearlSoft is a nice 3-ring
loose leaf binder in a slip-cover box, with a
moderately large number of typos that are easily
interpreted. The few added sections concern
Com mand Line Entries that can be used with 1.05
(see Sidebar) and a section on using Pearl with
SuperCalc instead of LogiCalc.

In my estimation, Function 7 is not as
complete an addition as it. needs to be. It
copies a damaged data file and deletes bad
records. This means that you may recover most
of your data at the cost of a few records.
Unfortunately, you will know only how may
records were deleted but. not which ones. There
should also be a "bad records" ASCII file
created. Even if it is mostly garbage, there
may be enough there to let you determine 'what
records got lost and need replacing.

Function 7 doesn't work all of the time. It
has worked once out of two tries for me. I was
happy to recover that one bad file because, like
a true disbeliever in Murphy, I hadn't made a
backUp. If you make a practice of regular and
frequent backups you should never need
Function 7.

Pearl is good at testing for and handling
data errors-perhaps you'll think too good at
times. But there are only a few things that
will foul up a data file. Most come from the
hardware, such as dirty heads and power outages
or spikes. These can be protected against, but
your best protection is frequent backups.

PearlSoft will upgrade you to 1.10 for $75.
Worth it? That depends on how "religious" you
are about backUps.

• 19 Programmable function keys
(Smartkey II compatible).

• 37 Graphic shapes available via ESCape
sequences.

• 48 Character type-ahead buffer.
(Requires 8 wire RS·232 cable)

• Screen Saver protects your terminal by blanking
the screen after 10 min. of inactivity
(Serial No. > 25110000 only).

SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES
3537 West Charleston Avenue

Glendale, Arizona 85308

(Reviewed In MOR #4, Oct. 84).

So, should you consider replacing Personal Pearl?
You already have Pearl, and any other program is going
to cost you money. If your database needs are simple,
a simple program might be cheap enough to warrant
saving the learning time any flexible database program
like Pearl requires. Also, such a simple program might
be all you ever want. However, "needs" grow as desires
grow, and as you master one thing, you want to do
another, and then you'll want one database to feed data
to another.

The Upgrade Kit is $40, plus $14 for an 8 wire RS-232
cable (when ordered with Kit). Prices include
shipping/handling. Arizona residents add 6% sales
tax. Sorry, no COD or credit card orders. Please specify
terminal serial # with order.

Tired of hunting for the correct Wordstar control key to
press when typing? This ADM·20 (alias MDT·20)
Upgrade Kit enables your arrow keys to send the
correct control key and defines F1 thru F7, CHAR
INSIDEL and LINE INSIDEL as useful control keys.
Check out these added features:

For example: You can get, write, or have written
an inventory control program. Or you can use a
database that will take the value of your inventory and
include it in your balance sheets as part of your
bookkeeping. And, at the same time, you can get it to
warn you of low stock levels, compute return on

a program is designed for or expect to deal with it on
a "language" level. A computer manufacturer who
selects a program to be "bundled" can only choose one,
hoping to satisfy the widest range of wants.

In general, the problems new users have with
Personal Pearl are more likely to be with the complex
nature of databases in general than with Pearl in
particular. Pearl is the hardest to learn and use of
the software that came bundled with your Morrow, but
not because of progra m design.
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FIXED LENGTH
OVERHEAD FACTOR

• Initially, no method of recovering damaged data
files. Version 1.10 of Personal Pearl a new

3
8
o
o
3
8
1.2
o

70
70
90

140
85
85
o

1000

Non-Indexed Character Field
Indexed Character Field
Non-indexed Date Field
Indexed Date Field .
Non-indexed Numeric Field
Indexed Numeric Field
Background Text
Data from other forms

If you run out of memory when installing a
form it's just too big, and this tip might show
you the most efficient places to cut it back.
Even if the form does install, it is possible to
run out of memory vlhen entering data so cutting
back a little extra could be a good idea. The
following is a paraphrase from a PearlSoft
Technical Memo dated August 1983.

Subtract the size of your operating system
(CP/M) plus the size of the Pearl program from
the 64K of your MD2 or MD3. The remaining space
is what you have available for the form or
report. Now, calculate the amount of space your
form is going to take.

Referring to the table below: for all but a
computer numeric field, multiply the Length
Factor by the Length of the field and then add
the Fixed. Overhead. For a computed numeric
field, sum the required memory for each data
field referenced in the computation formula.

Multiply the length of your background text
by 1.2. For each data field dra \.,rn from another
form add 1000 to your grand total.

You can edit your INSTALL.DAT file to learn
the amount of free memory when you install a
form. Add the line MESSAGE=l to the
file anyWhere before the start of the line
* TERMINAL SCREEN LAYOUT and then re
personalize your copy with WELCOME•

SmartKey. Of course, Pearl does have a number of
nice "speed features" (such as ....N) for data entry,
and my experience is that SmartKey is no great
advantage with Pearl.

• The difficulty of getting a Drunning balanceD (such
as you use in a checkbook register).

• The inability to subtotal on any sort level other
than the first, and no sub-sub totals. This is a
real drawback for business analysis.

• The amount of RAM needed. With a 64K computer
there is little left for utility progra ms such as

Cit The large disk space overhead. This may not be
peculiar to Personal Pearl, but even moderate sized
business databases will require a hard disk. If you
are merely keeping an address file, with only one
indexed field, floppies will do. This large
overhead is a direct result of the convenience and
speed with which Pearl finds and displays records in
edit mode, so the "fault" is debatable.

o Pearl's inability, as delivered, to load Ascn
files into the database. This lS corrected with
Pearl rue Load.

G Pearl's inability, as delivered, to batch operate.
The add-on utility Pearl rue Load solves part of
this problem, but there is no convenient way to
batch out a set of reports.

When finding records in the edit mode it would be
nice to choose two or even three key fields to limit
the number of records one needs to "browse" through
to find a particular one. For example, Item Number
AND Date Of Transaction. When selecting high and
low values for reports: EXCEPT Item Numbers 600-700,
IF "0" THEN "don't print", and IF negative THEN
"print elsewhere" (for two column balance sheets).

8 The lack of logical operators. In other words,
Pearl cannot select subsets for reports on the basis
of logical conditions, such as: AND, OR, IF...THEN,
EXCEPT, etc. This lack is felt both when selecting
records and when laying out the report.

The lack of logical operators can often be overcome
with careful selection of the data structure, but
often the need is not felt until the database has
grown too large to manually change the values in
every field.

well-suited and adjustable the commercial system is,
the cost, and how future-flexible it is. One of the
great advantages of Personal Pearl is the ability to
change the database as needed without losing any
previously entered data and without expert program ming
assistance.

For clarity, then, in helping you make your
choice, I'd like to point out the main drawbacks and
advantages of Personal Pearl. This overview is by
someone who uses the program heavily and loves it for
all it does. The long list of complaints and negative
aspects might tend to hide the fact that there is
little better on the market, and that Pearl has some
shining virtues. I think its greatest is a hidden one
that we all expect but seldom find. It works. It
keeps working. And it has few, if any, bugs.

DRAWBACKS OF PERSONAL PEARL
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from the assumption that the user will have
experience with computers and data handling.

• Data is stored in a compact and efficient way.
Should you make a field fifty characters long and
only store one character in it, Pearl will not store
49 blanks on the disk. Thus you don't have to plan
for minimum field size and then try to shoehorn long
descr:i.pti.ons into a field that is too small.
storage is binary, not ASCII, so even large numbers
take very little storage space. If you should add
data to a record while in edit mode, Pearl will
write the record to another part of the disk, so
nothing is lost. Then occasionally you use the File
Maintenance program to recover the disk memory thus
left between active records.

The index is not complete enough. While it is large
and covers the major subject categories in the
manual--which is better than most program
documentation does--it's not good enough for complex
application-oriented software. Thought should have
been given to the uses Pearl would have, and index
entries made for those uses, such as "Balance" and
"Running Balance."

• The ability to change field size, index, add or
delete fields, etc. without losing the data
already in the file. This is particularly
advantageous since you'll probably find
unanticipated uses in the future. Even major
restructuring of the database can usually be done
without re-keying anything.

• The ability to selectively load a new database
with data from an old one. You can ''browse other
forms" and use .... U to save the ones you want into the
new form. A bit of work, but faster than re-keying
if you don't have Pearl File Load. After the data
is transferred, the form is re-installed, with the
link to the previous form broken.

• The (almost) unlimited database size available.
As a practical matter the 64K of CP/M will limit the
number of fields that can be processed. A very
complex data base that draws from several other
forms will be limited to 30 to 36 fields. A simple
data base could have more than 112 fields
(dBASE II's maximum is 32 fields). The limit on
records depends on your disk drive size and how long
you are willing to wait for sorts and reports. (See
Sidebar on "Pearl Memory Requirements.")

ADVANTAGES OF PERSONAL PEARL

• A simple and easy step-by-step method of
designing forms and reports that shows on the
screen just what you will get. No esoteric codes,
location references, or need to fill out a table of
specifications for each field. Simply type in the
prompts and lay in underlines for the field (setting
its size as you do.) Then tell Pearl what else has
to be done by menu selection, moving the cursor and
answering questions.

7" in File Maintenance, to
Sidebar "What's New For

"Function
this. (See

PEARL

PEARLP

(to modify an
. ting. form)

MNAMa1-~~~)the report

FRMNAME, RPTN~:~~)xistin9

RMNAM~p\the form will come

RMNAMa1-~~)report

PEARLPR FR NAME,RPTN~~:~:~)s the

PEARLFM FRMNAME (gives the function
menu)

PEARLI FRMNA r
PEARLI FRMNAME,RPTNAME (that form

or report will be installed)

addition,
correct
Pearl.")

COMMAND LINE ENTRIES

This is useful because it enables you to
install a mess of forms and reports by using
SUBMIT.COM. Your PEARLI in the above syntax.

Be careful that the report name is correct or
Pearl will keep asking for the application disk,
and you'll have to reset.

More "tricks," data structuring, planning and
operating methods should be included in the manual.
Version 1.10 has a small improvement in this area,
discussing which form you should use to compile one
'report from several. (See Sidebar on "Command Line
Entries" for another.) Generally the manual suffers

calls Com mand Line
Entries· "Quick Entry." You can go directly to
your operationfromthe CP/M prompt. This works
with Version 1.05, and is a great time saver.

At the CP/M .prompt, enter the Pearl Service,
ce, the form rna, .and the report

me. Exam les ( CP/M prom

• No simple "QUIT" com mand to put everything
awayand bounce you into CP/M from wherever
you were. (Don't use reset or ....C from Enter Data;
you might lose everything you just entered! A note
missing from the Morrow Pearl Manual, but not. from
the version 1.10 manual.

• The manual. Not only its non-standard and sometimes
strange vocabulary, but also its incomplete error
messages and lack of trouble-shooting aids make this
a real drawback. There are scads of error message
codes in Personal Pearl that are not mentioned in
the manual. A more complete list and fuller
suggestions of corrections to try are needed.
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Pearl Support

With a program as complex as Pearl, support is a
necessity, but paying for it can create a problem.
Bundled software sold at a discount to Morrow does not
have the mark-up to encourage PearlSoft to give you
unlimited help, although I have found them helpful.
PearlSoft has two levels of support. New users only
pay the cost of the phone call. After 90 days,
PearlSoft offers their Support Agreement plan, which
provides an 800 number and unlimited help (within
reason) • This is not only a lot less expensive than
other software support agreements, but if you need a
lot of help, the 800 number can save enough to pay for
the service. (For charges, see box below.)

Now I'm going to stick my neck waaaaaay out, and
offer to help. MOR subscribers having problems with
Pearl can contact me weekdays from 5-11 PM, or
weekends after 10 AM, California time, at (408) 272
7657. No collect calls, and please try to figure it
out by yourself first. A Single-sided Morrow or
Osborne disk with a text file of your problem and the
related forms and reports would be better than a phone
call. Include return postage in stamps (or you won't
get it back!) and permission for me to call you collect
if you are in a hurry. Send it to: Bruce Gowens, 2501
Dobem Ave., San Jose, CA 95116. If I get a terrible
flood, I won't be able to handle it, so I may withdraw
or limit this offer in the future. I also can't be
responsible for any disks or problems caused by my
suggestions (SO BACK UP EVERYTHING!), and although
~'ll be as quick about responding as I can, I make no
promises.

[Submitted to Morrow Owners Review for First North
American serial Rights. Copyright © Bruce M. Gowens.
Parts of this may be reproduced in a forthcoming book
on Personal Pearl.]

[Bruce Gowens will host a Personal Pearl Q &A column,
starting with the February 1986 issue. Send your
questions to MOR, PO Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705.
Please note: IIAttn: Bruce Gowens" in the lower left
comer of your envelope. -Ed.]D

Pearl upgrades and Pearl 'File Load can b
urchased from your dealer or PearlSoft. Th
upport Agreement is available from PearlSo
Iail or Phone orders can use MasterCard, Visa,

EX.

$49
MasterCom

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MasterCom is a full featured, smart terminal
and file transfer utility for Morrow and other
CP/M computers and all IBM PC-DOS compat
ible computers. It is easy to use for the be- I

ginner, yet has the features and speed for the
advanced user. No long training is required.
You will be communicating immediately using f

the descriptive pull down menus.

We are so enthusiastic about MasterCom
that we provide a 30 day money back guar
antee. If you don't like it, return it!

MasterCom can:
• Make your system a terminal to a HOST bulle

tin board or time sharing system (such as
Dow Jones, Compuserv, WestLaw, etc.).

• Capture data onto your disk and/or printer
from the HOST.

• Send text and program files to almost any
type of computer.

• Exchange any type of file using error correct
ing protocol with another MasterCom or
Xmodem Protocol equipped computer.

MasterCom includes the following features:
auto-dial, auto-answer, host mode unattended
operation, directory display, batch transfer, file
viewing, file rename, file erase, wild card file
specification, stored responses invoked by a
single key stroke, filter or ASCII display option
for received control characters, on-line selection
and revision of communication parameters.
MasterCom supports most file transfer proto
cols, including Christensen XModem, Xon/Xoff,
line at a time (time delay or handshake) and
speed throttle.

MasterCom is available in most disk formats. A
single user license is $49. COD, prepaid, Mas
terCard, Visa and authorized purchase orders
accepted. U.S. orders are shipped UPS surface "
($5) or UPS air ($7). International orders
shipped airmail ($10). Same day shipment on
most orders. Call our software HOT LINE:

906/228-7622
The Software Store

706 Chippewa Square
Marquette MI 49855
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SOFTWARE REVIEW
match the Pearl database's order. It can leave fields
blank or skip background text and other "garbage."

VERSION TESTED: 3.00

If you are a user of Personal Pearl, or intend to
be, you can't help but notice that one of the biggest
problems with the program as delivered is that there is
no facility for "batch" operations on records or
fields. Now, however, PearlSoft. offers a file loader
utility that enables you to do batch operations on
deleting records, adding files from other programs or
ASCII files, or change selected fields in selected
records.

Pearl File Load (hereafter I'll just say FL) is a
utility program that allows you to batch add, delete,
modify and replace records and individual fields of a
Pearl database.

The process is simple. By using Pearl Report
Option 1, you select the records to be worked on (such
as paid receivables before 8/21/84) and produce a
report to disk. If you are changing or adding a field,
you put the new data in the report as text when
designing it. This report is the .DAT file. You can
use any text editor (WordStar or NewWord) to write a
short control (.CTL) file that directs FL. Then at the
CP/M prompt you enter PEARLFL FILENAME (of the
control file). Sometimes you will run PEARLFM (Pearl
File Maintenance Program) to upgrade your index or
condense the database.

PROGRAM:

AUTHOR:

MANUFACTURER:

DISK SPACE:

PRICE:

Pearl File Load

PearlSoft.

PearlSoft., Inc.
P.o. Box 638
Wilsonville, 0 R 97070
(503) 682-3636

84K
(Including PEARLFL.CO M, 10K
and PEARLFL.LIB, 58K)

$100

by Bruce Gowens

With FL you can control the size of your files by
regularly deleting old records-closing out a year or
month, for instance. Changes can be made to selected
records (such as credit. status based on receivables
aging) without keying in each change. This suddenly
makes Pearl practical for single sided drives, since
old records can be batch-loaded mto an "archive" and
deleted from the working base.

One oddball use for FL might. be when you make an
error in the data type when installing a form.
Normally there's no way out of this trap. FL can help
by unloading data from one field, and then reloading it
into a field of another type.

The .CTL file looks and acts like a short little
program. It's basically a list of parameters and
fields that determine what is done to the Pearl
database. The special words and syntax are as clear
and simple as English. An examples: "OPERATION =ADD"
(or DELETE, MODIFY, REPLACE or UPDATE). For
regularly done operations, the control file would most
likely be designed only once.

The manual is a nice 3-ring binder containing an
introduction, step-by-step tutorial, listing of the
control file com mands, ASCII table, trouble shooting
appendix, list of error messages and solutions, and an
index. The reproductions of the sample control files
and the report layouts are s mall and hard to read, but
the rest. is properly typeset. Unlike the Personal
Pearl manual, this one uses real English and normally
expected terms such as ''record'' and "field." There
are, like Pearl itself, error messages that are not in
t.he manual. You can set a message level in your
control file to help you trace a problem, however.

The tutorial says, "Be sure MOD.DAT, MOD.CTL and
FL.D01 are all on their proper disks." It doesn't,
unfortunately, mention which are the proper
disks/drives. If the files are on the wrong disks,
you'll get FL Error Message #12 (which isn't, of
course, in the manual). You can actually have either
file on any drive as long as you specify in the usual
D:FILENAME manner. This can be useful since the .DAT
file can be long (being ASCII and not the packed form
of the .000 files). The tutorial does not tell you to
use the destination drive when making your .DAT report,
and that will give a lot of learners a headache.

Your .DAT file does not have to come from Pearl.
You can use an ASCII data file from any other program
to set up a Pearl base; that is, your data could be
received by modem, a Basic program, some other
database program, or even a list typed in with
WordStar.

The .DAT file can have its fields separated by end
of line or any character(s) (including quotes and
com mas from Basic; the quotes need not go into the
fields). It can have fields not used by the Pearl
database, and fields in the data file don't have to

Exercise 3 in the tutorial, "Delete," instructs
you to test the changes with a report before running
PEARLFM to clean up the database. Run PEARLFM
before printing the report, else you'll see the dreaded
"Lost Data Integrity" message. No damage is done, just
run function 2 or 3 of PEARLFM. Running PEARLFM is not
necessary for all of FL's activities, but must. be done
when deleting files.

Do not use the TAB when using Wordstarto generate
your control file. TAB puts a character (09H) in the
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file that FL cannot understand. It
looks perfect, of course, and can be
very frustrating. Erasing tabs solves
the problem.

FL will not trigger the
calculations that would normally take
place when you enter data, but it will
plug data into a field that is normally
calculated. If a form calculates the
field to be filled, you will have to
have the calculated value in your .DAT
file.

An example should make this
clearer: I have a form SPCONSO where I
enter quantity and item number from a
cash register tape. The report
LOADJRN.DAT for FL to add to
form SPJOURN (Journal/Inventory) is
from SPCONSO. Normally SPJOURN
accesses form SPIN (Item Number) to
find the cost of each item and
calculates the amount field. Using FL,
the report from SPCONSO accesses
SPIN for the calculation, and thus the
amount is in LOADJRN.DAT for
SPJOURN's Amount field.

Since SPCONSO is a temporary
database (you use it only for the data
you want to add to SPJOURN), FL
"empties" it by a total deletion before
each use. The old way was to erase
SPCONSO.DOO and re-install the form
and its reports.

Pearl File Load is not difficult
to learn (but give the tutorial three
hours). Anyone using Pearl heavily
will wonder how they did without it.
It is so valuable and necessary that
these features should have been part of
Pearl from the start. It's like buying
a new car, and then discovering that
the steering wheel is an extra
"utility."

[For information on the price of
Pearl File Load, see box on page 25.] a
[Copyright © 1985, Bruce M. Gowens.]

STILL WASTING TIME?
With ShadowPrint, you could PRINT and

do useful WORK, both at the SAl\m TIME.

Haven't you wondered why the simple task of printing should lock
up your computer, when you could be doing productive work?
Shouldn't a computer be able to print and think at the same time?
Of course it should - it's just plain common sense.

That's why we developed ShadowPrint, the high performance print
buffer utility (spooler). \Vhen you print something, from your word
processor for example, ShadowPrint will quickly (and automatically)
place your listing on disk and give control of your computer right
back to you. You can then keep working on the machine (editing,
for example), while the listing prints from disk in the background.

Are you looking for efficient background printing that won't slow
your computer down? ... Here it is !

ShadowPrint uses your computer heavily only during moments when
your foreground work is idle, waiting for terminal or disk liD.
That means that when you're busy, ShadowPrint won't interfere.
In addition, when you're printing off a file that's already on your
disk, ShadowPrint can spool directly off of it.

Are you thinking about a hardware print buffer? ... Why?
With ShadowPrint, you won't need to buy, install or learn any new
equipment - all you'U need is your existing CPIM 2.2 system and
printer. Should you ever require them, ShadowPrint also offers
advanced features that are simply not available with hardware print
buffers - for example, from your keyboard you can at any time
monitor and control the queue of files being printed; you can even
"tune" the performance of ShadowPrint to fic exactly with your
system characteristics and particular habits and preferences.

Are you concerned about having to learn yet another new
software product? Don't be. ShadowPrint is simple to use.

You need only type "SPRINT" at the start of your work session.
No further interaction with ShadowPrint. is necessary; its operation
is completely transparent. ShadowPrint will "spool" aU your
printer output to disk and print it in the background. You can
even integrate ShadowPrint into the Morrow menu facility.

Order ShadowPrint today, for just $49.95.

COMMON SENSE SYSTEMS ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 563

Winchester, MA 01890

ShadowPrint is also available for non-Morrow CP/M 2.2 systems.

Please send me ShadowPrint. I have enclosed a check or money order
for $49.95 (MA residents, please add 5% sales tax).SPECIAL CREDITS

Front cover illustration •
Nancy Redin

Front cover design • • • • • • •
Augusta Lucas-Andreae

Cartoons on pages 33, 42 ••••
Robert Johnson

Morrow Liaison • • • • • • • • •
John Seamster

Nome _

Address _

Telephone _

Computer Model: () MD2

( ) MD3
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LET'S GET RID OF PERSONAL PEARL
And Look at Some Options

by 1.1. Butler

My local user's group meets at the office of a
Morrow dealer, who attends and com ments. One day he
remarked that he always recommends to all his
customers that they buy a database program djfferent
from Personal Pearl. He himself is a database
program mer and consultantto health care and accounting
professionals. He added that just a few days before,
he had finally reformatted his Pearl distribution disks
to use as blank disks, "figuring it was their highest
and best use." I agree. Pearl was the worst possible
choice of both the type of database and the specific
program, which Morrow could have made.

What Types of Database Programs Exist?

There are really five types of database programs
available for CP/M computers [all prices list]:

1) Under $100, usually under $50, & sometimes
public domain. The general purpose menu-driven simple
filing and refX)rt system (e.g., PCFile)

2) Under $300 and usually under $200. General
purpose menu-driven adequate relational database
programs (e.g., InfoStar for Kaypro and Osborne, but
not yet for Morrow)

3) Under $400 and usually under $300. General
purpose powerful relational databases, requiring
program ming, and some with their own program ming
language (e.g., dBASE II)

4) $400 and up. Specific application databases
(e.g., for doctors, dentists, lawyers, etc.), some of
which are add-ons to existing general-purpose programs
(e.g., you may need dBASE II first to run them)

5) Do-It-Yourself, Programs you write yourself in
BASIC or another language for your specific needs and
assemble and/or compile.

What Are the Best Programs?

There is a statistical profile of the average user
of most brands of computers, but few individual users
are close to the statistical average. Of course, each
one already has the choice of what kind of database he
or she wants to buy separately, and that is the "best"
for that user. --

1.1. Butler is a lawyer with offices in San Francisco,
mainly representing small businesses, including
computer and venture capitalists. He uses a Morrow MD3
80 % for word processing. He collected the information
in this article in the process of searching for the
best database program for mailing lists, calendars and
billing.

There is a clear best choice for a manufacturer
bundling software for all users-Type 1 simple file
and-report systems. In fact, the majority of users
prefer Type 1. In any operating system (including
IBM's MS-DOS and Apple's various DOS'S), Type 1
programs are almost always among the biggest sellers
and the most popular programs in user-response surveys.
You can usually start using them the same day you begin
learning them. Corporations that provide personal
computers and support software always provide one and
support it. The majority of all users, probably at
least 65 percent, will find that a Type 1 program does
everything they will want from a database all, or
almost all, of the time.

There is an even better choice for a manufacturer:
Include a Type 1 simple file-and-report program in the
system price, and offer all buyers the one-time chance
to buy one of the most powerful Type 2 menu-driven
relational database programs or a Type 3 powerhouse
with programming, because some sophisticated users will
always want more power and more features. However,
there is always the temptation for the manufacturer to
compromise on a so-so Type 2 program, as being a cheap
compromise between the vast majority of users and the
vocal minority who want power and features.

Also, if the program is general purpose (Types 1,
2 & 3), it is a truism that the best programs for that
purpose are almost always the most popular ones. They
are the best documented, because over time the
publishers clean up the manuals and the aftermarket
publishes help texts. They usually (but not always)
are the most debugged, because with high sales and
customer response the publisher can afford and is
motivated to remove bugs and improve the program. The
most support is available from consultants, classes and
all kinds of user groups, not just the user group for
one brand of computer, but also user groups for that
program.

The Mistakes Morrow Made

Pearl is Type 2, the general purpose, menu-driven
so-so program. That was a' mistake. Cost-based
compromises often are. A MicroPro representative
provided the inside information that, before Pearl was
chosen, Morrow was negotiating for a Morrow version of
InfoStar. Pearl was chosen (according to MicroPro)
only because one staffer (who was a skilled program mer
and hardly needed a manual for any database program)
liked it, and because it was free, except for disk
processing and manual printing expenses. This was a
marketing decision. Marketing decisions should never
be made by programmers.

Pearl was free, however, only because it was not
ranked in the best sellers. Its publishers were
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looking for the broad circulation through Morrow
bundling to build them the large user base they lacked.
To some extent, they succeeded. Morrow was looking for
a compromise cheap program to meet most needs of most
users. In my estimation, they failed miserably on
everything, except. the price ••• unless you figure
Morrow lost market share to Kaypro, because of Kaypro's
better all-around software bundling, even though Morrow
is the better engineered system.

Morrow should have bundled a Type 1 program with
all systems and offered all customers the chance to buy
a Type 2 or Type 3 program at a substantial discount at
the time of purchase of the system. Barring that, they
should have completed their negotiation with MicroPro
for InfoStar, which they abruptly cancelled. InfoStar
was the top-selling Type 2 program for the CP/M
operating system, and it. is a lot better than so-so.

What Is Wrong with The Pearl

Pearl is a lot worse than so-so. In as few words
as possible, I think it. stinks. It was a lousy seller
because it. was (and in my opinion remains) a lousy
program. It is among the worst documented and worst
supported database programs. It lacks features most
users will want. If you have tried to use it and given
up, thinking you just don't get it, don't think you are
deficient. You are average.

After experiencing some difficulties with Personal
Pearl and making inquiries, I discovered:

a. Most Morrow owners I know either never tried to use
Pearl at all, or found it unsatisfactory, and purchased
a different database program.

b. Most dealer personnel involved in software support
report numerous inquiries and complaints on Pearl,
especially following sales, and they often advise
purchase of a different database program.

c. Up until now, MaR has published virtually nothing on
Pearl, compared to other programs, and BAMDUA charges
for classes on it..

d. My experience with PearlSoft has been less than
satisfactory. In response to my inquiry, I received a
form letter saying, "your letter has been forwarded to
our Customer Support DePartment •••• If you have not
received a satisfactory response from our comPanY
within ten working days • • • please notify me right
away••••" Two and one-half months later, I got my
reply from Customer Support, offering ad missions of
shortcomings in the manual and program, apologies and
justifications, but virtually no real help.

e. You can fill your wastebasket with instructions for
installing Pearl, which are different for many
different versions. Whatever route you take, whether
from the CP/t-1 master diskette and PILOT or from a
sheet of instructions, you had better write down
verbatim certain instructions .that appear on your

screen. If you make a mistake, the only consistent
remedy is to go back and start from the beginning.

f. The Pearl manual speaks for itself, containing lousy
gram mar, confusing terminology, and generally poor
instruction, requiring more tabs, marginal notes and
cross-references than anything else you have ever tried
to use. In some early versions, even if you follow the
tutorials exactly, they won't \'1orkl (Ignore the
tutorials and use the reference portion of the manual
exclusively.) Even then, the manual seems to be a
creative exercise in how many different kinds of terms
can be used to describe disks. Pearl Customer Support
admits:

Your com ments regarding the difficulties with
the same type disks being referred to by
different terms are appropriate. We are
working on becoming more consistent in this
area. File Maintenance Options 4, 5, and 6 are
being rewritten.

g. Even if you learn from the reference manual, without
the benefit of tutorials, and are able to decipher the
confusing terminology, there are still plenty of things
you will want that Pearl just won't do. Among these,
Pearl will NOT permit you to create custom menus,
unless you are a program mer and purchase a separate
Programmer's Toolkit. (dBASE II will let you create
custom menus, and in version 2.41 and higher has some
files to help you do this, although a real dBASE II
program mer prefers to program them from scratch.)

h. Pearl will NO T trim fields to omit spaces, except. in
a version for 16-bit computers with 256K RAM. [For
examples, see pp. 7 and 11. -Ed.]

i. Experienced users of multiple database programs,
program mers and consultants appear fairly consistent in
reporting they could use Pearl, but found it limited in
applications and recom mended against it.

What Should Replace Pearl?

The pUblic domain PCFile works with Morrow, but
awaits revision to be truly useful. The top choice for
a Type 2 general, menu-driven, pretty~ood relational
database program has to be InfoStar, but there is no
version that will :run on Morrow. The probable best
choice for a Type 3 general, programmable powerful and
flexible database program is dBASE II, but you need a
little advice in what version Morrow owners should get.
If you are a novice, you also need to understand and
accept. the very real problems with dBASE II.

Type 1 Simple File-And-Report Programs

PCFile (on the FLOB/OCT85) is simple, easy, cheap
and it. works. However, you must understand you are
getting Osborne Version 8.5, which is three years old.
I do not know Why Osborne version 8.6 is not available.
It may be two years old, but it is reported to be much
improved from the earlier version. However, Osborne
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folded, IBM introduced the PC, and pundits predicted
the death of CP/M. Jim Button of ButtonWare, the
creator of PCFile, has turned his interests to IBM and
MS DOS. PCFile is now up to PCFile 3, version 3.0 in
MS DOS.

I have spoken with Jim on the phone and received a
complimentary copy of the IBM manual, and I am
genuinely impressed by the clarity of the manual and
the number of new features. He said another programmer
is taking the existing IBM PCFile 3, version 3.0, and
converting it to a "generic" CP/M program. This will
be available sometime after January 1., 1.986, and if it
works on Morrow, I strongly recom mend buying the
commercial version for $49 to get the excellent manual
and the ability to buy upgrades for $10-20, even though
pUblic domain versions will be available. It is not
clear if you will get these same benefits by getting it
from public domain when it becomes available. sometime
around February, 1986, inquire from:

Jim Button, ButtonWare
P.O. Box 5786
Bellevue, WA 98006
(206) 746-4296

I made Jim aware of the ROM differences among
Osborne, Kayproand Morrow, which mean some programs
will not run on all systems without patching of hex
numbers, including more than just terminals
~~pecifications. I pointed him in the direction of

NewStar Software and their resident genius-creator
Peter Miereau, who are experts in this field. But
remember Morrow users are not even in the top four'
populations of CP/M users: Apple II+ and / /e users
with CP/M cards; Kaypro 2 and 4 users; Osborne and
Osborne-compatibles; Radio Shack/Tandy TRS-80 users.

In the meantime, there are serious limits to
PC File. It can hold only 1500 records. That is
probably not a problem for most floppy users, but it is
a definite minus for hard disks, unless you want to
divide your database in pieces, e.g., sections of the
alphab~ ---

Worse than that, it is stuck with a limitation of
being written in BASIC and compiled with the MicroSoft
C-BASIC compiler: The total number of all characters
in all "fields" (data items, such as name, zip code,
etc.) in any single "record" (group of related data
items, such as one name, address & phone record in a
mailing list) may not exceed 255. The MicroSoft BASIC
compiler cannot handle longer strings. In other words,
if you have in every record of a mailing list the name,
one address with zip and area code and phone numbers of
persons, you have pretty much exhausted the capacity of
the program. You may have to create a separate record
for each address, home and work, a separate record for
the spouse, and a separate database for personal
information, billing information, calendar information,
etc.

POlL: A FIX

comes

HOT TIP
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However, most do-it-yourself custom databases are
created with C-BASIC. I met a chemist and programmer,
who actually trades industrial chemicals using a
database with the same limitations. He gets around the
limitations with a few simple devices like code numbers
for companies, cities and long chemical names (and
their synonyms). I suppose most of us can be somewhat
creative. The problem is that most people who want the
simplest filing systems don't want to cope with these
problems.

MicroPro May Be Willing to Do a Morrow InfoStar

Do not bUy InfoStar now, as it exists in over-tl1e
counter versions. MicroPro reports that it works fine
on Kaypro and most other CP/M80 computers but not with
Morrow. Specifically, when you try to save data, the
program terminates. (If you have tried it and solved
this problem, tell MicroPro what you discovered; they
may pay you.) Also, it has not been made yet to work
with CP/M version 3, which all Morrow hard disk
computers use.

However, Micropro is now contemplating a Morrow
version. This will probably have all the pluses and
minuses you would expect from MicroPro, whose other
products include WordStar. In non-package deals, they
used to be over-priced in relation to the competition,
butrecentacross-tl1e-board price reductions make them
very competitive. (InfoStar $250 list price, a lot
less at discount.) It is menu-driven and easier to
learn than some other programs.

In the past, MicroPro provided support only to
dealers, not individual users, and from the day they
published an upgrade, they tended to act as if prev....ous
versions did not exist. Also, MicroPro manuals are
notoriously wordy, providing more information than you
need, but with a very scattered organization. On the
other hand, there are aJready a reasonably large number
of independent publications and user's groups offering
help.

InfoStar offers some built-in compatibility with
WordStar without programming, and with some
instructions in the manual how to do it.

Consultants oftenrecommend this program to small
businesses, where two or more people must use
databases, because most people in the office who need
to can learn it, without the long dBASE learning curve
or the time and expense required to program dBASE menus
for those who won't learn the program.

I have no idea which is the best Type 2 menu
driven database program in terms of number of features
and ease of use•. If you think you know, write MOR.
InfoStar is undoubtedly the most popular, and
sufficiently powerful for 90 Percent of all users. I
would like to see it made for Morrow.

The Wonders and Woes of dBASE II

dBASE II is the most complex and the hardestto
learn of the common CP/M database programs, but the
most powerful, flexible and satisfying to use, once
learned. Fortunately, there are numerous after-market
publications and organized classes. It has always had
a few bugs, but these are usually documented in com
mercial articles, and the articles are extensively
copied and circulated among users. Many publications
and classes offer plenty of help on integrating
database with WordStar and SUPerCalc1 & 2. Although
the retail list price is steep, many stores have dBASE
II in the $250-270 range.

Like others, the publisher Ashton-Tate sees its
markets of the future as 16-bit, IBM-compatible users,
and dBASE III, which will not run on 8-bit CP/M, as its
primary focus. Therefore, expect fewer revisions and
upgrade, less support, and reduced availability on
compatible floppy formats. However, this reduced
interest of the publisher may make it amenable to a
one-ti.me· bargain rate for Morrow users as a group.
They have been contacted, and are noncommittal.

Any version you bUy now should be number 2.4* or
higher. There is no Morrow format available now. If
you have a floppy-disk system, you can buy a Xerox 820
single- or double-sided format and transfer it with
eitherXEROX.COM orFOREIGN.COM on the CP/M master
diskette. If you have a double-sided system with
FOREIGN.COM, you can also copy the Televideo 8-bit

ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
for your Morrow

by Bill Roos

Accounting Partner, 4 modules for $400.00.
STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS, (213) 538-2511
20600 Grameray Place, Torrance, CA 90501

ADS Accounting, $595 per module.
Geared to medium sized businesses.
ADS SOFTWARE, (703) 344-6818
707 5th Street, NE, Roanoke, VA 24036

Champion Accounting, runs on dBASE II.
DATABASE RESEARCH CORP., (303) 987-2588
66 S. Van Gorden, Suite 155,
Lakewood, CO 80228

Versa Ledger II Series $100 Per module.
H & E COMPUTRONICS, Inc., (914) 425-1535
50 N. Pascack Rd., Spring valley, NY 10977

[A review of the complete Versa Ledger II
package (General Ledger, Payroll, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory) by Bill
Roos will appear in a future issue of MOR.]
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MORROW SOFTWARE
MBACOUNT/$B9.00: Small business double entry accounting. Up to 40 asset, 40
liabilities, 40 income, 80 expense& 20 capital accounts user assignable. Prints checks, P
& L, balance sheet, chart of accounts, single account details, check ledger, etc.
Generates a printable detail journal for audit trail.
AIR, AlP, PAYROLL INVENTORY: These programs are available as either stand
alone software or MBACOUNT integrated modules. Stand alone $79.00 ea. Integrated
$50.00 ea.
PROFBILL/$149.00: Time keeping and billing for all professional people who bill at
various hourly rates. Handles 400 clients, 10 partners/employees. Prints billings,
statements, aged billings, partner/employee hours, etc. May be used stand alone or
integrated with MBACOUNT.
SBACOUNT/$79.00: Small business single entry system. Up to 99 income and 99
expense categories, user assignable. Prints checks, P & L (month, quarter, YTD), single
account details, check ledger. Generates a printable income/expense journal for audit
trail.
MAILLIST/$B9.00: Mailing list/filing program. 10 fields per record and up to 900
records per file, files limited only by disk space. Sort/print all or partial!ist by most fields
on 1,2, or 3 across labels on 80 col. printer. Search, add to, delete or edit by most fields.
MBADATAI$B9.00: A data/base-filing system usable without learning any special
language or control codes. Up to 253 characters, 24 fields, 900 records per file. Sort,
print, display any fields in any location in any order desired. Menu driven with step by step
prompts'
STANFORM/$79.00: Need to fill out pre-printed forms? Then this program was made
for youl Generates programs for printing data in the proper location on any pre-printed
form that will fit into your printer. Each form need be generated only once as it is saved on
disk.
$FINANCE/$79.00: Personal finance, prints checks, posts to as many as 120 user
assignable expense categories, posts checks & deposits, reconciles multiple checking
accounts, etc. Similar program for up to 9 charge cards. Extracts/prints listings for
various categories.
TOUCHTYP/$49.00: Parallels high school/college level touchtyping course. Displays
typos, final score. Timed speed drill mode. Electronic typewriter mode converts your
printer to a one line memory electronic typewriter with sellable margins, tabs, line
spacing, etc.
MSBCHART/$49.00: Prints alphabetized list of all variables& line numbers referenced
in any program written in basic cross referenced to the line number where used. A
godsend when writing or mOdifying basic programs.
Place your order or request FREE catalog by mail or if using COD or credit card,
telephone anytime of the night or day. Add $3.00 shipping & $3.00 additional for COD.
Shipment will be no later than next working day by 1st class mail. Californians must add
6% tax to prices.

~ Micro-Art Programmers
••173 Birch Avenue, Cayucos, CA 93430 Phone: (805) 995-2329

BBS'S FOR MORROWS

After a successful struggle to hook up his
Anchor modem to an MD3 with two lS-megabyte
hard disk drives, Cliff .Henthorne .is. starting
his own information exchange system for Morrow
oriented BBS's. Contact him with your question
and answers on printer and modem hooku s
various Morrow machines, do-it- ours ar
disk add-on to MD2 and MD3, BB oftw an
installation, related s liers d so on.
Cliff is very interested a international
connections as well.

double-sided format. If you buy UNIFORM or
MULTIFORM, you can copy from other CP/M formats.
Existing users with UNIFORM or MULTIFORM say
that Kaypro versions 2.4 and 2.41 work perfectly.
Those who have hard-disk machines should buy only the
version made for Kaypro hard-disk machines, as it has
features not found on other versions.

Certain versions that have been made for Osborne
are proprietary, and do not have a menu selection for
installation of a Morrow-compatible terminal. You can
use them, if you know how to read your terminal manual
and patch in the correct hex numbers for terminal in
stallation, which is part of the dBASE II installation
program.

dBASE II can sound wonderful. After all, it
brought high~h relational databases to personal
computerusers, better than whatthe Pentagon was using
at the time it was introduced. Its users are almost a
cult, and there is a column on the program in almost
every local computer j::>Umal. It is the starting point
for many worthwhile add-ons. At the low end are the
simp1if:i.cation systems, that do things like add a menu
driven system that make it easier to use for most
people. At the top end, there are powerful, complex
programs built on dBASE II, which allow it to run
accounting, calendaring, billing and other systems for
specific professions. But there is a price to pay.

dBASE II is not cheap. It has too many bugs that
should have been remedied a long time ago. It takes a
long, long, long time to become truly proficient.
Either you pay a price for a menu system to make it
easy or you pay lots of extra money for a consultant
and programmer to set it up customized to your needs
and write custom menus to make it easy. Or else, your
life must change around the demands of the program, to
learn its menus and general organization, its
programming language, and its quirks.

Personally, I resent this. As a writer and
lawyer, I knew I had to give a few weeks or months to a
powerful word processing program. But 90 percent of
what I want from a database is a calendar and address
book only. I have tried dBASE II, but never quite get
around to really learning it. I will, if I need it.

The publisher of dBASE II, Ashton-Tate, has done
questionable things, like introducing new versions not
compatible with the old, and pricing upgrades at $75.
They also have done very stupid things, like intro
ducing new versions that didn't work at all, and having
to recall them.

There is no perfect database for everyone. There
are only choices. Let's expand the number of choices.
Tell Morrow, Inc. and MOR what you think. g

[Copyright c 1985 by 1.1. Butler. For one-time first
serial N. America use by MOR. All rights reserved.]
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DAVID'S Q & A COLUMN

[Dave Block is Product Manager for Morrow, Inc. If you
have technical problem s or questions on application
software, send them to him c/o M0 R.]

Dear Readers,
The theme of this column is compatibility, and the

lack thereof. Unfortunately, multiple ,standards are
the downside of the free enterprise system. But
wouldn't life be less interesting if everything worked
together with too little effort?

Dear Dave,
The MD11 looks like my MD3 with a hard disk instead

of the second floppy. How hard would it be to convert
the MD3 to an MD11?

J. B., Thousand Oaks, California

Dear J. B.,
Real hard. The differences are much greater. The

power supply and motherboard for the MDS/11/16 series
are totally different from those in the MD2/3 series,
so the only things you could salvage would be the
cabinet and one floppy drive. Sorry. ##

Dear Dave,
I'm having a problem with MicroPro's InfoStar

database programs on my MDS. In brief, I get
"Directory Full" error messages on a nearly empty disk.
What's going on?

J. C., Markham, Ontario

Dear J. C.,
You have encountered one of several problems that

occasionally surface when running CP/M 2.2 software on,
a CP/M 3.0 system. Morrow provides a fix in the form
of three files: CPM2.COM, CPM3.COM, and CPM2.RSX.
You probably have them on your hard disk already. If
not, ask your dealer. Some early units were shipped
before we discovered the incompatibility.

These files are documented in Appendix C of the Hard
Disk Micro Decision User's Guide. ##

Dear Dave,
I trans mit large files across country frequently,

and my phone bill is enormous! Can I use one of those
new 2400 baud modems with my MD3?

S. 0., Boise, Idaho

Dear S. 0.,
Sure you can. Just set the Printer/Modem port to

2400 with the SETUP program. However, a few things to
consider: Be sure that the software you want to use can
work at 2400 baud. Many current programs only work at
300 and 1200. And of course, the receiving modem must
also be 2400 baud, or you're wasting your money.
Finally, not all 2400 baud modems are compatible with
each other, so you may prefer to wait until the dust
and prices settle. ##

Dear Dave,
I own a vintage Decision I that uses hard-sectored

disks. Is there a way to make it compatible with the
Micro Decision? Are there other computers that use
this older format?

G. R., Rockford, Illinois

Dear G. R.,
Morrow offers an upgrade that allows your system to

use Micro Decision (soft-sectored) diskettes, and run
the programs. It consists of a diskette numbered E904
and some new RO Ms for your DJ/DMA board. Most likely
you already have a double-sided drive, so you could
read MD-2 or MD-3 disks. With a rare single-sided
unit, you can use MD-2's only, or simply change drives
and read all MD disks.

North star S-100 CP/M computers traditionally use
the hard 10-sector format. ##

Dear Dave,
I've been considering the purchase of a pivot II,

butI'm concerned about making a smooth transition from
my trusty Micro Decision. Any suggestions?

J. V., San Leandro, California

Dear J. V.,
First, you should know that the commands used by

MS-DOS are very similar to those in CP/M. You will
catch onto them quickly. And most of the software
you're using is available in MS/PC-DOS versions, so you
can keep using it, although you will likely have to
spend a few bucks.

The transfer of your existing data to MS-DOS disks
is easily accomplished with readily-available programs
such as microVERSAL from Advanced Software
Technologies. So go get that pivot! ##
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o BASI...... this is

I ELY REPORTS,
ACCURATE RECORD ,
RELIABLE INFORMATIO

FORMS ARE NO PROBLEM! Basic Business uses standard
forms for invoices, statements, checks, purchase orders, etc.,
which may be ordered with your company name, adddress and logo
imprinted.

Basic Business is one of a family of accounting software
packages, and has sold previously for several hundred dollars per

odule. It has been improved, updated and re-packaged to sell at
market-busting $89.95 for all seven modules; General Ledger,

Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, Inventory
Control, Sales Order Processing and Purchase Order Processing.
A Point-of-Purchase modUle, which controls an electronic cash
drawer and allows direct entry of transactions m your sales
counter, is sold separately for $99.95.

SOURCE CODE AVAILABLE

Do you have a distinct accounting problem that off-the-shelf
software won't handle? Special forms or statements? Don't
write your own accounting system from the ground up - start
with Basic Business. Call (714) 630-0446 for all the details on
source code Iicensing.

Basic Business can go to work for you today and is available for al
pop S-DOS (IBM and compatibles) and CP/M-80 personal
com . Compare our price, features and attention to detail.
There is only one choice ... it's Basic Business.

Basic Business ••
Point-of-Purchase m
dBase III 1i1
Pie 2. fo

Price is nice - and so is a long list of features - but when you
choose a software package to automate your accounting, don't
lose sight of the basics of good business record keeping. Basic
Business,an all-in-one accounting software package, offers an
excellent price and extensive feature list without sacrificing these
basic business principles:

Full Audit Trails - to give you complete confidence in the
accuracy of yourdata and provide crucial backup information whe
you need it. And double entry accounting keeps your books in
balance.

Complete Integration - provides efficient processing for all
your business transactions, updating all of your accounting
records instantaneously. You only enter the transaction once, and
all supporting modules are updated automatically.

Flexibility - Basic Business can be adapted to your way of doing
business, including balance forward or open item accounts
receivable, departmental or consolidated general ledger, variable
aging periods and easy entry of manually written checks and
voids.

Extensive Reporting - each accounting module provides
complete reports, inclUding master lists, transactions,. journals,
statements and forms. In addition,. all data files are compatible with

shton-Tate'sdBasell and dBase III. for the ultimate in custom
eporting capability.

ithsome accounting software, even packages costing hundreds
fdollars .more,·· you· must make detailed estimates and complex

calculations for the maximum number of customers, transactions,
'nventoryitems,etc., before using the system. Then, when you
usinessgrowsto. exceed these original estimates, you must
epeat this process;

ot with Basic Business! All datafilesare·. automatically .. initialized
h ou install the system on your computer. Files can grow
yn . icallyas your business .. increases and are usually limite

by the amount .ofdisk storage space available· (Max.. 65,00
rd 'Ie. o need for cumbersome reformatting on

d ti



SERVICES
File Transfer Service: Advent provides a service beyond the ability of any format
conversion softwareI We can transfer files between MS-DOSlPC·DOS,CP/M and
otheroperating systems in 375 different31/2",51/4"and 8" formats. Includes Apple
& Mac, Data General 1, Eagle, Epson, Morrow, HP-150, and North Star computers.
Format Conversion Service ••••••••••••• Call for information and pricing

SOFTWARE UTILITIES

Basic Office: Time & Billing program designed to automate the special needsof
professional office. Provides personal calendars, client timekeeping, account billing,
receivables tracking, Trust & Deposits accounting, and flexable management
reprots. Specific versions are available for Lawyers, Accountants & Professionals.
Basic Office $299.95

Checks & Balances version 3.6: A complete personal checking program or
business register. 3.6 is completely rewritten and includes check writer and data
base. It is easy to learn and use with new features including more types of reports.
Complete with new 180 page manual. An excellent money manager!
Checks & Balances •••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $7
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ACCRUAL BOOKKEEPING ON QUEST VERSION 1.2
by Paul Emery

If your business offers several lines of services
or products, or operates in several different
locations, you need to know which of each of these is
successful, which is not, and why or why not. The
QUEST (version 1.2) bookkeeping system can help you
keep track of and assess this information, because it
can produce comparative income statements for each
product line or qpe of service offered, statements for
different store locations, etc.

However, in order for the income statements to be
accurate the books must be kept on an accrual basis
rather then a cash basis. This requires the ability to
handle "accounts payable"-anactivity which QUEST 1.2
will not do. Instead of giving up on QUEST's business
planning value, we need to cobble up an approach to
accounts payable so we can accrue! The strategy is to
use sub-accounts numbering and department num
bering.

Set Up

Set up a series of separate General Ledger (GIL)
sub-accounts for each vendor that you order from on a
regular basis. For example, each account would be
titled: #aaa.xx.yy where aaa is the base account number
for all accounts payable, xx is the vendor's sub
account number, and yy is the accounts payable
department number. Your vendor sub-accounts can run
from 01 to 97. Then set up a miscellaneous Accounts
Payable (Alp) sub-account, 98. (Sub-account 99 is used
as the totaling account). These accounts will all be
type s, short term liabilities. Our account payable
base number is 210 and the department is 01. So, if
Hardnose Collections, Inc. is assigned sub-account
number 33, their General Ledger account would be:
210.33.01.

Now, set up your vendor file by entering the
names, addresses, etc. of each vendor that you have

Former Fortran program mer Paul Emery is manager of the
solar division of a middle-sized construction firm in
Lansing, Michigan. He uses his Morrow to keep books
with QUEST and make spreadsheets for estimates, and
does file management with Personal Pearl on all jobs.

The author uses QUEST daily and is willing to share
experiences with other QUEST users. You can write or
call him at: The Carpenters & Company

So~Tech Division
511 E. Saginaw
Lansing, MI 48906
(517) 482-2865

ducked as long as you can. Include the sub-account
number for each at the end of the "name" line. In the
vendor file, our sample supplier will be entered as:

Hardnose Collections, Inc. (33)

The final part of set up is to decide which of the
1 to 9 special journals will be used for Accounts
Payable entry.

Data Input

Amounts owed are entered as credits to the Alp
account and debits to some other account, usually an
expense account. This is done by making a double entry
to the special journal using the General Ledger Posting
Program from the QUEST menu. (If you receive a credit
memo from a vendor, the debit/credit would be
reversed.) Amounts paid out are entered as debits to
the the Alp account and as credits to cash or checking
accounts. This is done when you write a check using the
Cash Disbursement posting Program from the QUEST
menu.

It is easy to find the proper sub-account number
when writing a check, because you've set up your
vendor file to include it. When you answer the prompt,
"What vendor do you want?", the vendor name and sub
account number appear on the screen.

Finding the sub-account number for entering
amounts owed is easy enough if you set up your initial
GIL-AlP account series in alphabetical order. You can
just look at your GIL listing of accounts. However,
after some time, you may have deleted some vendors and
added new ones, and you may not be able to keep the GIL
list in order. Use the vendors list instead. QUEST
re-alphabetizes this list whenever you make deletions
or additions.

Data Output

You can get an AlP report by using the General
Ledger Reporting program from the QUEST menu. Select
a report just for the Alp department. (In our case,
01.) Select the DETAIL option to get all entries to
each account for the accounting period. This should be
run before each period closes and can be kept in a
separate binder as your cumulative Alp records.

If you want only the totals for each account, you
can run balance sheets for just the Alp department,
using the Financial Reporting program of QUEST. There
is a certain drawback to this scheme. Because each
vendor does have a separate GIL account, any detailed
balance sheet report becomes a little lengthy. n
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

PROGRAM: Free Filer

VERSION TESTED: 4.00 (Beta~st version)

AUTHOR: Alan W. Gomes

MANUFACTURER: TclIDnSoftw~e

P.O. Box 1464
La Mirada, CA 90637
(213) 547-9673

DISK SPACE: FREE.COM 36K, FSRT.COM 22K,
plus overlay files
94K total

PRICE: $49.95

by William Steele

Personal Pe~l is a powerful program, bui:
sometimes annoyingly inflexible. My own pet peeve is
that Pe~l isn't handy for quick queries. In the edit
mode, you can se~ch on one field, provided that field
has been indexed. But the more fields you index, the
more it slows down data entry, and if you make no entry
in an indexed field, Pe~l beeps at you!

If you sh~e my frustrations, Free Filer may be
just the program for you. Telion softw~e describes
Free Filer (from now on I'll just call it "FF") as an
"information retrieval" system, rather than a database
management system, and that's essentially correct.
What it does is se~ch any text file for any strings
you specify. You can create a database using your word
processor; there's no requirement that records be
formatted in any particular way or be of any consistent
length. Information goes in as fast as you can type; no
waiting for sorting or indexing, and no beeping. To
answer the obvious question, yes, you can search
existing files, with certain limitations. But no, you
can't se~ch an existing Pe~l file with Free Filer,
unless you report it out to a text file. (Pe~l data
files are compressed and don't read like normal text
files.)

The program is compatible with NewWord and
WordS~ document files. In technical terms, that
means it isn't confused by their eight-bit format, and
it passes all eight bits along to its output file.
Since records can be of any length, the file must
contain "delimiters" to tell FF where one record ends

Bill Steele is one of a growing breed of folk
musician/computer affici.onados. He works in Ithaca,
New York as a freelance writer, specializing in
science, medicine and technology. (Box 782, Ithaca, NY
14851, 607-273-2132.)

and the next begins. These can be symbols that
wouldn't ordinarily be found in text, such as @, # or
>. Or double carriage returns can serve as delimiters,
so any text file with blank lines between ~agraphsis
se~chable.

You can enter up to ten keys for any search. A
key can be any string of two or more characters,
including a partial string; se~ching for "Cli" will
return Clint, Cliff, Clive, etc. With FF, you can
specify an AND, OR or NOT se~ch. Say you're a movie
buff (like me). You could se~ch a movie database for
for every entry that contains Clint Eastwood AND Sergio
Leone AND Lee Van Cleef. Or se~ch for every entry that
contains Clint Eastwood OR Lee Van Cleef. Or find all
the films that do NOT feature those actors. You can't
combine these types of se~ches; the only way to find
all the Clint Eastwood films not directed by Sergio
Leone would be to do a se~ch for Clint, then search
the resulting file for NOT Sergio. (Telion is promising
a new, more elaborate database program soon that will
do compound se~ches and have some reporting
capabilities.)

Any entry that contains the search string(s) is
retrievabl~e whole ~agraph or whatever, just as
it was typed in. You can look at each entry on the
screen as it turns up and decide whether or not to save
it to a file, or you can just have FF write everything
to a file automatically, which is a lot faster. It can
also send the results to the printer.

The program is menu driven, or you can bypass the
menus by entering the whole search plan on the command
line. Se~ching is fast. I se~ched a 106K file,
aJready arranged in alphabetical order, for a keyword
beginning with "s" and got my answer in 45 seconds. The
same se~ch with NewWord's se~ch function took one
minute and ten seconds.

FF comes with a se~ate sorting program, FS0 RT,
which you can use on any file, whether you do a search
or not. It will sort on one field up to 20 ch~acters

long, which again must be m~ked with some sort of
delimiters. You can use the beginning delimiter as your
sort m~ker, in which case the sort will be on the
first 20 ch~acters appearing after that m~ker. You
can, of course, put more than one set of delimiters in
a file.

For instance, you could make up a mailing list
with entries like this:

>John P. \Jones\ 123 Fourth St.
Anywhere, "'PA'" #15560#<

By telling FSORT to sort on \ you'd get a list
alphabetized by last names. By sorting on i or 
you'd get lists sorted by zip codes or states. FSORT
will .strip out the record delimiters and the sort
m~kers you use, if you want it to; you have to use
your word processor's search and replace to clean out
other unwanted ch~acters.
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UPCOMING THEMES

Many people have written to say how much they
like having theme-oriented issues. So we'll
continue to do more of the same. We hope these
upcoming themes inspire you to contribute
articles and reviews. Of course, material of
general interest is also always welcome.

Another really nice feature is that FF will search
all the files on a disk, or any selected group of
files. This means you could have several different
mailing lists and search all of them, producing a
single list which you could then sort. By including
other symbols or keywords in your lists, you could pull
out names by categories. In fact, FF seems ideal for
people who like to keep lists of things. The strategy
is to keep a master file, with delimiters in it, to
which new entries may be added in random order, then
use FSORT to print out a sorted list when you need it.
(Notwithstanding the romance of using a computer,
sometimes the best way to use a database is to print it
out; it's hard to match the retrieval speed of the
human eye scanning an alphabetized list.)

The examples in FF's slightly whimsical manual
suggest thatit was designed with writers and academic
researchers in mind. A talk with its author, Alan
Gomes, confirms this: he's working on a doctorate in
historical theology. Both he and his partner in Telion
Software, Roy Pueschel, are extraordinarily
accomodating, probably too much so for their own good,
considering the low prices of their products. When I
told them that FF crashes when 5 martKey is in use, they
recompiled it for me to run lower in memory. In
general, they say, they are happy to customize their
progra ms to user's specifications.

As a writer, I've already found many uses for Free
Filer. Pearl, with its versatile reporting
capabilities, will still be the choice for business
applications, but if you just want to store and
retrieve words, you could put them in and take them out
a lot faster with Free Filer. a

FEB/MAR 86 PUblic Domain Software
We have a central article on The Top 10 PD
Programs according to Tim Evans, but we need in
depth reviews on your favorites as well. PD
utilities, databases-;-ga mes, writers' tools,
etc. Submit your brief proposal before
November 1, 1985. Tax program reviews?

APR/MAY 86 Educational Software
Good educational software for CP/M machines
seems hard to come by. Do you know of any
worthy of a review? Do you use computers
specifically for education in schools ... or .at
home. If you write educationalsoftware--for
anyone from toddlers on up---write anarti.cle
about it.

DEC/JAN 86 Creative uses
Ga mes, music, modifications for handicapped,
international com munications, your unique and
creative uses, etc. This :issue is nearly full,
so call immediately if you want to contribute an
article.

In the December/January 1986 issue of MOR,
we plan to print an updated listing of all known
Morrow Users Groups (MUG's). If you are a MUG
official, or if you know of a new MUG, please
send M0 R the following information:

-Name of the MUG
-Address with zipcode
-Phone number
-Name of contact person.

We ask that all MUG's write to us-even if
you were listed in the December 1984 issue-to
make sure the list will have freshly updated
information. Deadline for reception of your MUG
information is October 25, 1985. Mail to MOR,
Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705. Be sure to note
in the lower left hand comer of your envelope
the secret code: MUGLIS'l'.

[CITATION, another text-oriented, free-form
hierarchical database progra m, will be reviewed in a
f-uture issue. -Ed.]

MUG LISTING

JUN/JUL 86 Repair and Maintenance
Where to go for repairs, especially if. your
dealer gives out. Whereto get. spare parts.
How to do simple repairs and maintenance
yourself.

ALL WRITERS NOTE: If you are interested in
writing for any of these issues, please submit a
proposal of one to two paragraphs, indicating
how you will approach your topic and your
related experience.

If you are reviewing soft.ware, indicate the
need or concept addressed by the program and
how well it meets that objective in your
estimation. If you do not yet have the program,
give us some background on your interest in it.
and intended approach. If available, please
include a sa mple of your (published or
unpublished) writing. Please follow the
Writers' Guidelines on page 2. Direct your
correspondence Attn: Managing Editor.
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TO CALL FOR HELP

For any kind of help with your MD2, MD3, MD11
and its bundled software call1-800-HELP-OUT or
1-800-435-7688, where a staff of experts stands
ready to answer your every question. They
charge you by the solutio rather than th

inute. But an assessmen 'e: "Sorry, bu
ur machine is not capab of that" is als

deemed a solution. A10-so ution subscriptio
costs $89.00. MaR invites readers to report 0

experience with this company. TechniCal!
Support Helpline, 75 Hancock Street Brain

A 02184.

MOR COUNCIL CHANGES

TURBOLINK 1200™ Modem
Read the Review in
this Issue of MOR
Look at these Features:
• 300/1200 Baud operation
• Fully Hayes compatible
• Auto-dial 1Auto-answer
• All 8 LEDS
• Extruded Aluminum casing
• Two inch speaker with control
• Telephone cord.
• US warranted and serviced.
• Cable and software included.
• Special 'Easy Start' Guide

$100 Free Software
Our price includes~
MicroLink II. Retail price, $99.
Rated Excellent, Good,
Excellent, Good by
InfoWorld, Sept. 4, 1983. Plus
a custom serial cable (shielded of
course) usually costing $40.00.

MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW

100% Guaranteed 4 Ways!
60 day return guarantee

Three year parts and labor warranty
Two year warranty extension for $50

Telephone troubleshooting for quick help

;1f!!£=~
4875 Southwest Nineteenth Drive

Portland, Oregon 97201
Order Now Toll Free 24 Hour

800/824-7888 (operator 311)
Technical Questions? 503/224-0137

page 39

Special Price $279.95
To MOR Readers Includes cable
and software for any type
Morrow. Modem alone. $249.95.

Read the Review!
Sypko Andreae, Editor of the Morrow
Owners Review, says: 'The first thing
I noticed was that this modem looks
just like a Hayes Smartmodem 1200.
Everything works fine .... (The Micro
Link II Software) is a delight to use.
The Turbolink 1200 Modem with
Microlink II software seems a fine deal
to me." MOR Aug/Sept. 1985

Send for our catalog. Over 100 great
programs for your computer. We
support CP/M-80! Dealer inquiries
invited. Call us, we are the source.

TURBOLINK 1200 is TM of Worthington
Babcock, Inc. Hayes is TM of Hayes, Inc.
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AFFORDABLE COMPUTING (ALMOST)
by Jesse F. Adams

One ofthe first things you may have discovered as
a computer owner is that, like all of life's
acquisitions, the initial cost can seem trivial
compared to the upkeep. You need disks and backup
disks, expensive ribbons, special paPer ••• and then,
of course, there's always the "necessary" software.
Well, I've found a few ways to keep the costs of all of
this down. Some of you will undoubtedly know of other
ways, but here's a start.

Hardware I won't say much about. Shop the
discount house ads in the magazines, but be aware that
in buying through the mail instead of at the round-the
comer store, if the machine breaks you'll very likely
own all the pieces. It's strictly caveat emptor on
bargain hardware. On the other hand, sometimes the
list-price, round-the-comer store, or the still-in
business factory, doesn't accept much responsibility
after the sale either.

Disks? Yes, at anywhere up to an outrageous
retail of $5 a disk, we need some better way. You'll
see many ads for bargain priced, name-brand disks. My
own orders have been to Disk World!. (Suite 4806, 30
East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611, 800-621-6827) In
quantities of 50 or more, I've paid as little as $1.49
Per disk for 3M single-sided/double-density (SS/DD),
and as little as 99 cents for SuPer star double
sided/double-density (DS/DD). I can see little
difference, except that some SuPer star disks whisPer
in the drive while 3M's are very quiet. I've found no
defects in the SuPer Star disks, but one 3M had a bad
sector. I used the public domain utility, FINDBAD, to
lock thatone out. [FINDBAD locates the bad sectors on
a disk and occupies them so no other files can use
them. It does this by collecting all the disk's bad
sectors into a single file, UNUSED.BAD. Don't
erase it! -Ed.]

To date, except for the SuPer Star disks, I've not
bought any "white label" stuff. Maybe I'm unduly
cautious. My Morrow dealer got Pale around the mouth
when I told him what I was paying for 3M's. Said his
wholesale price was higher than that.

I'm also using 3M single siders in double side
drives, so far with no problem. The single sided
stuff is made just like double sided, it's said. They
all are tested, and the best of the lot are declared

Retired Navy surgeon Jesse Adams uses his MD2 for
writing. His articles are mostly instructional pieces
on flying. One of his four unpublished novels is,
according to the author, "125,000 words composed
entirely on the MD2 with more fun than skill either in
writing or computing."

DS/DD. The remainder are SS/DD. FINDBAD should
identify any lemons among your fruit.

While we're talking disks, you can save about a
third on text disk space by using the squeeze-unsqueeze
functions of NSweep or SQ-UNSQ, another couple of
public domain programs. What formerly required seven
disks in original WordStar text ends up occupying a bit
less than five in the squeezed files. (Yup, the
unpublished Great American Novel.) Of course you have
to un-squeeze to read or print it.. On non--t:ext files,
you won't save much, if anything.

I guess I must have spent nearly the price of my
Morrow for ribbons before I got slightly smarter. What
Barry Bruch says in the June MOR (Vol. 2, #3) about
fabric vs. multistrike ribbons is undoubtedly true
however, I got the Mac Inker and am using it quite
successfully with fabric ribbons. I don't mind using
the daisywheel cleaner now and again and, for my
purposes, the slightly variable shade of black (because
my re-inking is imprecise) is okay for everyday and one
hell of a lot cheaPer. (Mac Inker from Computer
Friends, 6415 SW Canyon Court, Suite #10,
Portland, OR 97221,800-547-3303. About $60, depending
on your variety of printer.) Save your multistrike
for Sunday-best.

PaPer? Go to your nearest large downtown office
supply warehouse store, pay cash and carry it home
yourself. I use Arvey's in Seattle. 3,000 sheets of
20-lb., fanfold, microperf (the kind that doesn't leave
a rough edge when cut) cost me in the order of $25 on
sale. 15-lb. paPer will be less expensive, and the
garden-variety, rough-edge stuff is even less. Look
into a couple dozen razor-point, felt-tipped pens to
write on your diskette labels while you're there.

Disk storage: Anyone who pays twenty bucks or
more for a Fllp-n-File is either new at the game or
doesn't care about getting kissed before being had.
Disk World gets $11.95 plus shipping for a 70-disk
storage box that does the same thing. Their offer of
an Amaray Media-Mate for $8.75 with free shipping with
purchase of 50 SuPer Star's is reasonable. Other
places offer similar deals, so you know nobody's losing
money, just not ripping you off so bad.

The little, plastic boxes that look like books and
hold 10 or so disks are mighty convenient. Check-Mate
(P.O. Box 103, Randolph, MA 02368) will sell you five
for $15.95 and ship from some part of the country near
you in a couple of days with no shipping charge for
prepaid orders. They'll also reward you with catalogs
in the mail. Other items in their catalogs aren't such
bargains. Check-Mate did call me one time to explain
that the reason my order was taking so long (about a
week) was they couldn'tfind out where Olga, Washington
was and couldn't convince UPS to send anything to a box
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number. We got that straightened out. UPS knows me
well.

Now, the high-ticket items: software. First, look
into public domain stuff. There's an awful lot of CP/M
public domain software out there. You'll meet it
coming at you from all directions-on bulletin boards
and through users groups and for sale. There are some
tremendous programs and a moderate amount of useless
stuff, some of it with bugs. I suspect some of it gets
changed slightly, renamed, and then marketed in a small
way as new and different.

Micro Cornucopia advertises public domain disks in
M0 R and so does PeopleTalk. Both of them offer about
the same programs. Take your choice or get it from
your local users group, but get what you can of it.
utilities like FINDBAD, NEWSWEEP, UNERASE, MCAT,
DU-V86 and some more are, to my mind, essential. ZCPR
is a big improvement for your CCP. [See Footnote.]

I can recom mend a couple of com merci.al software
products which aren't that expensive.

The Nevada (CP/M) and utah (MS/DOS) series of
PILOT, BASIC and others from Ellis Computing, Inc. are
well worth the price of $29.95 each, plus $4.00
shipping. (3917 Noriega Street, San Francisco, CA
94122) In my experience, their PILOT is head and
shoulders above Morrow's and service is very prompt.

The Writing Tools disk advertised for $12 from RC
Throckmorton (7144 Predial Way, Sacramento, CA 95842)
is a good way to expand your Correct-It. (See p. 8,
February 1985 MOR, Vol 2, #1.) It sets up Correct-It so
itcan be called from the NO-FILE MENU of WordStar with
the S command, originally designed to call up
SpellStar, the program that never made it into your
bundled software.

I have a game called VALDEZ from Computronics, (50
N. Pascack Rd., Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977, @ $23.95,
plus $3 for Morrow format, plUS $3 for shipping) which
allows you to play at maneuvering a supertanker in
Prince William Sound-sort of like Flight Simulator
afloat, but simpler. My boating :friends love to play
it. (I always run aground or collide with another
tanker or an iceberg.) It's in unprotected MBASIC so
you can modify the program if you like.

[Footnote: NSWEEPis discussed in the August issue of
MOR, Volume 2, # 4, p. 54. UNERASE is a program that
will un-delete your accidentally deleted files on a
disk. You have to remember the file name, otherwise
how would UNERASE know. MCAT is a disk-cataloging
system. DU-V86 is a disk inspect-and-modify utility,
operating on the byte level of your files. Many of
these programs are on the October 1985 Floppy of the
Bi-Month. See page 48.

ZCPR is a modiEi.cation to CP/M that considerably
enhances its functional power and convenience to the
user. It's a "souped-up" CP/M. CCP (Console Command
Processor) is a part of CP/M that, among other things,
deals with keyboard com munication. -Ed.]

So there. Computing isn't inexpensive; no one
said it was. For a lot of us, it isn't even honestly
very useful. Still, it's a challenge and fun and
having gotten into it, we're sure not going to give it
up. Here and there, it can be made a little less
expensive than list price. a

ELIMINATE SORT DISK SWAP
WHEN USING PEARL

by Jim Ross

Ifyou own an MD2 and use Personal Pearl, you
have no doubt become annoyed at having to
swapthe PRLSORT disk in and out of drive A every
time you want to produce a report that has been
designed with a sort routine. The reason this
situation exists is simply that the PEA RL
distribution disks assume that the user has only
two drives. Fair enough. But:

If you have at least one add-on disk drive,
the Sltuation can be adjusted. This is what
worked for me:

1. Make a backup disk of WELCOME. In fact, it's
a good idea also to make backups of all disks
being altered (OF, ED, DR, FM) in order to
avoid having to start over at the Masters in
case something goes wrong.

2. EditINSTALL.DAT (on the WELCOME disk), using
the non-document mode of WordStar, NewWord,
ED.COM, etc., to read: BBBACAAC. (The
distribution settings are BBBAAAAA.) See
Appendix C of the Morrow Pearl reference
manual.

3. Re-install (personalize) your DF, ED, DR & FM
disks using the WELCOME disk.

4. Copy PRLHELP.TXT from the PEARLPR disk to
the PRLSORT disk.

5. Erase PRLHELP.TXT from the PEARLPR disk,
giving you the space required to do the
following:

6. Copy PSORT.COM and PSORT.LIB from the
PRLSORT disk to the PR disk, leaving them on
the SORT disk.

7. Re-install all forms and reports.

Now all "action" disks (i.e., DF, DR, ED, FM,
P R) will look to drive C for help, including
menus. PRODUCE REPORTS will look for and find
the SO RT information there too and will proceed
without asking for a swap.

I'm not sure why the SORT files have to be on
both the SO RT disk and the P R disk. There may be
room here for refining and housekeeping. But, as
is, there is space for all of it, and it works.
NOTE: There are contradictions between
Appendices C & D of the Morrow Pearl reference
manual. For this exercise, Appendix C turned out
to be the better guide.
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by Art Zemon

BILL PAYING REVISITED

In the April and June issues of MaR, I presented a
rudimentary home bill paying system based on Personal
Pearl and MicroSoft Basic. This was intended to
demonstrate a practical use of the software bundled
with your Micro Decision and was not designed to be a
full scale home accounting program. Despite the stated
design goals, two software publishers offered me
evaluation copies of "real" home accounting programs.

The programs were sent to me on the premise that
they are much better than my home grown bill paying
system. I would like to start by acknowledging that,
in one sense, the authors are absolutely right; both of
these programs are undeniably better due to features
and record keeping. Both programs cost money, however,
and a purchase price can go a long way toward reducing
the desirablility of a program. Whether the net value
is enough to make you want to buy a program is, of
course, something which you have to decide for your
self. When you do make such decisions, remember that
there are often no-cost or low-cost alternatives to
com mercially available software. So, without further
ado, here are my thoughts on the programs which I
received for evaluation:

The Programs

Quick Check Plus (QC+)
Chuck Atkinson Programs
Route 5, Box 277-c
Benbrook, TX 76126
(817)249-0166
$100.00 ($95.00 + $5.00 p&h)

Checks & Balances (C & B)
CDE Software
948 Tularosa Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90026
(213)661-2031
$77.95 ($74.95 + $3.00 p&h)

Both programs are available for CP/M (Micro Deci
sions) and for MS-DOS (Pivot). Both companies will
answer technical questions over th phone, although
neither provides a toll-free phone number nor will
either accept. collect calls. Chuck Atkinson Programs
charges $1.00 per minute for phone support ($5.00
minimum); CDE Software does not charge.

QC+ can actually be ordered in three different
configurations. The accounting package alone costs
$49.00; the accounting package with accounts payable
(as evaluated here) costs $95.00; the accounting
package with both accounts payable and accounts
receivable costs $195.00. This information is from a
telephone inquiry on September 6. The ad for QC+ that
sometimes runs in MaR does not include this
information. Note that without the accounts payable
module, QC+ is only a record keeping program and not a
bill paying system. C&B is an accounting program with
accounts payable.

Side-by-Side Comparison

Neither program provides a "double-entry"
bookkeeping system. Consequently, neither program will
produce reports which will satisfy many business tax
requirements. On the other hand, if you have ever
tried to use a double-entry bookkeeping system (e.g.,
QUEST), this may be construed as a blessing rather
than a curse.

Both programs perform "single-entry" bookkeeping
and produce reports which would be perfectly adequate
for personal use or for presentation to an accountant
as an aid for preparing a s mall business tax return.
The reports will certainly help you see where your
money is going. They may even help you convince a tax
auditor that you really do know what you are doing when
you file your tax return. (No promises either from me
or from the software publishers on the last, of
course.)

To use either program well will require more of
your time than paying your bills by hand. The reason
is simply that you will be entering more information
into the computer than you would normally be remember
ing. This information may be useful to you either at
tax time or as an aid to preparing your budget. If you
do not care to know exactly how your money is being
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spent, then you will probably find the extra time spent
entering data into these programs to be more of a
bother than a help.

Checks & Balances

C&B arrived in a slick package. The box contained
three diskettes (startup program, main program
overlays and sample data), a User's Guide, an Addendum
for CP/M, a quick reference card, two advertising
blurbs, and a blank software problem report form. The
manuals are small, 48 pages (no index) for the User's
M~Ual and only 11 pages for the CP/M Addendum,
pnnted on 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inch pages, and in one of the
worst looking type fonts I have ever seen. The quick
reference card, on the other hand, is high-gloss
cardboard and contains well laid out, useful
information.

The manual, although brief, is clearly written
and seems to contain just the right information exactly
when you need it. It suggests a complete reading
before you run the program. This is probably a good
idea, not so much to learn everything but to learn what
to expect of the program. Once you have a general idea
of what the C&B does, you will almost never need the
manual again.

The basic philosophy which runs throughout C&B is
that your records should look similar to a checkbook
register and should be as easy to manipulate as one.
Consequently, the C&B displays your checks and
deposits to look just as you would write them in your
checkbook register. Checks have a check number.
Deposits have the word DEP where the check number is
written for checks. Bills are displayed in exactly the
same manner with the single exception that instead of a
check number C&B displays BILL.

The real innovation in C&B is in the input method.
Basically, anything you can see on the screen can be
changed simply by placing the cursor on it and
retyping. This also applies to entedng new data since
there is always a blank checkbook register entry
waiting to be filled in. For example, if you have a
bill which you want to pay, you would display the bill
on the screen by typing "show bills". Then you would
position the cursor on the word BILL and type PRINT.
The tag PRINT will cause a check to be generated when
you tell C&B to print checks (by typing "checks").

C&B works very well and is a pleasure to use. The
manual, although terse and lacking an index, is almost
completelyunnecessary. C&B was very easy to learn due
largely to its intuitive user interface. This sa me
user interface remained a pleasure to use even after I
had become familiar with the program. I can strongly
recom mend C&Bto persons looking for a home accounting
software package.

Quick Check Plus

When I opened the QC+ box, I found five pages of
reviews and advertisements, an 8 1/2 x 11 inch soft-

bound manual (132 pages) and a letter which stated, in
part.:

The accounting package has been proven to be
~e ea~st to use package yet. With many
mstallations throughout the World [sic], users
are confused by the over used term 'user
freindly'. [sic]

I was suspicious when I read the first sentence.
Questions like, "Proven by whom?" spring to mind and
are, of course, unanswered in the manual. My opinion
of the letter writer fell markedly after reading the
next attempt at a sentence. Unfortunately, after
working with the QC+ for a couple of months, my
impression of the entire program is that it. was written
by a person with the same flair for good ideas but a
similar lack of attention to detail as the of that
letter.

The manual begins with ten pages of self
praise, advertisements, and unsolicited letters. Such
is the tone for the rest of the manual. Little bits of
self-praise keep popping up everywhere, as though to
reassure you that you really did get your money's
worth. It would be better if the praise were removed
and some hard information added. It would also be nice
if some of the errors were repaired. For instance, in
the installation section for Morrow computers, the
manual says, "MD-3, See Kaypro 4." The section on the
Kaypro 4 begins with, "Put the CP/M disk in A and the
Quick Check diskinB. Type COpy and press RETURN."

IF YOU HAVE TWO
MORROWS OR MORE*

THEY SHOULD TALK!
(0 & KAYPROs OR XEROX 820-lIs ALL IN THE SAME OFFICE.)

CONNECT THEM WITH THE LAN/ROVEWM

The ADEVCO LAN/Rover is a full-feature Local Area Net
work system which enables MORROW CP/M computers
to work together. Information from disk drives (including
hard disks) can be exchanged with other computers (as
many as 60 computers on a network.)

• TRANSFER FILES TO OR FROM REMOTE DISK
DRIVES AND USE OTHER PRINTERS OVER
3,000 FEET AWAY.

• FULL SECURITY AVAILABLE WITH ENCODED
PASSWORDS AND USER PRIVILEGES.

• FIELD·PROVEN TECHNOLOGY IN OVER 1000
INSTALLATIONS.

Each system includes hardware. software. cabling,
full documentation and network management tips.

The LAN/Rover provides a low cost. finely engi
neered and reliable network for your MORROW and
other computers. Phone or write for details.

A
ADEVCO, INC.

3790 EI Camino Real. Palo Alto. CA 94306.415/493-7466
Kaypro. M()(row & Xero~ €Ire rC!tl"itcrl"d lra,x'mdrh at the KAyrRO Corp MORROW DESIGNS, t. XEROX
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CALLING ALL SUBSCRIBERS!

Margo DeMello has joined MaR as the official
Subscription Coordinator. For prompt and
pleasant attention, please address all your
questions and com munications to her. Since
Margo is a student at UC Berkeley, she is here
only during certain hours.

Please make your phone calls about
subscriptions during these hours:

Through January 1986:

MWF 11am-3pm (PST)
TTh 8am-12noon

To facilitate all com munication, please use
your Subscriber Number when you call, write,
renew your subscription, order back issues, etc.
It is the number preceding the expiration date
in the upper right comer of your mailing label.

As one of MaR's efforts to remain financially
viable, we offer the MaR mailing list for rent
to selected vendors. We intend to print the
names of the companies we rent to in each
forthcoming issue so you'll know where that
high-quality junkmail is coming from. If, as a
subscriber, you prefer that your name and
address not be included on the rented lists,
please notify the MaR subscription coordinator.

Sometime around the end of October a large
mailing will be sent out to all na mes on the
Morrow, Inc. Warranty List, soliciting new
subscribers. Of course, some of you are on that
list and will receive that invitation. Please
disregard it or pass it on. (Since we have no
access to the Morrow database, it turns out to
be too expensive to delete names from that set
of labels.)

CaMP'S FOR AUTHORS

That is all well and good and explicit and wrong since
there is no COpy command available --onaMicro
Decision!

On the plus side, QC+ is well designed to let you
do many operations with a single keystroke. Once you
get QC+ installed (follow the directions in the section
for "All Other CP/M Machines") you really can use this
program without :reading the manual. At first you will
spend a bunch of time p::>king around through the menus
to find what you want. Fairly soon, however, you will
be able to move directly to your desired function.
Unfortunately, more advanced features such as bill
paying require :reading the manual. When you try to do
that you are quickly disappointed by its poor organiza
tion and overabundance of "hype."

QC+ is structured in a more standard manner than
C&B. There are menu functions for entering things with
separate menus for checks, deposits, bills, etc. There
are more menus for displaying things-one for checks,
one for dep::>sits, and again, etc.

There were a couple of features which I wanted but
were lacking in QC+. Most imp::>rtant, you cannot
schedule a bill to be paid on a certain date. For
instance, with my Personal Pearl bill paying system,
you can enter all of your car payments for the year,
each with a separate payment date. You can do a
similar thing with C&B. QC+ does not have any concept
of payment date. Every time you want to write checks,
QC+ will try to write a check for every car payment in
the data base. To avoid this you must make QC+ pause
before every check and verify whether or not it should
be printed.

QC+ is completely menu driven. This was a great
help initially since the user interface is fairly
complex. After I had learned the system the menus
simply got in the way and there was no way to avoid
them. This program is structured to be of more use to
a s mall business than to an individual. I would
recommend it over C&B to a small business with
relatively standard accounting needs (accounts payable
and receivable with rep::>rts at the end of every period
and year). I would not recommend QC+ to a family which
is interested in tracking its budget and expenses.
Furthermore, s mall businesses considering QC+ would be
well advised to also evaluate QUE ST (bundled with the
MD3 and MOll).

The Bottom Line

Quick Check Plus is an average program. It will
pay your bills, write your checks, and track your
expenses. The manual is okay at best. The reports are
oriented toward small businesses, and the program is
probably best suited for such an environment.

Checks & Balances is a very good program. It
performs all of the functions of the $100 version of
QC+ at a lower cost ($78). The manual is very good but
largely unnecessary due to the program's excellent user
interface. C&B is probably best suited for home use.
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BOOK REVIEW

TITLE: How to Make Money with Your Micro
324 pp. (1984)

AUTHOR: Herman Holtz

PUBLISHER: John Wiley & Sons
605 - 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10158

PRICE: $14.95

by Marilyn Umehara

Ayoung woman, impeccably dressed in a silk blouse
and suit skirt, is sitting at home in her designer
kitchen. One hand holds a pen poised over a slim
notebook while her other hand rests lightly upon the
computer keyboard before her, and-oh, joy!
hundreds of dollars in paper bills are flowing up and
out of the top of her morili:or in an unending stream.

This cover illustration for Herman Holtz's latest
book, How to Make Money with Your Micro, encapsulates
the current genre of "how-{:o" computer literature.

Those of us who purchased our Morrows and
printers and modems as a vague business investment, and
are now longing for some spec:ific cash returns, are
ripe for any advice which will put us on the path to
profits.

But more than the potential for making money
prompted our purchases. We were not just buying
machines but an entire mystique which promised us
Power (former roomsful of circuits now compressed into
""ii1ICrOChips) , Independence (work at home) and Safe
Passage Into the murky technology of The Future (be
part of the Computer Age.)

The fact that most micro computer sales have
slumped badly in the past year, and that, by some
estimates, forty percent of all personal computers
which have been purchased are seldom used, indicates
thatour great expectations may have been mere wishful
thinking.

I have before me a dozen computer "how-{:o" books
randomly chosen from my public library, as well as at
leastone mail offer which reads, "Would $5,000 a month
come in handy? ••• it's yours in exchange for a few

Marilyn Umehara, a freelance writer and professional
journalist, has worked in Japan and New York in
advertising and publications. She currently uses her
Morrow to put out a consumer advocacy newsletter in
Westchester County, New York, and has recently joined
the M0 R Editorial Council.

hours of your spare (computer) time"! So eager is
everyone to define exactly what will make money for the
personal computer owner that some current suggestions
reek of snake ail, promising spectacular earnings with
little effort.

Holtz makes no such exaggerated promises, filling
314 pages with hundreds of suggestions. His is one of
the more comprehensive books on the market. But after
plodding through it all, what has one really learned?

Holtz urges finding a "true need" and satisfying
it. He mentions briefly the Washington housewife who
publishes a weekly shoppers' guide listing price
specials for area supermarkets, the California woman
who developed a guidebook for the Mendocino coast area
and a Maryland man who publishes a weekly free listing
of items for sale in exchange for 10 % of the price of
items actually sold.

He explores in depth such general and presumably
surefire moneymaking categories as wordprocessing,
bookkeeping, teaching computer skills, training
seminars, "pen pal" services, newsletter publication
and general data processing.

Are his suggestions applicable to a Morrow user?
Take teaching computer skills at home, for one.

Last year my son, a longtime hacker, decided to
supplement his summerincome by teaching Basic, Fortran
or Word Processing on my new Morrow MD3. He ran ads in
our Westchester County newspaper chain and received
some responses from people interested in learning
Word Processing-but only on a Wang or an IBM
Displaywriter. Just one young man actually signed up
for a course.

Because every college in our New York area offers
computer language courses, and because many local word
processor dealers offer "free" lessons to potential
buyers, we now know that the market for home
instruction on a Morrow is almost nil. People want to
learn on a "name" brand, not a maverick machine.

Holtz also suggests renting a hotel room and
running a seminar on, say, the evolution of computers,
at $200 a head (coffee included), or failing that,
drawing five or ten people into your "recreation
room" at home for whatever the traffic will bear.
undoubtedly Holtz-with numerous published books
under his belt-can pull in a paying audience, but will
people pay to listen to you?

On to word processing, a fancy term for one of our
oldest professions-typing. Holtz says, correctly,
that a living can be made by charging .85 to $1.50 per
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double-spaced page and by making oneseJf available for
rush typing jobs needed overnight or on weekends by
panicked businessmen or students. Personally, I find
typing to be grueling, boring "Women's Work" which
spawns feminists. For this I invested in a computer?

Another of Holtz's suggestions is to subscribe to
various database seI:Vices so that you can research and
sell to people who do not have computers the answers to
such questions as "How many supermarkets accept credit
cards?" or "What percentage of people read books after
college?"

Most of these database seI:Vices have start-up
charges; some have on-line charges which can run as
high as $300 per hour for some very specialized
databases during certain access hours (but on-line
charges generally are much more modest), perhaps
minimum monthly charges, and possibly other fees such
as a charge for printing records off-line. The same
data can be available from more than one utility at
greatly varying per hour charges. Holtz does not get
into these expenses, but it should be obvious that an
individual who offers carte blanche research seI:Vices
is going to have to put out big bucks on the follow
through and will have to master a labyrinth of
information about his sources ••• or else spec:ialize
in selling data only on blue-eyed pink pigs.

I agree with Holtz totally when he discusses
working for a company from your home and cites the many
problems to be overcome before this can become a
common practice-insurance, federal regulations, labor
unions and corporate resistance to untraditional work
practices. Last spring I got all fired up over an
article in a special High Tech New York Times
supplement which quoted the president of one
telecom muting consultant firm in New York as saying,
"It's old-fashioned to think that you have to 'go to
work' anymore. With computers, information-based jobs
can be done from anywhere••••"

Well, don't hold your breath. I wrote to this
company president to see what opportunities were
available to me and my Morrow-seeing no such Help
Wanted ads in area newspapers-and was told that "we
have no list of spe.ci£i.c employment openings at the
present time." It was suggested that I contact
businesses in my area for a job and that I take out a
year's subscription to the company's newsletter at
$145.00.

Newsletters, incidentally, are one of Holtz's
strong suits. He gives some good general information
on this subject, which is an ideal use for a Morrow, in
my estimation. As Holtz points out, there are an
estimated 30,000 newsletters published annually in the
U.S., and in this age of increasing specialization,
newsletters are widely read.

WORKWITH TEXT?
H so, Electra-Fmd will give you extraordinary power to

Retrieve / Extract / Collect
Information

You can do ordinary text retrieval:
Collect sentences or paragraphs containing any search term
from any group of files. Find the names of files which contain
references to "ambassador" and "Spain". Collect blocks of
text from free-form data bases.

You can also do extraordinary text retrieval:
Collect all underlined titles from a bibliographic file. Find all
numbered footnotes in a series of book chapters. Retrieve all
quoted expressions from magazine articles. Collect all func
tions in a 'C' program. Retrieve all unindented headings from
an outline. Extract records of people living in an apartment or
suite from a data base file. Find all the different ways
"Tchaikovsky" was spelled in your lecture notes. Retrieve
hyphenated words from a report for a quick review. Find text
headings embedded in a spreadsheet.

Quickly and easily:
Just choose your search options from a menu and begin
searching. From then on, everything is automatic. One keys
troke saves the selections as defaults and you can run Electra
Find as a CPIM command or include it in submit files.

Electra-Find (version 3.0)

$65

3D-day unconditional guarantee.
Mail a check or call us.

O'Neill Software
Box 26m

San Francisco, CA94126
(415) 398-2255

The only really intriguing money-maker described
by Holtz is his suggestion to bid on federal government
jobs. As he points out, the u.S. government consists
of 75 departments, agencies and bureaus which routinely
put out bids for seI:Vices such as research studies, the
writing of training, technical or performance manuals,
or the maintenance of mailing lists. Individual jobs
paying up to $10,000 are considered "small purchases"
by our government. For more information, he refers us
to his hardcover book The $100 Billion Market, which I
plan to read greedily.

I wish Holtz had been more specific concerning
money, as in: how much startup money is needed for
the various types of ventures he describes, what are
estimated operating expenses and what kinds of profits
can be anticipated?

The bottom line in earning cash with your Morrow
is that it cannot endow you with talent, courage,
imagination or the capacity for hard work. It is only
an instrument which, like any other, requires long
hours of practice by you in order to be performed
beautifully. But if you are willing to make this
effort, your Morrow will give you all the support of a
s mall office staff and help you .to achieve the full
potential of your own talents. Learn from books such
as this, and then let your entrepreneurial instincts
take flight! a
[Copyright © 1985 by -Marilyn Umehara]
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JUST RELEASED!
MS-DOS EDITION

FREE SOFTWARE HANDBOOK $17.95
The CP/M edition is in its third printing; the
PC-OOS/MS-DOS volume took a year to research
and write, but it's out in time for Christmas gift
giving. Separate editions for CP/M &:: MS-DOS.
Fea tures top progra ms in public domain:

- What they are - How to get them
- When they're use ful - How they work

(Handbook plus software disks $62.95. Disks only
$54.95. Please specify machine &:: disk format.)

78 Disks of CP/M and MS-DOS Public Domain
Software! See Christmas issue of our Quarterly or
call for our P.D. Disk catalogue. Per disk: $11.95

,.,...... ~
~:.~~ .. The Ultimate Database CP/M $99.95
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! MS-DOS $149.95
Fully rela tional database, uses up to 16 files at
one time, natural language interpreter -- talk to
Salvo in English, powerful 4th genera tion language
-- write whole programs in 2 or 3 lines.

ChecJ~s®BaIanc~; CP/M or MS-DOS $64.95
Easy-to-use accounting package for personal
and business use. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
"If anyone had told me that I would be balancing
my checkbook and enjoying it, I would have
suggested he was a candidate for a rubber room!"
Dave Gerrold, Profiles Magazine

@
NEW! SmartKey4 for CP/M Kaypros $44.95
NEW! SmartKey5 for MS-DOS machines $54.95
SmartKey-II for Other CP/M Machines $44.95
Customize your keyboard and turn your most-used
commands into one keystroke. A perfect gift!

SmartPrint Take control of your printer! $19.95
SmartKey with SmartPrint (any format) $59.95

NEW! SmartDisk Multi-format Utility $44.95
Creates 112 disk formats on any MSDOS machine.

RAMdisk with PC-DOS processing capability.
256K (expandable 1'0 1 Mb) RAMdisk runs IBM's
PCDOS on CP/M Kaypro Osborne Xerox &:: Morrow.
Co-Power 88 and 88 Plus From $324.95

(Xt'mflrandt ~ Charts, Graphs &: Plots $53.95
Kaypro &: Osborne CP/M Demo disk $6.00

~.. TAXAN PRINTER BUFFER $239.00
(i~.----...--"'--~:-"\ 64K memo:y, comes pre-cabled for 1

~ ~~.~:..:..~~ \~<::~: parallel prmter. Expandable to 256K &::
~tf.?fi~~';~(:··-- 2 prin ters. Expansions just plug in, no

mechanical skill required.

PrintMaster

NEW! PrintMaster Super Graphics - Low Price
The amazing PrintMaster lets you create -

- Pictures - Stationary - Signs
- Greeting Cards - Posters - Banners

All art in this ad was created by Print Master!
Runs on ANY CP/M Kaypro or Morrow &:: most
MSDOS machines. Uses Epson, Gemini, Okidata, or
Toshiba Printers. Includes 111 predefined pictures.
Creates millions of unique designs. Very Flexible
and Easy To Use. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
PrintMaster $49.95
PrintMaster Demo Disk $6.00

You've Never Seen Anything Like Print Master!

NEW BOOK! - The Creative PrintMaster $13.95

DISKETTES! SPECIAL 25 DISK PREPACKS
Single-Sided: $1.20 each $30.00 Box
Double-Sided: $1.40 each $35.00 Box
Includes warranty, envelopes &: labels

DISKETTE BREEDING CAGES
Tubs and Library Boxes for Perpetual Disk Growth:
5 Library Boxes (10 disks each) $10.95
Disk Tub (holds 25 disks) $15.95
Disk Tub (holds 50 disks) $19.95
Locking Disk Tub (50 disks) $22.95

PHOENIX The Incredible Self Re-Inking ribbon!
Guaranteed to outlast 12 mortal ribbons. Fits
Okidata, Gemini &:: some C.Itohs. Pick one:

Printaholic $15.95 Heavy Abuser $15.95
Daily Habit $15.95 Occasional User $15.95

Write or call for our complete catalogue.
Attention Programmers! We publish software.
Contact us for information.

8E0PlETAlK ASS0CIATES.lnC. 0) -
P.O. Box 863652- E I[~)I-I')IPlano, TX75086~ J VISA· E

1-800-PT BOOKS - ~ ®

Inside Texas call: 1-214-423-4634 : ~ ....
Please include product price in U.S. Dollars + $3 ~
shipping &. handling, $7 for COD ($12 surface or' •
$25 air mail outside U.S.) Texas residents add tax.



W>rdStaJ/NewWord Users
"What can I do? My 'Word processing program doesn't have
all the features I need.·

MagicSeries lets you have all the features you need, plus a few
more you never even thought possible, without scrapping your
old equipment.

There's no need to spend a lot of time and money learning all
the ins and outs of an entirely new system, retyping old files
and retraining staff just because you've outgrown your old word
processing program.

MagicSeries has over 80 features to make your word processor
more powerful and easier to use.

MagicSeries features include:
• typeset-quality proportional spacing
• file merging • instant margin setting
• versatile footnoting • auto-numbering
• indexing • sheet feeder control
• auto-column printing • multi-line headers

• plus much more...

MagicSeries is a stand-alone program which works with
WordS tar , NewWord and most ASCII-generating word
processors to give printer output the professional touch of true
proportional spacing. No "holes" in the text, no overcrowded
lines -- MagicSeries gives you the best-looking documents
possible.

Now MagicSeries is more powerful than ever!
With the new LaserJet version MagicSeries gives you
font selection, line drawing, variable-grade bold facing
and precision kerning plus many more new formatting
features.

According to the experts:

"[With MagicSeries] you can raise the quality of the printed
output of your personal computer from typewriter to
typeset, from amateur to professional."

- Los Angeles Times, 3/85

".. .if you want the best possible output from your
WordStar/PC system, there is nothing to compare with
Magiclndex."

- PC. 10/84

MagicSeries
Computer EdiType Systems
509 Cathedral Parkway, Suite lOA

New York, N.Y. 10025
(212) 222-8148

Send me some information!!!

Name _

Com p an y _

Address

City State__Zip _

D Check here for LaserJet version
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PACKAGE:

PROGRAM TESTED:

AUTHORS:

MANUFACTURER:

DISK SPACE:

PRICE:

Accounting for Micros

General Ledger
for Morrow MD Series

James River Group, Inc.

James River Group, Inc.
125 N. First St.
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612) 339-2521

lOOK

$125

Ken and Lynda Grymala have run their own small
consulting business since 1978. Both have
extensive small business backgrounds, and in
recent years have helped establish several
start-up engineering corporations. Ken provides
engineering design, technical writing, technical
training, and custom business and engineering
software. Lynda, an accredited accountant and
Certified Public Accountant candidate, provides
general business management, accounting, and
industrial security consulting.

To prepare this article, Ken, who has very
little accounting background, attempted to set
up their corporation's general ledger on an MOll
for use with an MP-200 letter quality printer.
Lynda, with a very modest computer background,
successfully set up the general ledger on an MD2
and an MOll with an Okidata 92 printer.

THE ACCOUNTANT'S REVIEW
by Lynda R. Grymala

The accounting package offered bythe James River
Group for the Morrow MD series includes programs for
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Inventory, and Payroll. These programs are designed for
small businesses, typically not more than 20 to 25
employees and with less than about $2 million Per year
in revenues. This software would be a logical next
step after your "one-write" manual system.

We reviewed the General Ledger part. of the package
and found that it meets our needs adequately and
provides clear and concise reports. The journals are
set up very much like a manual system, and are easy to
follow. However, while the programs are easy enough
and the documentation is complete enough for the
"beginning computer user" (as the manufacturer claims),
they are defini.tely not for the novice. Don't expect
to uncrate your computer and unpackage your software
and start keeping your company's books. To get
started, you must have more than a passing knowledge of
how your computer works as well as a good basic
knowledge of bookkeeping. After that, the James River
customer support service willingly helps you over the
rough spots in getting the system up and running.

The heart of any bookkeeping system is the chart
of accounts. I found that this General Ledger package
makes the chart of accounts quick to set up and easy to
edit. (Ken, the technical brains in this oPeration,
would disagree. He never got started, but he can't
balance his checkbook either.) If you have been
classifying your cash in and cash out transactions in
your manual system, then you have a good idea of how to
structure your chart of accounts.
(continued on next page)

THE ENGINEER'S COMMENTS
by Kenneth J. Grymala

All of the James River accounting packages are
written in MicroSoft Basic which has been compiled for
use with specific microprocessors. I found the
programs to run fast and error free.

The General Ledger program which we reviewed
requires approximately lOOK on a program disk. A
second disk is recom mended for data files, although one
year's worth of our data required only 40K of disk
space. The General Ledger package will work well on any
Micro Decision, except maybe the MD1.

Installation is simple and straight forward. But
with absolutely no accounting background, even with all
the information in front of me, I decided I couldnIt
set up a chart of accounts. I recom mend getting a good
bookkeePer or accountant to set up that end of things.
Still, I wanted to see how well the program performed,
so I used a copy of Lynda's data disk.

One of the first things I noted was that making
backups was risky business. The program does not
include a backup routine, and the manual suggests using
PIP. When I first started working with computers,
I found out the hard way (several times) that it was
surprisingly easy to get distracted and to "backUp"
your backUp disk onto your main data disk, thereby
destroying your precious new data! If you are a
novice computer user, I would urge you to read my
suggestions on backUps in "Backing Up Your Data Disk"
on page 52 of this issue.

After I made sure we could do backups, I decided
to see how well the printer installation program
worked.
(continued on next page)
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Accountant, continued

After you have the chart. of accounts set up, you
are ready to enter your first month's data. Data must
be entered by the month, in order. You cannot go on to
the next month until you close out the current month.
While the onscreen menus do not tell you how to do
this, the updated version of the documentation does,
and it even has a good checklist of steps to follow
before selecting the end-month option. Once you select
the end-month option, the machine does the rest.
NOTE: When you close out a month, the totals are
transferred to the next month, and you cannot recapture
the detail. So when the screen prompts you to print a
balance sheet and income statement as well as a journal
entry sum mary before you end the month, believe them
and do it.

The end-month function also closes the year out
for you when it closes month 12. Before you can do
this, however, you must have already closed out your
income and expense accounts, and your net profit
account has to be closed to retained earnings. The
onscreen menus ask if you have done this, but they
offer no help in telling you "how to," so don't attempt
to do this without the help of your accountant unless
you are confident in your own bookkeeping ability.

Although the manual warns that adding accounts out
of sequence will. result in a delay while the program
sorts, I did not find this to be the case. I added
accounts several times during the course of my testing,
and the sort was still very quick. Of course, this may
be because I had only 90 accounts. (James River states
that the average small business will have between 100
and 150 accounts).

There is an aspect of the program I found
irritating, especially when entering data monthly and
when closing my accounts for the year. The screen size
is quite limited-no more than 15 lines before the data
is transferred from memory to disk storage. Going to
the printer after every fifteen transactions is very
time consuming, and it is tempting to select the
"printer off" option when entering monthly data. But
don't do it! Unless you have a printed back-up of all
your work, finding errors will. be next to impossible.
Jim Hillegass of James River Group assures me that once
you become familiar with the package, you can safely
select the "printer off" option when you are entering
data, as long as you remember to print a detailed
sum mary report after each batch. Hillegass points out
that entries are recorded in the General Ledger journal
and can be printed out, in order of original entry or
sorted by account, at any time during the month.

In packages I have previously used, I was
accustomed to having a complete year-to-date printout
of all my journal entries. The James River package
does not provide that luxury. (Hillegass says the
package doesn't keep the entire year because most
floppy systems don't have sufficient space.)

The manual mentions this screen size limitation
and suggests the use of a SUSPENSE ACCOUNTtotake
(continued on next page)

Engineer, continued

The GLSTART, or install program, allows you to
configure your system for a number of popular dot
matrix printers, "any" daisy wheel printer, or you may
customize your printer installation if it is not on the
menu.

The Okidata 92A doesn't show up on the menu, but
the Okidata 82A does, so I installed our 92A as an 82A.
The program selects 10 pitch for most reports, and
compressed print for wide reports. No problems were
noted in using our Okidata 92A as an 82A.

However, when I tried to use our Silve~ReedEXP
550 (aka Morrow MP-200, aka Transtar 130) to get some
printouts, two problems arose.

The first problem is that the Silver-Reed printers
do not have a "paper out" sensor. And the James River
program does not allow for a pause between pages. To
use the James River programs with your Silver-Reed
printer you will. need a tractor feed and continuous
feed paper.

The second problem is that you must use 11" X 14"
standard ledger paper with an MP-200 unless you are
using a 15 pitch print wheel. This is because standard
10 pitch or 12 pitch will exceed the width of your
paper on wide reports. Page length is always set for
11" long paper. If you are using an MP-100, the
tractor feed and a 15 pitch wheel would both be
required.

If your computer is used for more than just
bookkeeping, and by more than your trusted bookkeeper,
an area of concern might be the Jack of password
protecti..on of files. If you have a hard disk Micro
Decision running CP/M Plus, you can use the "SET"
com mand to establish password file protection. This is
not available for the MD2 or 3, so you'll just have to
lock up your floppies.

Customer Service

James River promises full after-sale telephone
support, for free for the first 30 days after purchase.
If you need additional assistance after that, you can
purchase support. At the time of this writing, the
chcu:ge for support is $25.00 per hour, with $10.00
minimum per call.

Our calls to them were always handled very
courteously. And, in fact, before we got our package,
we called and asked them if we could stop in while
passing through Minneapolis on vacation. There was a
slight hesitation. They said they didn't get much
walk-in trade, but we were welcomed anyway. We came
away with a very comfortable feeling that they would
try to help their customers. Out of kindness to them,
however, I would not suggest walk-in trade. They are
very busy and set up for direct mail and telephone
service. Visits definitely disrupt their work and
customer service.
(continued on next page)
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Accountant, continued
care of the problem. Unfortunately, it does not
explain how to use this account, and neither computer
expertise nor accounting knowledge was the least bit
helpful in getting this to work. I see the Suspense
Account as a "patch" to remedy a shortcoming in the
program; it should be more carefully explained if it is
really expected to be used.

Another point I found disconcerting was that the
General Ledger package uses the Q=QUIT command for a
variety of tasks, such as, "accept the change,"
"escape," "done entering data," or "exit to system."
At first this was confusing and a little frightening.
For example, I was certain that I would lose my entire
chart of accounts, after careful editing, the first
time I had to use the "QUIT" command to indicate
"accept."

Something I found missing in the program is the
option for a running balance of CASH when using the
Cash Receipts and Cash Disbursements journals. I would
find that helpful in eliminating simple errors, such as
omissions or typing errors, when posting.

. One feature that I did not use with my test data
15 the REFERENCE# feature. According to the demo
booklet, use ofthe REFERENCE# will allow you to track
income or expenses by job or by separate location. If
this works, it can be a really nice feature for a small
contracting business or retail operation. I'll have to
experiment. [End of Accountant's Review.] n

Engineer, continued

Documentation

By the time this article reaches print, James
River should be shipping the updated version of their
documentation.

Their original documentation promised more than it
delivered. In an effort to be readable and
understandable, too much was left to the user's
imagination. Happily, the new documentation is much
more complete. The Introduction, Disk Set-up, General
Ledger, and Accounts Receivable sections have been
co~pletely r~~tten. We ran the program initially
USlng the ongmal manuals. In almost every instance
where we ran into a problem with the old documentation
the new documentation addresses the problem are~
clearly and in detail.

Their manuals are attractively packaged in a
three-ring binder and box. The writing layout is easy
on the eyes, and is very easy to read and comprehend.
A complete table of contents and index are included.

Each module is divided into sections, starting
~ith ar: introduction. You are led through the
lnstallation, and then into the setup of an accounting
system. The explanations are well suited for someone
with a minimum of computer knowledge. Additionally
appendices are included that provide even more detailed
infor.mation about computers and accounting.
(continued on next page)

Alist S39.95
A simple, easy to use database for
generating and maintaining alphabetical
lists. You can have up to 10 fields per
record, with 254 characters per field.
Alist is Wordstar-Mailmerge compatible
and can sort on 1 to 64 different AND
OR conditions.

Math Fury - $24.95
This program was written by Michael
Roberts, a 10 year old computer whiz, to
assist his sister in her mathematics drills.
You are given addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division problems
within a 60 second period. The more
problems you get right, the higher your
score. This one is a must for any school

AUst plus $49.95 aged kids •

An enh~nced yersion.of.ALlST, which Game Disk $49 95
allow anthmetlc functiOning on any fields. •
If has up to 40 data fields per record, You get the following games on one disk:
and can sort in ascending or descending Cribbage the pegged board game,Klon-
order. You are allowed greater flexibility dike solitaire, Pdice (poker dice), Dpoker
in producing print-outs and reports. (draw poker), Matcha matching game

and VerTTT (Vertical tic-tac-toe).

CalPlan $29.95
A calendar generator. Birthdays, an
niversaries and special holidays can be
included in the calendars along with the
standard National, Christian and Jewish
holidays. With CalPlan, you can design
your own weekly schedule and create a
daily planner to fit your needs.

LabelMaster $24.95
LabelMaster generates creative labels
using all the fancy features of the EP
SON printer. Mix high resolution
graphics and text in your customized
labels or forms. LabelMaster can even
serialize your labels.

Irata - Alist
2562 E. Glade
Mesa, Az. 85204
(602) 892-0015

Price includes disk, manual and shipping
via UPS ground. Terms: Company or
personal checks accepted, COD add
$2.50. Sorry no Visa or Mastercharge.
Az. residents add 6%. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

ALIST PLUS is also
available in MS-DOS
format.
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;DISK B HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY
TRANSFERRED TO DISK A

AUTO SUBMIT BACKUP <cr>

To .get it to autostart, place the
diskette in drive A and type:

;YOU r1AY RESUME BY PLACING YOUR
PROGRAM DISK IN DRIVE A

AND PRESSING THE RESET KEY

,
;THIS PROGRAM WILL COPY THE CONTENT

OF DRIVE B
; TO THE DISKETTE IN DRIVE A
PIP A:=B:*.*[V]

Name the SUBMIT program BACKUP.SUB:

iBACKUP.SUB

Now, to do a backup, place this backup diskett
in drive A and your main data disk in drive B
Press the return key, and it will transfer; an
verify, that the files got from drive B to driv
A. I would suggest that you practice wi
something other than your good data disk .
drive B, just in case you get something wrong.

If you have an MD5, 11, 16, or 34, you will
probably want to put your main data files on the
hard disk. In this case, the Pilot menu backUp
progra ms are not very useful. I also feel tha
moving things from one user area on a hard dis
to another user area on a diskette is reall
risky when using PIP. Although you could use a
SUBMIT file, it would be much better if you were
just to use Dave Rand's fantastic public domain
program NSWEEP (NSWP207 or the latest version)
to do backUps. (See article on NSWEEP in MOR,
Vol. 2, *4, August 1985, p. 54) It's free, bug
free, almost goof proof, and simple to use-an
invaluable program for anyone 'ilith a hard dis
system. Virtually all CP/M user group librarle
and CP/M bulletin boards have copies of i
[NSWEEp· is also on the Floppy of the Efr-Mon
for August 1985 -Ed.]

For people with an MD2 or MD3, I would
suggest a foolproof trick I've been using fa
data backups. First, don't put CP/M on yo
main data disk; that is, don't SYSGEN it. Pu
CP/M, AUTO.COM, PIP.COM, SUBMIT.COM an
the simple SUBMIT program (see MOR Vol. 2, #2
April 1985, p. 27) shown below on your backu
diskette.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

InterCONNECTtm allows your Morrow MDll/16/34
to be run REMOTELY! by other computers or
t~rminals. ~ith InterCONNECT you can call
VIdeotext ~ervices, bulletin boards, etc. and up/
download files. You can also transfer files with full
wildcards and error checking (will talk to Modem7)
between computers. Standard InterCONNECT
available for CP/M~8Q. CP/M~86.& MS-DOS.

DEAL~RS: Think of the time/money you'll save
Il;ot haVing to travel to your customers' site for
SImple program and data file repairs, etc...

All this for only $150.00. Send orders to:

MICRO EASE, Inc.
4601 So. 50th St. Suite 214

Omaha, NE 68117

toll free @ 1-800-835-7427 Extension 238.

ORDER TODAYH

WE HAVE REMOTE!!

[A review of the remaining programs in the James River
Accounting Package (Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory, and Payroll) will appear in a
future issue of M0 R. -Ed.]

Overall, we found the James River General Ledger
package to run solidly and with a minimum of setup or
learning problems. a

If you do decide to order the James River
software, it comes with a 3D-day trial period. Unlike
any other software package we are aware of, you may
return the entire package within 30 days of the date of
shipment for a full refund, less shipping costs. All
James River asks is that you tell them why you didn't
like the product.

If you are unsure which accounting program of the
package you might need, or if you are unsure whether
the James River packages are for you, they offer a
demonstration program for $18.00. We didn't get the
diskette, but we received the booklet that goes with
it. In it, you get to see the style of their manuals,
and it tells you a lot about their packages. It is
also an excellent source for general information on the
purPOse and use ofthe various accounting programs they
offer-General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, Inventory, and Payroll.

Engineer, continued
Additional Benefits
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PUBLISHER: Programmed Press
2301 Baylis Avenue
Elmont, NY 11003
(516) 775-0933

TITLE:

AUTHOR:

PRICE:

BOOK REVIEW

Computer-Assisted Investment Handbook
206 pp. plus bibliography and index
(1983)

Albert I. A. Bookbinder

$19.95
Optional diskette-based software

available in different formats

by H. Roosma and Donald Jenner

T-Bills can get quite complicated, the author has
provided several programs covering different
situations. One could almost. imagine a diskette full
of Treasury oriented programs.

Two programs cover note and bond yields. The
"Farhi" bond yield program allows investors to prepare
the.irown bond value tables. The other program includes
taxes in the bond value analysis.

The next set of investment oriented programs deals
with the concept of present value, rates of return and
mortgage payments. In our estimation, the mortgage
program could be enhanced by allowing it to compute a
complete mortgage payment table. The rate-of-return
program is also rather limited since it allows for only
two cash flows. A general rate of return program could
be very useful.

Among the more unique applications, sample
program s---the Soybean Crush Spread and Soybean Crush
Contract Value-offer models for creating programs
dealing with com modities having active futures
markets.

If your interests extend to include econometric
analysis, this is a book well worth adding to your
library. Dr. Bookbinder's investment handbook contains
50 ready-to-run programs integrated with text to form a
useful learning device for investors, particularly for
those with only limited experience of systematic
financial analysis. About 30 of the programs in the
book are investment oriented, and 20 are statistically
oriented. Programmed Press also offers a diskette with
all the programs contained in the book, written in
standard MicroSoft BASIC.

Professor Bookbinder brings a rare combination of
both practice and theory to the preparation of his
Computer-Assisted Investment Handbook. He was a
firiancial statistician for the SEC; SUbsequently he
directed research operations for a number of major NYSE
firms. He continues to manage portfolios or act as a
consultant on their management for a number of
foundations. He has been professor of econometrics in
the Fordham University Graduate School of Business and
in the City University of New York.

The Text

The first set of investment oriented programs
deals with Treasury Bills. As computing yields on

H. ROOSMAis a professor of finance and Chairman ofthe
Department of Financial Management at the Pace Univer
sity Graduate School of Business.

DONALD JENNER is a university teacher of philosophy
in the Greater New York area, an avid computerist who
occasionally consults on the use of microcomputers in
s mall business and not-for-profit organizations, and
does applications programming for MIS.

There is an interesting set of programs relating
to bilateral and multilateral foreign exchange values.
These programs provide a weighted average foreign
exchange value of the U. S. dollar in the spot markets
and the foreward markets. However, we assess that, for
all but the most sophisticated users, a more complete
explanation of the parameters used in the programs
would be useful.

Dr. Bookbinder has included in his book a number
of programs on arbitrage with options, puts and calls.
The Merton version of the Black-Schol's option
valuation model is included. The author also presents
his own option valuation model which he feels is an
improvement over the Black-Schol's model. Dr.
Bookbinder's model uses an empirical distribution
instead of the more com monly used log-normal curve.
The users have an opportunity to evaluate the
effectiveness of both models.

The book concludes by presenting several programs
for forecasting earnings and changes in the Dow-Jones
Industrials average. Changes in the stock index are
related to changes in bond yields, earnings and
dividends.

The 50 programs in the Computer-Assisted
Investment Handbook are well-integrated with the
explanatory text. The text presents theory, which is
[mmer explained through studying the related
programs' algorit.'1ms. The source code is accompanied
with a sample run-time output; this is a useful check
for those who key in these programs themselves.

The programs, originally written for an IBM-PC,
will run equally well on CP/M machines running
MicroSoft BASIC. As supplied, the programs are screen
oriented, but it would be well within the power of even
the most inexperienced user to get hard-copy output..
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Atone time, about 18 months ago, Dave Block
of Morrow, Inc., used to· receive .over 20
question-letters a day. In response to .
overwhelming demand, he wrote a 61-page bookl
of typical questions and their answers.

while somewhat outdated, requstill c
in for it. However,. copies are no Ion
avaiJable. BAMDUA (the Bay Area Micro Decisi

sers Group) used to mail them out for a do
until their .supply ran out. .If one of you 0

there would like to volunteer to reprint the
booklet and. handle mail requests for , we
will send you a suitable master copy

write to MaR· with your proposal t
project. on. Please ·write IIQ &. A BOO

wer left corner of your envelo Th

The Software

Professor Bookbinder has avoided a number of "sins"
often committed by authors of software-oriented books,
most especially that of writing code which the casual
reader is unable to follow easily.

WHERE'S THE Q & A BOOK?

The Computer-Assisted Investment Handbook might
find a place as a secondary textbook for more advanced
undergraduates and graduate students. The software is
both accessible in practical situations and effective
as a tutoring device. In the hands of the professional
financial executive or technician, it. may be used "as
is" or easily modified to meet other, more recondite
needs. a

At the time this review is being written, the
programs on the optional diskette are supplied more or
less as included in the text of the handbook. They are
a series of discrete routines designed to allow the
user to key in data at the time the program is invoked.
However, a new version of the diskette-based software
is being developed which will. offer a more conventional
and "friendly" interface and perhaps some kind of
database to hold a set of basic information available
to all of the programs. On the one hand, this will.
prove handy for the more advanced user, familiar with
the Handbook in particular and financial analysis
generally. On the other hand, the new integrated
program, because of its compilation and loading
process, will. almost certainly be limited to MS-DOS
machines. If you intend to purchase the diskett~based

software, you should check with Program med Press as to
which form is available for your machine.

P.O. Box 1464
La Mirada, CA 90637-1464
Phone 213·547-9673

fELION
software

Database programs make you organize information into a
form. That's fine for an address list \\'here e\'er\' entr\,
contains the same old boring things. But how do you

"database" your free-form text files, like no\'e1s, business letters,
screenplays. annotated bibliographies, personal correspondence
or client case histories? \'i;rith adatabase program you 're just plain
out of luck!

Now Free Filer lets you keep track of your words
like you do your lists. That's why we call Free Filer the
"un-database."

How does FREE FILER do it? Free Filer di\'ides \'our
diskette into parcels of information, much like index cards. It will
segment your text files into paragraph parcels automatically. Or
you can specify other data parcels yourself.

You can search, alphabetically sort, and print each parcel
effortlessly. You can e\'en combine parcels to create a ne\\' card.
Free Filer can search all or some of your files on disk, going
through them one by one. And if you ha\'e lots of files, that can
sa\'e \'ou a bundle of time.

And it's fast. Free Filer can blitz through a55K file in less
than 25 seconds.

"I am taken at the program's speed and simplicity. I would
recommend it for e\'er\'one - it's another tool to make \'Our com
puter more powerfui and you more efficient." -' Peter A
~1cWilliams, author of Tbe Personal Computer Book.

"Free Filer is one of those wonderful little general-purpose
text utilities that simplify life \\'ith computers. Recommended."
- Jerry Pournelle, Byte .Hagazine.

Free Filer is directl\' a\'ailable from Telion Software for
$49.95 in most popular CPIM and MS-DOS formats, including
Kaypro, ~lorrow, Apple CPIM and IBM Pc.
Now sWpping 4.0 with ':\ND," "OR," and "Nor" (boolean)
searching and even faster searching and sorting
performance. Calif. residents add 6%. Credit card add 5%. In
elude $2.00 shipping and handling.
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CLASSIFIEDS

roUBLE YOUR PLEASURE! Let us replace your slow,
noisy MD2 single-side drives with new fast,
quiet double-side drives. All installation and
patches done in our shop for $350 plus tax &
shipping. Civil Computing Corp., 415-455-8086,
2111 Research Drive, Suite 1, Livermore CA 94550.

For Sale: MD3 system complete w/software, MP100
printer, disks, disk box, ribbons, etc. $1500.
Linda Iroff, 24 uptown Village, Ithaca, NY 14850,
607-256-7343 days, 607-2570327 eve, wkends.

DEALER CLOSEOUT--Upgrade 3E/5E with SuperCalc,
Pearl, Quest, MBasic $149. SMARTKEY $24. MEX 1.12
(see April MOR) PD modem software MD5/11 $15.
Parallel CABLE $19 (6'), $24 (10'). INFOSTAR $59.
DATEBOOK (8") $59. Aabacus 503/668-8157.

MORRCM MD-1E (same as MD-3E except had only one
DD disk drive), complete with MT-70 terminal.Brand
new in cartons. MJst of guarantee remains. $765.
Additional disk drive (I will install), $125.
Liberty 100 terminal, (used) $295. G. Schacter
9369 Dorothy Ave. S. Gate, CA 90280 213-566-3556

EUREKA!®

\~~~!
In Greek it means "I found it". In CP / M it means you'll
never lose it again! Eureka! isthe premier CP/M disk
cataloger. It puts the critical information about your
library of disks and files in one place and allows you to
quickly and easily retrieve any of the information.
Never again will you have to wonder what disk that
letter SMITH37.LTR. is on - or what It is for ... Eureka!
can tell you in a snap. Lawyers, writers, programmers
and many others save time with Eureka!. Haven't you
suffered long enough without it ???

"We finally chose EUREKA I largely because II has the abilily
to read comments dlfectly from a file EUREKA' IS easy to
learn and use. has more access and report choices. tlnds files
by many dillerenl ways. and has an al/raCI,ve price . ..

T. Bove & C Rhodes. USER'S GUIDE No 11

EUREKA!, thepopularCP/M® diskcatalo~er

Unprotected version $75
Protected version $50
Additional Licenses $15

MENdociNO SOfTWARE COMpANy, INC.
Dept. MR-5
P.O. Box 1564

Willits. CA 95490
add $2.50 shipping (707) 459-9130 VISA & MasterCard
CallI. residents add 6% sales tax accepted

A EUREKA! paCkage IS deSigned 10 run on only a Single ~y<;lern

£UA£KA' IS .".o.lTI4Irk 01 Mendoc,no Sol'hUf.Com~ny.In(.
CPIM,s.reog,sletedlt.oemarkofD,g,IaIReSHrCI'I,lnc
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LIST OF ADVERTISERS
JACOBS COMPUTER SERVICES CLASSIFIEDS

P.O. Box 415
Pinole, CA 94564

(415) 724-2446

Morrow S100, DECISION 1, and CP/M advice and
hardware repair.

MORROW MDT 20/LEAR SIEGLER ADM 20: New
terminals for sale $300 each. 115 and 220
volt models available. Calif. res. add $19.50
tax.

Speed up CP/M! MICRONIX too slow? we have
RAM DISK SOF'IWARE for your Decision 1. For
single user CP/M only. Hardware remains able
to run Micronix later. (Ram disk and Micr
onix won't run at same time.) $200. Dero $25
Calif. res. add 6.5% tax.

FOR SALE S100 Boards, Drives, etc.

AUTOCOM for Morrow S100 and Decision 1 CP/M
Cbios (revs. E.3, E.31, E.4) allows you to
easily make CP/M execute a command when cold
booting and/or same/different command when
warm rooting. $50. calif. residents add
$3.25 tax.

eco, Inc••••
ent Products

pplied Computer Techniques
rland International inside

Central Computer Products
Central Software • •
Civil Computing
Comrron Sense Systems
CTE Associates • • •
Computer EdiType Systems.
Financial Track Systems
Healthtrac • • • • • • •
Irafa .',_,e,,:' •. '. '.' .0,." .".'-.'..
Jacobs Computer Services • •
James River Group • • • •
KAMASOFT • • • • • • • outside back
Mendocino Software Company, Inc.
Micro Art Programmers
Micro Cornucopia • • • • • • • •
Micro Ease Computers • •
O'Neill Software • • • •
PeopleTalk Associates, Inc. •
Rocky Mountain Software Systems
Spite Software • • • • • • • • •
Software Techniques
Telion Software
The Protector Corporation. •
The Software Store •
Westwind Computer •••• inside

THAT IS EASY TO USE AND READY TO RUN

$49.95
$4.00 SHIPPING

USE THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE JOB.

TMANIS
A MAILING LIST

AND FILING SYSTEM

I USE APOWERFUL DATABASE
TO KEEP MY MAILING LIST ...
AND ACANNON TO KILL RIES.

Name _

Sanyo (all)
Tandy (all)
TeleVideo
Zenith 100 & 150
S"CPM
Othercompatibles

IBMPC,XT,
PCjr,AT

Kaypro (all)
Morrow (all)
Osborne (all)
Panasonic
Radio Shack CPM

Apple CPM
Columbia

Compaq
Corona
Eagle (all)

Epson ax· 10

RUNS ON:

GREAT FOR:
Sales Leads, Customer Inquiries, Club
Records, Birthdays, Xmas Card List. Can be
used as a Calendar or List ofThings to Do.
All of these can be mixed together but still
retrieved by category. Or you can keep a
separate list for each.

Mail to: James River Group, 125 N. First St., Mpls, MN 55401 (612) 339-2521

LOOK WHAT IT DOES:
• Up to 2500 names or subjects (4000

MSDOS).
• Up to 12 lines of notes with each name.
• Prints mailing labels (alphabetically or by

zip).
• Prints Rolodex style cards.
• Prints a phone list.
• Puts names in a new file for use by

Mailmerge.
• Prints any of the above, selected by name,

state, zip, type, or date of entry.
• Searches names or notes for any word (for

example: "July 4" or "John Brown" or
"Mississippi").

Co. Name _

Address _

City/State/ZIP _

Telephone _

Computer Model _

Disk Format (Circle One) SSSD SSDD DSDD

Price is $49.95 plus $4.00 shipping and

handling. ($8.00 foreign)

o Paid by check (amount enclosed) _

o or VISA or MC # _

Exp. Date _

o or Ship UPS COD (adds $2.50)

MN Residents add 6% Sales Tax.
All orders shipped within 24 hours. 30 day
money back guarantee.

L-- --L _
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#\\M1~ti\' ~,L~~ 1!>~1iiI~~1) Box 5487 Berkeley, CA 94705
~IIJ~~/fI~ (415)644-2638

---------------------------------------------~
SUBSCRIBE. RENEW • ORDER BACK ISSUES

Zip _State _

Name _

Subscriber No.* _

Phone _

Addres's _

City _

o 1 year MOR (6 issues) 0 2 years MOR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $10 per year

o All other countries:
o Add $10 for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $28 for each year for Airmail

o Please leave my name off your mailing list rentals.

o Please RENEW my subscription to MOR.

MOR is published bi-monthly, starting in February. We must receive your subscription
application bdore the 15th of the month preceding publication in order to begin your
subscription with the next issue.

* Applies to current subscribers only. This number is in the upper right corner of your mailing label, preceding
your expiration date.

Signature -----------------------MOR2585

Check enclosed for $ _

Account # _

BACK ISSUES cost $3 each, postage paid in the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico. For all other countries, $6.50 each, airmail postage paid.

Please send me the following issues:

VOL. 1: DUIAPR84 0#2JUN84 O#3AUG84 O#40CT84 O#5DEC84

VOL. 2: Oll1FEB85 0#2APR85 O#3JUN85 O#4AUG85 O#50CT85 0#6DEC85

VOL. 3: DUIFEB86 0#2APR86 O#3JUN86 O#4AUG86 O#50CT86 0#6DEC86

o MasterCard o VISA

Exp. Date _

----------------------~
GIVE MOR FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Signaturc _

Check enclosed for $ _

MOR2585

State Zip _

GIFT TO:
Name _

Address _

Phone _

City ~__

o 1 year MOR (6 issues) 0 2 years MOR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $10 per year

o All other countries:
o Add $10 for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $28 for each year for Airmail

o Please leave name off your mailing list.

--------------------~

Exp. Date _

State Zip _

o VISA

Account # _

o MasterCard

FROM:
Name _

Subscriber No. _

Phone _

Address _

City _

CHANGE OF ADDRESS Allow six weeks for your Change of Address to take effect.

OLD ADDRESS: (Paste your mailing label here)
Name _

NEW ADDRESS:
Name _

State Zip _ State Zip _

Address _

City _

Address _

Phone _

City _

MOR2585





SuperCalc2

• Bios' • Format
• DiskMgr • Arkive
• Configuration
• Head Positioning
• 6 Month Warranty
• And ...

Trantor Hard Disk
SUMMER SALE!

SAVE $100! Only $1195.
SAVE $200! Only $1595.
SAVE $300! Only $2095.
SAVE $400! Only $2595.

11 Meg
23 Meg
35 Meg
47 Meg

We've Got Your NUMBERI
Complete with

from Sorcim/IUS, the world's best electronic
spreadsheet, is included FREE with all Trantor Hard Disks.

Extremely fast and powerful, SuperCalc2 is THE big step up in
spreadsheet capability.

And, if you're wondering about learning "one more program:
SuperCalc2's simple command language is so easy to learn you'll
be building your own super spreadsheets right away.

WestWind
1690 65th Street Emeryville, CA 94608 (415) 652-3222

Telex 756329 (DRIVE CUD), WU EASYLlNK 62533500.
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KAMAS. Z80. & CP/M are trademarks of KAMASOFT", Zilog. & Digital Research respectively.
" formerly Compusophic Systems.

R~*:'i1~J1~h for the hfteight of
- . <'~':" .yo.'. ..u.r. .cra . KAMAS puts full control at yourfingertips. You can keep track of

•• your main line of thought by col
lapsing the details from view.

:. • •• ' ,Of," • '. ,foti";A" .'. As an Idea craftsman, you use Then, expand the outline to devel-

.{to; ··::'W~~~·:·· ... :~~~~{;';'~i~·Jt1\~I;\ ~~~d~i~o~I;~~~ h~I~~1 cfo~~~~ts, ~~~~~~~~~r~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
~:\:;~~f::'~!;.! . .... , then manIPulate them to dls- portions of the outline, you can

"Kt~/: .-::~/~: .'p ~~~e;h~~i~~ts~Onveydynamic :~~~~~~u~~~~~~ift~~~~~;.IY
'." , ?:.:;..;( Now, the tool that can strengthen And KAMAS is fast. Your ideas re-

your creative grasp is well within main at your fingertips. KAMAS
your reach. can locate and retrieve by
KAMASTM a revolutionary outline keyword-even a misspelled
processor from KAMASOFT*, one-in less than a second per
supports your thinking process topic file.
and keeps you in touch with your Use as much of the power as you
ideas. That's because KAMAS is feel comfortable with. KAMAS is
designed to work the way your menu-driven with over 100 on-line
mind works-naturally. help screens. But you can also
Begin by brainstorming. KAMAS open the hood to find a high
enables you to jot down ideas performance programming
quickly, as you think of them. If environment with the additional
you want to elaborate, you can horsepower you may need to
add text with full screen editing. get the job done. An active user
Then develop your ideas using a community and the KAMAS
familiar outline format. Change Report newsletter keep you in
the structure as easily as you touch with the latest KAMAS
change your mind. Move an idea applications.
and all attached text moves Achieve a commanding van-
with it. tage point ...

Get your hands on KAMAS now. Send $147 plus $4
for S/H. Or call (503) 6493765 for VISA or Master
Card orders, KAMAS is available for many Z80.
CP/M computers. Ask about your system.

KAMASOFT·
2525 SW 224th Ave., Dept. 161
Aloha, OR 97006 ...with KAMA. 1M


